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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH) has made significant strides
following the signing of the Dayton Peace Accords in 1995. Since
then, the United States Government has provided substantial
technical and financial support to BiH to assist in its transition to a
modern, multi-ethnic and stable state. The United States Agency
for International Development (USAID) has invested millions of
dollars in bolstering nascent democratic systems throughout BiH
and in creating and supporting the environment for a functional
free market economy.
An example of USAID’s continuing investment in modernizing
BiH’s economy is the Fostering an Investment and Lender-Friendly
Environment (FILE) Project, implemented from 2003 through
2006 by Chemonics International Inc. and its partners, Emerging
Markets Group (EMG) and the National Center for State Courts
(NCSC). This three-year commercial law reform project was
designed to spur lending and investment by improving the
enforcement of debts and contracts throughout BiH. To this end,
the project focused on advancing and supporting bankruptcy law
practice as well as improving and modernizing commercial case
management and court administration throughout the country.
As early as 1999, the shortcomings of BiH’s commercial law
framework had been identified by groups as diverse as the World
Bank, the International Crisis Group, the Office of the High
Representative, the Foreign Investment Advisory Service (FIAS),
and the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development. In
2001, the Government of BiH and FIAS commissioned jointly a
study of BiH’s commercial legal framework and obstacles to
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investment. This report specifically recommended improvements in
BiH’s bankruptcy, collateral, and commercial laws, as well as in
court administration. The needs identified in the BiH-FIAS report
provided the basis for USAID’s FILE project.
The FILE project originally had four key components: collateral
law, bankruptcy and liquidation law, WTO accession, and court
administration. Due to USAID-mandated changes in the scope of
work, collateral and WTO-related work were removed from the
task order in 2005. Since then, FILE concentrated exclusively on
the bankruptcy and court administration components.
The bankruptcy component was structured to provide training and
technical assistance to strengthen the enforcement of bankruptcy
and collateral laws and improve the administrative capacity of BiH
commercial courts. The project provided classroom and hands-on
training programs for judges, trustees, trade unions, appraisers,
attorneys, and others on BiH’s bankruptcy laws; provided resource
materials to assist stakeholders in effectively implementing the
bankruptcy laws; conducted outreach on the benefits of
bankruptcy; and shepherded pilot cases and companies through the
bankruptcy system to demonstrate the effectiveness of BiH’s
modern bankruptcy laws.
As a result of FILE’s interventions, BiH now has an efficient
bankruptcy system supported by a cadre of well-trained and
committed bankruptcy practitioners. Pilot cases shepherded by
FILE have provided judges and trustees with best practices on
numerous issues involved in both bankruptcy and liquidation. The
Unis Tadiv pilot case in particular demonstrated bankruptcy
reorganization’s power to salvage productive assets, improve
efficiency, save jobs, and help revitalize communities, all in the
course of privatizing a state-owned enterprise. In dozens of
bankruptcy cases throughout BiH, workers have recovered unpaid
wages and other creditors have recovered their debts. These
successes have been publicized by bankruptcy stakeholders and
through the media, resulting in more interest in bankruptcy and
increased filings. FILE has left behind an active stakeholder
community and an extensive collection of resource materials for use
by current and future bankruptcy lawyers and judges.
FILE’s court administration component was tasked with
developing and implementing automated court management
systems throughout BiH. Streamlining the ability of courts to
adjudicate commercial claims is critical to establishing an
environment that promotes and protects creditors’ and investors’
rights and that provides business interests with assurance that their
disputes will be adjudicated in a timely, efficient, and predictable
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manner. To this end, FILE developed case management software
(CMS) to improve case management and workflow processes in
BiH's first- and second-instance courts.
CMS is an important management tool for use in implementing
wide-scale process changes throughout the courts. Beyond mere
software, this system provides courts with the means to track,
verify, and locate all files within the court as well as the means to
manage individual workloads, monitor judicial performance, lessen
opportunities for corruption, and improve the management
capacity of court presidents. CMS’s powerful database has created
the first-ever centralized location for all case information, including
status, judge assigned, tasks performed, and tasks to be completed.
The system links all related documents in a given case and tracks
handling and processing throughout the life of the case.
CMS has changed fundamentally the way courts in BiH do
business. FILE’s six pilot courts no longer use antiquated manual
registry books and systems to create duplicate records of case
activity. Instead, cases are now registered instantly in CMS as they
are received, and are assigned a common case number by the
database. All case documents are linked together in one location
and tied to a centralized filing system.
CMS has also streamlined burdensome review procedures within
the courts. Court presidents no longer have the task of reviewing
incoming cases and assigning them to individual judges; CMS does
this immediately. Next review dates are no longer set manually; the
system generates these automatically. And finally, by electronically
generating tasks for judges and typists, the system ensures that all
procedural requirements are met, with no steps skipped along the
way. In addition to providing courts with an important tool for
fighting corruption and for promoting efficiency, this system has
allowed judges to streamline their work and maximize their time
deciding cases.
FILE successfully designed and deployed this innovative system to
six pilot courts throughout BiH, including the two largest
commercial divisions in the country. Over the course of eight
months, more than 90,000 old and pending cases nationwide were
entered into CMS. Today, all incoming cases in FILE’s pilot courts
are automatically entered into the system and are accessible by
more than 60 judges and 200 court employees. CMS has meant
permanent process changes for four of the six pilot courts, which
now work without need for the previously used manual case
registries or the individual registry offices that crowded the courts.
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BRIEF PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The FILE project was implemented by Chemonics International
Inc., along with EMG and NCSC, under Task Order #821 of the
GBTI IQC, Contract #PCE-I-00-98-00015-00, signed on August
1, 2003 between Chemonics International Inc. and
USAID/Bosnia-Herzegovina. The main objective of the task order
was to create an environment that protects creditors’ and investors’
rights by strengthening the capacity of the commercial divisions of
BiH’s first instance courts to adjudicate commercial cases in a
timely and predictable manner; and by implementing training
programs for judges, court staff, bankers, trustees, attorneys, and
others on the new bankruptcy, collateral, and procedural laws.
Technical assistance focused on (a) making the collateral law
regime work; (b) making bankruptcy and liquidation laws and
procedures work; (c) assisting BiH in its accession to the WTO;
and (d) streamlining the ability of BiH courts to adjudicate
commercial claims in a timely, predictable, and efficient manner.
The FILE collateral law component sought to build on the work of
USAID and other donors in drafting commercial and procedural
laws, particularly the laws on pledge registry, notary laws, real
property ownership and rights, the new civil procedure code, and
enforcement laws. FILE’s work was aimed at improving the
implementation and enforcement of BiH’s new collateral law
regime by assisting judges, lawyers, banks, and businesses in
implementing the laws and procedures governing asset-based
lending.
The FILE bankruptcy component was aimed at providing training
and technical assistance to strengthen the understanding and
implementation of BiH’s existing bankruptcy and collateral laws
and improve the administrative capacity of BiH courts. This work
was carried out through intensive training and capacity-building for
local stakeholders, including judges, bankruptcy trustees, lawyers,
appraisers, professors, bankers, trade unions, and businesspeople.
FILE also developed practical experience with bankruptcy by
leading successful pilot bankruptcy cases involving state- and
privately-owned enterprises.
The FILE WTO component was geared toward facilitating the
WTO accession process by ensuring that administrative, political,
and capacity-related barriers were promptly addressed in order to
meet the 2004 accession goal. Based on political developments
within BiH, and after talks with the WTO were suspended, this
component was cancelled by USAID.
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The FILE court administration component sought to contribute to
the wide-scale judicial reform process underway in BiH by
introducing processes designed to streamline the ability of BiH
courts to adjudicate commercial claims. In order to improve case
management and workflow process, FILE developed and
implemented CMS for use in courts throughout BiH.
In June 2005, USAID and Chemonics executed a task order
modification that, among other actions, formally deleted the WTO
component from the task order in its entirety and required FILE to
complete all work under the collateral law component (Component
1) by June 30, 2005. From June 2005 to October 2006, FILE’s
work focused exclusively on bankruptcy (Component 2) and court
administration (Component 3).
BACKGROUND
Post-war Bosnia and Herzegovina. In the ten years since its war
ended, BiH has made significant progress in both the political and
economic spheres. BiH’s post-war economy is slowly but steadily
recovering and the country is recuperating much of its lost human
capital. More than one million refugees have returned to their
homes in BiH, and foreign investment continues to grow. Likewise,
political progress has been steady. BiH has held two free and fair
elections under the supervision of the Office of the High
Representative and with the assistance of international donors.
Clear challenges remain. BiH continues to be saddled with an
impractical, multi-layer government which impedes efficient and
effective governance. The country is currently composed of two
entities: the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina (further divided
into 10 cantons) and the Republika Srpska; and one special district:
Brcko. Under the specific provisions of the Dayton Peace Accords,
each entity has control over its general legislation, finances,
taxation, education, health care, and infrastructure. In addition,
state-level institutions have been created, including Parliament, the
Council of Ministers, and the constitutional and state courts. This
structure, while politically necessary in 1995, has imposed a
significant financial and administrative burden on the country and
has delayed the implementation of needed legal and regulatory
reforms throughout BiH.
In addition, BiH’s transition to a market economy has not come
easily. Private sector growth has been hampered by poor
infrastructure, lack of access to finance and investment, an
inflexible and improperly trained workforce, and a maze of
regulations that are enforced unevenly.
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BiH’s lack of an effective commercial law framework was set out in
a series of reports between 1999 and 2001. Specific
recommendations were made to address the absence of an effective
bankruptcy and collateral law regime, which was creating a drag on
much-needed lending and growth of the private sector. All reports
recommended improvements in collateral and bankruptcy systems
and administration of commercial law cases. In addition, numerous
assessments laid out the need for increased investment in court
administration procedures aimed at alleviating and effectively
managing the growing caseloads faced by both first and second
instance courts throughout BiH.1
Collateral law regime. Effective collateral law systems lower the cost
and risk of lending by permitting borrowers to secure their
obligations with property. In particular, a functioning collateral law
system allows lenders to take and register an enforceable security
interest in a debtor’s property. A well-developed system of secured
lending and enforcement is essential for investment and business
development, particularly in a country in need of rapid economic
growth. While BiH has made significant advances in the collateral
law area since the end of the war, much work remains.
BiH’s collateral law regime had several basic problems in 2003,
some of which continue. While effective legal provisions are in
place for securing moveable and intangible property rights, BiH
real property law does not allow for the possibility of property
serving as collateral prior to it existing physically. As a result,
construction and investment financing have been severely
constrained. Furthermore, a substantial amount of real property
remains unregistered and therefore unusable as collateral.
But the biggest problem in BiH’s collateral law system continues to
be enforcement. Poor enforcement of commercial contracts
continues to hamper economic development by increasing the costs
and risks of doing business. Many of the enforcement problems are
not unique to claims against collateral, but instead arise from
weaknesses in the existing judicial system common to all claims. In
addition, poor practices in seizing, storing, and selling collateral
have contributed to the inefficiency of enforcement and collection
throughout BiH. Furthermore, BiH lacks an efficient secondary
market for the sale of movable property. Inappropriate delays and
ineffective procedures for execution and liquidation have had
notable economic effects. For example, at the end of 2004, BiH
had over 600 million KM blocked in the banking sector due to
inefficient sale of collateral.
1

See generally ABA-CEELI Judicial Reform Index for Bosnia and Herzegovina Report, 2001;
see also ICT Strategy Proposal Development of Information and Communication
Technology in the Courts and Prosecutor’s Offices of Bosnia and Herzegovina, March 2004.
6
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Bankruptcy in BIH. Every modern economy requires a welldeveloped bankruptcy system. The success of market economies
depends on the ability of the system to manage productively
business failure and recycle assets. Bankruptcy law solves multiple
problems that otherwise would subject an economy to gross
inefficiencies. In addition, bankruptcy law helps the economy
function better by paying creditor claims equitably; transforming
unproductive capital into productive capital; attracting investment;
promoting entrepreneurial activity; and helping to transfer
insolvent state-owned enterprises into healthy companies in a
market economy.
Much of BiH’s wealth continues to be frozen in state-owned
enterprises, which often are a drag on the economy. Their inability
to pay wages to employees, repay loans from banks, pay trade
creditors, or make the best use of capital assets negatively impacts
the economy. No country can afford an economy in which taxes
are not paid, pension funds receive no contributions, and creditors
and workers are not paid.
In addition, widespread insolvency in BiH’s corporate sector has
hampered the country’s transition to a market economy. Corporate
insolvency has meant that capital tied up in insolvent companies is
unavailable for more productive uses; workers’ skills stagnate as
their wage and social fund claims increase; low domestic output
feeds external account deficits; and subsidies to state owned
companies, debt write-offs, and tax defaults worsen government
performance.
To change this situation, in 2003, both the Federation and the RS
enacted modern bankruptcy laws. These laws were intended to
maximize efficient and orderly creditor recovery, to reallocate assets
to their most productive uses, and to encourage entrepreneurship
by providing for efficient exit from failed endeavors. Both laws
provide flexible, predictable, and transparent systems for resolving
corporate insolvency and maximizing the economic value of
companies in financial distress.
However, at the time the bankruptcy laws went into effect, none of
the essential professional infrastructure (judges, trustees, lawyers,
appraisers, accountants, and financial analysts trained in
bankruptcy) was in place. The new commercial divisions of the 16
first instance courts, including the Brcko District, had not been
established and bankruptcy judges had not been appointed.
Further, the new laws incorporated significant substantive changes
from prior law. And new processes and procedures needed to be
implemented by the courts to take advantage of the new laws. The
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need to intensively engage bankruptcy professionals in
implementation of the laws was clear.
Court administration. Modernizing court practice in the postYugoslav era has been difficult for all of the former Yugoslav
republics. BiH is no exception. Laden with an outdated judicial
system that had become highly dysfunctional, BiH has watched as
commercial, utility, and other claims exploded, inundating the
courts with more cases than they could handle reasonably.
Unlike its neighbors, however, BiH (with substantial donor
support) has redesigned heavily its court system and support
structures. Since May 2002, the High Judicial and Prosecutorial
Council has been established, judges and prosecutors have been
vetted and reappointed, and courts and prosecutors’ offices
restructured. Further, new procedural laws and regulations have
been introduced. They include revised civil and criminal procedural
codes, replacing the old inquisitorial process with a hybrid civilcommon law system that shifts burdens of evidence, proof, and
compliance back onto the parties; new enforcement laws that allow
for faster enforcement over movable and immovable property; and
a new law on courts that reduces the administrative responsibilities
of court presidents and judges and allows judicial associates to
handle certain matters previously reserved for judges.
These reforms have set the stage for court administration reform,
which is critical to the fair and efficient provision of justice by
BiH’s courts. However, many of the problems that continue to
afflict the court system are administrative and managerial in scope.
Vast processing delays, overly clogged dockets, court files in
disarray, and inefficient internal management of the courts have
only increased the public mistrust of the judicial sector. In response
to this, USAID and other donors have invested in new and
enhanced court administration procedures and practices to reduce
the overall backlog of cases throughout BiH and to enable the
courts to process cases efficiently and effectively.
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PROJECT
ACTIVITIES &
ACHIEVEMENTS
DEVELOPING AN EFFECTIVE
BANKRUPTCY SYSTEM
The FILE bankruptcy component was structured to provide a
holistic approach to implementing the law. The component
included intensive training and technical assistance to strengthen
the understanding and enforcement of bankruptcy laws, and to
improve the administration of bankruptcy cases. As illustrated in
Figure 1, key project activities included classroom and hands-on
training, developing best practices, promoting bankruptcy, drafting
practical resource materials, and shepherding companies through
bankruptcy in FILE’s innovative pilot bankruptcy cases. This
approach led to successful implementation of the bankruptcy laws
because of several intermediate results, set forth below.

FIGURE 1.
KEY PROJECT ACTIVITIES FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF BANKRUPTCY LAWS
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Financial analyst Krassin Dimitrov conducts a training for trustees on the bankruptcy restructuring
model. The restructuring model is one of many tools provided by FILE to bankruptcy
practitioners to improve administration of bankruptcy reorganizations and liquidations. In all,
the FILE project conducted 55 training sessions to develop the technical capability of
stakeholders and institutions tasked with implementing the bankruptcy law.

A vested and educated bankruptcy law community. As part of the
project’s commitment to creating a vested and educated
bankruptcy community in BiH, FILE provided training, resource
materials, tools, and consulting assistance to quickly develop the
technical capability of stakeholders and institutions tasked with
implementing the law. The keys to success of any bankruptcy
regime are judges, trustees, appraisers, and creditors, and the
project worked intensively with each group.
The project conducted some 55 training sessions for these
stakeholders in such areas as reorganization, liquidation, trustees
rights and responsibilities, appraisal methods, and bankruptcy
procedures, thereby building a cadre of experts who understand the
nuances of the laws and their role in effective implementation. All
trainings were interactive, and participants shared experiences and
built professional connections that now allow them to jointly
improve the system.
FILE’s success in building a professional and committed group of
stakeholders resulted from constantly engaging them in design and
implementation of trainings, materials, and solutions, and in
facilitating dialogue among the stakeholders. During the first
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INTRODUCING
PROBLEM SOLVING

Based on its case
experience and using input
from stakeholders, FILE
created a comprehensive
set of over 50 “Model
Solutions” that provide
recommended practices
for resolving recurring
issues at each stage of the
bankruptcy process. These
solutions came from over
20 cases and to date have
been applied by judges and
trustees in dozens of
pending bankruptcy cases.

training seminar, the judges of the newly established commercial
divisions were exposed to the BiH bankruptcy framework and were
involved in a discussion of the training and tools needed to
properly administer cases. This initial program was followed by a
series of trainings that were designed to meet the judges’ needs in
dealing with substantive law and procedural issues. All trainings
included discussion of practical solutions to issues that arise in
bankruptcy cases. By getting together key practitioners to discuss
common bankruptcy problems and solutions, FILE was able to
build a strong community of professionals that now exchanges
ideas on a daily basis.
In addition, the bankruptcy team conducted a series of trainings
developed specifically for trustees. These trainings, too, were
interactive and fostered a community of professional trustees that
now regularly exchanges ideas and solutions. The training covered
legal, process, and financial issues in depth, providing trustees with
all of the knowledge and tools needed to effectively administer
bankruptcy reorganizations and liquidations.
The bankruptcy team also focused on developing a competent core
of local appraisers able to handle critical valuation issues in
bankruptcy and enforcement cases. Training focused on the
methodology and theory of appraisals under cost and market value
approaches, and sought to highlight best practices through cases
studies and exchanges of experiences by professionals. Appraisers
were also trained on how to conduct valuations under the
Appraiser’s Code of Ethics and on how to read and apply the
International Guidelines on Valuation.
FILE’s interactive and collaborative training and education
programs have led to uniformity in application of the laws and
consensus on the need for additional reform. Key to this success
was FILE’s approach of engaging the various stakeholder groups on
issues of relevance and importance to them. FILE’s 2006
Bankruptcy Conference, which brought together all key
bankruptcy stakeholders in BiH to discuss issues of common
concern, served to reinforce the effectiveness of this practice. By
engaging different groups in the same dialogue early on, FILE
managed to build a consensus of priorities, which was brought to
the conference and was reflected in the participants’ final
recommendations.
Institutionalized and sustainable bankruptcy training. All of FILE’s
training efforts were carefully developed to ensure long-term
sustainability. Early on, FILE worked to identify a local institution
with the potential and capacity to continue these trainings after the
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project end date. To further this effort, all judicial bankruptcy
training programs were conducted in conjunction with BiH’s
entity-level judicial training centers (JTCs) to institutionalize the
trainings and pave the way for their eventual transfer to the JTCs.
Copies of all FILE’s training materials and related training curricula
have been passed on to the JTCs and are available on JTC Web
sites. In particular, FILE provided the JTCs with train-the-trainers
materials to be used in providing high-level training for future
bankruptcy judges, trustees, and appraisers. Materials have also
been provided to trustees’ and appraisers’ associations.
Several participants in FILE’s training programs displayed the
knowledge, experience, and initiative to be future trainers. The
bankruptcy team took key steps to institutionalize bankruptcy
training by holding numerous “train the trainers” workshops for
both judges and trustees. These trainers already have been active in
providing training for their colleagues. The JTCs now include
bankruptcy training in their annual training plans, and training is
one of the main functions of the new trustees’ associations.

CAPACITY-BUILDING ACTIVITIES
• 55 training and education sessions for BiH bankruptcy professionals
• Six training modules for judges; four training modules for trustees plus three Bankruptcy
Restructuring Model (BRM) training modules; three training modules for appraisers; three
training modules for trade union officials; numerous roundtables
• Over 250 participants attending all training sessions
RESOURCE MATERIALS
Judges’ Benchbook
Trustees’ Manual
Bankruptcy Restructuring Model Software and Manual
Creditors’ Manual
Workers’ Guide to Bankruptcy
Bilingual Bankruptcy Law
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“The materials
developed by FILE
should be used not only
as a solid basis for
future education, but
FILE should be part of
bankruptcy history in
Bosnia because of its
leading role in
education on the new
bankruptcy law and its
activities in assisting
bankruptcy judges.”
HAKIJA ZAIMOVIC,
BANKRUPTCY JUDGE,
SARAJEVO MUNICIPAL
COURT

Resource materials. The FILE team developed extensive resource
materials to assist bankruptcy practitioners in their day-to-day
implementation of bankruptcy procedures. For example, FILE
developed a collection of valuation and resource materials for
appraisers and other professionals dealing with business valuation.
These were aimed at providing a quick reference to the most
commonly used definitions, formulas, procedures, and techniques
for everyday business valuation problems. All of FILE’s materials
were designed to assist stakeholders in understanding the relevant
laws and the role each stakeholder plays in the bankruptcy system,
as well as to encourage the use of best practices and model solutions
by providing forms and standardizing practices.
A new generation of bankruptcy professionals. Recognizing the
importance of creating a new generation of bankruptcy
professionals in BiH, FILE conducted a series of seminars and
roundtables aimed at educating future attorneys and commercial
law practitioners on bankruptcy practice. Lectures for the law and
economic faculties of Sarajevo and Banja Luka universities were
followed by a seminar on bankruptcy for Sarajevo Law School
graduate students specializing in commercial and business law.
Bankruptcy curricula were drafted and delivered to the law and
economics faculties of both institutions. As a result, the Sarajevo
and Banja Luka law faculties will introduce new elective
bankruptcy classes this year.
Public support for bankruptcy. FILE’s support of an educated
constituency for bankruptcy was not limited to working with
practitioners. FILE held ongoing training and roundtables with
trade unions, insurance companies, and members of the media to
educate them on the benefits of bankruptcy and procedures under
the new laws. FILE also developed simple written materials to
educate workers, investors, and the general public on bankruptcy.
The 2003 bankruptcy laws were not immediately popular with the
public. In fact, during the first three months of the FILE project,
trade unions marched in Sarajevo to protest the new bankruptcy
laws. As a result, FILE launched a campaign to educate trade
unions and their members on the benefits of bankruptcy and how
they could maximize their recovery and effectively participate in
bankruptcy proceedings. During a series of training sessions aimed
at the labor union community, the FILE team presented various
aspects of the bankruptcy system, highlighting the crucial role and
responsibilities of trade unions in promoting awareness and
understanding of bankruptcy among their members. Roundtables
on labor issues arising in bankruptcy were held with judges,
trustees, and union leaders to discuss frankly workers’ concerns and
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“Without USAID FILE’s
instructions and assistance, Energoinvest
would be liquidated.
But now we have a
good chance of coming
back to life.”
LAZO DJURDJEVIC
TRUSTEE

misconceptions about bankruptcy proceedings. As a result of these
trainings — and workers’ success in the Unis Tadiv case and others
— trade unions now generally support bankruptcy and workers are
using it as a tool to collect wages and social benefits and preserve
jobs. Indeed, workers have filed over 30 bankruptcy petitions under
the new laws.
In order to encourage more broad-based support and knowledge of
bankruptcy and its associated benefits, FILE held a roundtable for
journalists to educate them on the role of bankruptcy in
modernizing BiH’s economy. An overview of the law and its
practical implementation, trends in bankruptcy practice, social
perspectives on bankruptcy implementation, and practical examples
of positive experiences in bankruptcy were presented by FILE staff
and a panel of local experts, including judges, trustees, and trade
union representatives. This effort led to several positive articles on
bankruptcy cases and bankruptcy in general.
Public access to bankruptcy information. FILE’s bankruptcy team
worked diligently to ensure that resource materials were made
available to all practitioners and the public at large. The project’s
resource and training materials are available to the public through
the JTCs’ Web sites (www.rs.cest.gov.ba and www.fbih.cest.gov.ba).
At the request of several trustees and to broaden the market for
assets available for sale in bankruptcy, FILE reached an agreement
with the Foreign Investment Promotion Agency of BiH (FIPA) to
add bankruptcy content to its Web site. Information on assets
available for sale through bankruptcy is posted on the FIPA Web
site (www.fipa.ba). These materials include a description of
investment opportunities available through bankruptcy, a brief
explanation of the bankruptcy process, a copy of the bilingual
bankruptcy law developed by FILE, a feature story on investment
opportunities recommended by trustees, and a list of assets available
for purchase.
New tools for bankruptcy practitioners. FILE prepared critical tools
that judges, trustees, and creditors use to make their daily work
more efficient and accurate. For example, the bankruptcy team
determined early on that implementation of BiH’s bankruptcy laws
could benefit greatly from an efficient and simple software tool for
trustees. Such a software tool would generate required reports and
assist in modeling reorganization plans and liquidation strategies. A
corporate restructuring application incorporating many of the
desired functionalities had been developed previously and deployed
in USAID-funded projects in the Ukraine and in West Bank/Gaza.
In Fall 2005, FILE modified and adapted the corporate
restructuring model, creating the Bankruptcy Restructuring Model
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(BRM) tailored to the specific needs and legal requirements of BiH
bankruptcy practice.
The BRM is a powerful negotiation tool for use by trustees. As
soon as a trustee enters all financial data related to past and current
activities in a company, he or she can calculate how much to offer
to individual creditors in either a bankruptcy or liquidation. The
software gives the trustee a snapshot of how much can be obtained
in cash for sales as well as how much can be gained through
reorganization. By allowing trustees to generate distribution plans
for either a liquidation or reorganization, the BRM gives them an
edge in negotiations with creditors, who are now able to clearly see
their individual interests in either case. The BRM has been updated
several times over the life of the project and distributed to a broad
group of trustees throughout BiH. The latest version of the BRM,
user manual, and related training materials are also now available to
the public on the JTC Web sites.
Successful pilot cases. Perhaps the most innovative aspect of FILE’s
bankruptcy component involved guiding a series of bankruptcy
pilot cases and case interventions through to conclusion. These
cases served as learning laboratories for the BiH bankruptcy system.
The FILE team worked directly with judges, trustees, workers, and
other creditors on every aspect of the cases, providing advice, ideas,
and best practices regarding all legal and financial issues.
Bankruptcy professionals and creditors participating in each case
learned not only how to handle the various issues and procedures
but how to practically implement the law, using the training’s reallife examples. In addition, the cases demonstrated that the
bankruptcy system could function well and that each stakeholder’s
individual interests could be protected through a well-administered
bankruptcy case. FILE publicized the cases to show how
bankruptcy law can be effectively utilized to improve BiH’s
economy through restructuring business operations and restoring
assets to productive use, thereby preserving and creating jobs,
generating orders for goods and services, and infusing money into
the local community.
Companies were selected as pilot cases based on extensive due
diligence by both FILE and USAID staff. This included financial
reviews and meetings with creditors, company managers, labor
representatives, government officials, and potential investors in
many companies. These efforts resulted in the filing of three pilot
bankruptcy cases: Unis Tadiv, Livnica, and Energoinvest TNNO.
These three cases, all of which involved extensive interventions by
FILE staff, proved to be among the project’s most successful
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examples of the potential of BiH’s new bankruptcy laws. The first
reorganization plan in BiH was confirmed on appeal in the Unis
Tadiv case, and new rules on public auction, drafted by the FILE
team, were successfully applied in the Livnica liquidation case.
In addition to the pilot cases, FILE provided intensive technical
assistance to 15 other ongoing bankruptcy cases. These included
two successful reorganizations and nine liquidations that
maximized payments to creditors. These cases provided further
model solutions and best practices, and enabled FILE to provide
more hands-on training for judges, trustees, workers, and other
creditors. They also provided further evidence that bankruptcy is
the best solution for paying creditors and saving jobs in insolvent
enterprises.
Table 1 below shows the percentage of claims recorded by creditors
in cases in which FILE intervened actively. Creditors averaged a
recovery rate in excess of 39 percent — higher than the recovery
rate in other transition and developing countries.

TABLE 1.
BANKRUPTCY CLAIMS AND RECOVERY RATES
DEBTOR

BANKRUPTCY
ESTATE
SOLD FOR

RECOGNIZED
DEBT

CREDITOR
RECOVERY RATE
(PERCENT)

“Bitas” DD Sarajevo

1,040,000

2,040,000

51

“Majevica” DD Srebrenik

4,500,000

4,500,000

100*

“Energoinvest livnica” DJL Sarajevo

1,980,000

4,535,442

44

AD “Uniglas” Samac

1,977,933

1,371,542

100*

DD “Zivinice promet” Zivinice

2,652,000

1,110,134

100*

AD “Energoinvest TNNO” Doboj

1,200,000

5,280,199

23

“Polihem” Tuzla

10,500,000

42,000,000

25

“Unis-Tadiv” DOO Konjic

1,460,000

6,043,521

24

“Velefarmacija” DD Sarajevo

2,019,869

3,786,000

53

“Alhos” DD Sarajevo

6,300,000

11,000,000

57

“Mrakovica” AD Prjedor

940,000

3,100,000

30

“Mebos” AD Samac

1,100,000

1,800,000

61

Total

35,669,802

85,566,838

39

* Where the sales price exceeded recognized debt, the excess was returned to shareholders.
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“We want to make this
court a modern, fullyfunctional institution
that dispenses justice to
citizens in a timely and
efficient manner, and
FILE’s CMS is a quick way
to get there.”
JUDGE
OGNJENKA SKORO,
PRESIDENT,
MOSTAR MUNICIPAL
COURT

IMPROVING CASE MANAGEMENT AND
WORKFLOW PROCESSES IN BIH COURTS
As the British statesman William Gladstone said in the 19th
century, “Justice delayed is justice denied.” Delay undermines the
purpose of courts, as the opportunity for justice is lost with the
passage of time. Delay also increases the costs and risks of doing
business in a country, as unpredictable courts discourage
investment. Yet case processing delay, and resulting backlogs,
continue to plague the courts in BiH.
Case processing delay in BiH is both a systemic and managerial
issue. Courts throughout the country continue to rely on multiple
hand-written registry books in which information is entered
regarding parties, case types, amount of recovery sought,
documents filed, and other case information used in capturing case
activity. These multiple recording systems have created
redundancies and inefficiencies throughout the court system. Case
documents are filed with separate numbers in different locations,
making review burdensome for judges. Court presidents are
required to participate in virtually every incoming case by reviewing
and personally assigning it to a judge. And courts have no handle
on the actual number of cases they are managing.
Responding to this challenge, FILE developed CMS, a custommade Oracle-based software application that improves dramatically
case management and workflow processes in BiH’s courts. The
software and its powerful database enable courts to electronically
accept and register all incoming cases, assign individual and
permanent case numbers to cases and all supporting
documentation, and track cases at any point in the system. CMS
also allows courts to more effectively manage workload by assigning
judges and tracking tasks associated with each case.
CMS is more than simply well-designed software, however. The
system is an operational and management tool designed to support
the business process changes introduced into the courts by FILE.
For the courts that have participated in FILE’s court automation
project, these operational changes have been substantial. The handwritten registry books have been abandoned, as all of the
information once contained in them is now entered into CMS and
stored electronically. CMS automatically assigns cases to judges
through a random distribution process. Case files no longer clog
judges’ offices, as they now reside in a central storage location with
a new sequential case numbering and filing system that allows the
case file to be located quickly and easily.
Conducting workflow analysis, developing recommendations for
streamlining case processing, and developing CMS were the
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DESIGNING
A FLEXIBLE SYSTEM
FOR THE FUTURE
One of CMS’s key
innovations is its flexibility.
The software was designed
to be adaptable to the
particulars of any judicial
system. By creating
“modules” that can be
further programmed and
turned on, FILE has
ensured that CMS will
continue to be relevant
and useful to the BiH
judicial system in the long
term. Furthermore, as a
USAID tool, CMS can be
used in other country
environments and adapted
to local needs.

primary focus of FILE’s court administration component through
the end of 2005. CMS implementation in the first two pilot courts
in BiH was initiated in December 2005, and commercial divisions
of FILE’s six pilot courts have now been fully automated. Four of
the courts are fully automated in every division. FILE’s intensive
efforts in software development, implementation, and rollout have
paid off, as demonstrated by the key results achieved by the
component described below.
CMS DEVELOPMENT
Judicial processes mapped. Given burgeoning backlogs and delays in
case processing, the courts clearly needed to reengineer their
practices and organizational structures to increase efficiency,
productivity, and cost effectiveness.
The FILE team played a critical role in this process, conducting
workflow analyses to map out and track the procedural steps in the
life of a case. This mapping, the first of its kind, resulted in critical
conversations about the best way to streamline procedures plus
approximately 70 recommendations developed by FILE on how to
improve case processing. By identifying redundancies and
bottlenecks in the process, the FILE team was able to help the
courts redesign and streamline their work practices and design a
software package built to support these new efficiencies.
Establishment and engagement of CMS user group. Any decision to
introduce an automated case management system into courts is
multi-faceted and complicated. Court automation affects the entire
court organization because it challenges the procedures upon which
a court is built as well as the knowledge and abilities of the court
staff. To ensure effective CMS development, FILE formed a CMS
user group, including judges, court staff, and other system users
from several courts. The group was tasked with overseeing and
defining the functional changes in court practice that would be
built into and would result from implementing CMS.
In spring 2005, the group assessed the 70 process recommendations
proposed by FILE and determined which were critical to
streamlining case processing and to CMS development efforts.
CMS was then designed to provide the functionalities represented
in the adopted recommendations. Similarly, the recommendations
that did not require automation were summarized and shared with
the High Judicial and Prosecutorial Council (HJPC) and with
other implementers working with the courts. In fact, several courts,
most notably Derventa Basic Court, implemented many of the
recommendations on their own.
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FILE’s efforts to empower the CMS user group on critical decisions
in process reengineering and CMS development resulted in an
engaged and effective team of local experts willing to provide input
on and take ownership of important court administration reforms.
Consultation and planning with key BiH counterparts and other
USAID projects. The FILE project worked extensively with its key
counterparts, the courts and the HJPC, to ensure that CMS
adequately met the needs of the courts, the judicial system at large,
and the particular reporting and statistical needs of the HJPC and
other governing bodies. This collaboration was crucial to
developing a system that would be relevant and useful to courts
throughout BiH. Likewise, FILE worked closely with USAID’s
Justice Sector Development Project (JSDP), a project aimed at
improving the efficiency, transparency, and fairness of BiH’s justice
system. JSDP worked directly with manual courts throughout the
country to introduce court administration reforms designed to
increase court efficiency and delivery of justice. FILE and JSDP
worked together to ensure that the processes suggested to manual
and automated courts were in line with the HJPC’s desires and the
realities of the BiH judicial system.
Automation solutions created for case management. Prior to the
introduction of CMS, incoming cases required days — even weeks
— to be registered into the official record-keeping system of the
court. Case files were lost regularly within the court due to an
inability to track the physical location of case file folders, and cases
received multiple case numbers throughout their life in the court.
Customers were required to wait days or weeks before their cases
received a case number and judge assignment.
CMS provides an electronic solution to these problems. Cases are
now entered directly into the automated system and are assigned a
unique case number that exists for the life of the case. This number
is automatically provided to customers, who now have a way to
have their documents and case progress tracked. Case numbers tie
together all related documentation in the central database, allowing
court staff, judges, and court presidents to automatically pull all
supporting documentation on a case onto their computer screens.
Physical files mimic the automated system and are stored
sequentially on open shelving.
Improved workflow procedures developed for courts. In many of BiH’s
manual courts and divisions, workflow procedures are redundant
and poorly sequenced. In particular, workflow and progress are not
monitored or tracked. One of the most important functions of
CMS is the tracking and “aging” of tasks to be performed. The
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moment a case is entered into CMS, it is randomly assigned to a
judge and enters that judge’s automated work queue. Tasks appear
on the judges “to do” list, in conformity with legally mandated
procedures for case processing. This list of tasks ages and the task
entry changes color to indicate the time left before the task
becomes overdue. Every case, from the time it is opened until the
time it is closed, always has a “next task” scheduled. This feature
keeps cases from inadvertently stagnating.
In this way, all events are tracked and documented into the system,
allowing court secretaries and presidents to monitor judicial
performance, identify inconsistencies, and generally manage
workflow in the court. CMS can therefore be used within the
courts to manage case load, track judicial standards, combat
corruption, and provide information to court management on the
efficiency of the court and its various departments.
Reporting and documentation streamlined. One of the primary
benefits gained by CMS courts is the ability to report information
on any event or a document created or introduced into the
software, for individual cases or for the court as a whole. The
reporting is carried out via a series of background measurements
included in the system. It is now possible not only to easily count
cases initiated and disposed of during a year, but also to age case
loads by such criteria as judge, case type, time it takes cases to move
from one stage of proceedings to another, or any other criterion
which might be seen as producing valuable information about the
flow of work through the court. CMS courts can now generate
HJPC-mandated reports in a matter of seconds — a process that
previously took days or weeks. CMS now allows courts to report on
a number of donor- and locally- sponsored reform initiatives and to
track progress against key benchmarks.

IN RECORD TIME

In June 2006, FILE began CMS training of the commercial division of Sarajevo Municipal
Court, the largest court in BiH. The training involved the division’s 52 employees and lasted
two weeks. On August 14, 2006, CMS went “live” and court staff immediately began to input
into CMS its remaining active commercial cases. In just under two months, the court
entered, processed, and repackaged over 21,000 cases — the entirety of its commercial
case load.
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“There are no doubts on

thethe importance of the
FILE project. The
project’s CMS takes
BiH’s courts and
judiciary directly to
computer era.”
JUDGE
MLADEN JURISIC,
PRESIDENT OF
MOSTAR CANTONAL
COURT AND VICE
PRESIDENT OF HJPC

CMS IMPLEMENTATION
CMS rolled out to six pilot courts. In September 2005, development
of version 1.0 of CMS was completed and training was scheduled
to start in the first pilot court, Mostar Municipal Court. Training
was initiated in October and included all members of the court
staff. In January 2006, CMS was turned to “live mode” for the first
time in the court, after which all incoming cases were entered into
CMS. In the following four months, FILE trainers and staff
worked with court staff to resolve bugs, address issues of applying
court procedure to the new system, and provide further training in
the use of the system. This period would prove to be a learning
period not only for the court, but for FILE as well.
Between November 2005 and June 2006, CMS was deployed in
the remaining five pilot courts, including Konjic Municipal Court,
Capljina Municipal Court, Derventa Basic Court, Banja Luka Basic
Court, and Sarajevo Municipal Court. The courts were chosen in
close collaboration with USAID and the HJPC, based on their size
and CMS readiness. In particular, the HJPC expressed its strong
desire to fully automate the commercial divisions of the two largest
courts in the country: Sarajevo Municipal Court and Banja Luka
Basic Court. FILE selected Derventa Basic Court as a pilot court
based on its remarkable achievements in self-initiated reform.
Troubleshooting the system. All software and information technology
systems require upgrades and repairs. FILE, along with local
subcontractor PING, ensured constant maintenance and repair of
the system. Much of the feedback came from users, who kept FILE
informed of issues with the system as they arose. Based on user
feedback and the particular needs of the courts and the HJPC,
FILE developed a second version of CMS in July 2006 to ensure
that courts had the best product possible.
Training and court development. The introduction of an automated
court management system is the biggest change than can happen to
a court. Change of this nature and magnitude must be dealt with
by addressing operational requirements, training, and support of
the court. FILE CMS trainers provided daily support to its six pilot
courts, working to ensure that all court staff was well versed in the
operations of the system. This was a particularly arduous process, as
many members of the court — in particular, judges — were not
computer literate. In addition, our trainers encountered substantial
resistance from judges and others who neither recognized the
benefits of the system nor believed that they could master it. Our
trainers provided countless hours of hands-on assistance to all court
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FIGURE 2.
FILE PROJECT PILOT COURTS IN BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
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users to replace resistance with knowledge and confidence, and
actively worked to identify and train “super users” for future
training in the courts after FILE.
Transferring the entire active caseload to the new system. FILE staff, in
particular CMS trainers, worked with court typists, secretaries, and
even law student volunteers to transfer existing caseloads of each
court into the new system. While data entry clerks had already
begun working with new cases in CMS, older cases continued to
languish on piles of paper and stacks in the file rooms. FILE
worked closely with court staff to move more than 90,000 cases in
only eight months into the CMS database. This process included
not only entering each case into the system, but reassessing the
status of these cases and repackaging them for use on open shelving.
This was a massive undertaking, and much credit is due to the
court staff who dedicated themselves to this process. As a result of
FILE’s efforts, all of these cases are now being tracked and
processed through CMS.
STRENGTHENING THE
COLLATERAL LAW REGIME
The FILE collateral law component was designed to support the
implementation of the BiH collateral law regime through
professional education and training of relevant parties, including
judges, lawyers, trustees, appraisers, notaries, bankers, and law
students.
Increased knowledge of collateral law in BiH. After an initial training
needs assessment, the FILE project developed and implemented
training programs and educational seminars that addressed the
substantive needs identified by judges, lawyers, bankers,
enforcement officers, and other important stakeholders. Each

KEY COLLATERAL LAW TRAINING

• Conference for over 47 key commercial law players on streamlining commercial adjudication
• In-depth training for in-house counsel on pledge law, pledge registry, and enforcement law
• Train-the-trainers program for judges on Civil Procedure Code (in coordination with
ABA/CEELI)
• Enforcement law training for judicial associates, enforcement judges and representatives of
the BiH Association of Bankers
• The first-ever trainings for BiH enforcement officers
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On July 26, 2006, USAID Mission Director Howard Sumka officially opens the Auction Center in
Sarajevo. A joint effort of the FILE project, the Bankers’ Association of BiH, and the Sarajevo
Municipal Court, the center provides a single point of activity for sale of seized property, to
help the courts establish a regular system of judicial auctions and allow banks to increase
collection of their claims. See the Auction Center Web site: http://www.aukcijskicentar.ba/.

program was carefully designed and tailored to meet the needs of
the designated trainees. Trainings were held on topics as diverse as
civil procedure, enforcement law and procedure, the pledge law and
registry, and commercial adjudication. These trainings included the
first-ever training dedicated to BiH’s enforcement officers.
Practical tools provided to collateral law practitioners. FILE training
and education was supported by the development and distribution
of user-friendly resource materials aimed at developing knowledge
and skills in the area of collateral law. These materials were
designed to both assist practitioners in effectively implementing the
collateral laws and to address the practical challenges faced by
practitioners every day. Bench books and guidebooks were
provided to judges, creditors, in-house counsel, and enforcement
officers to provide practical guidance, share best practices, and
encourage standardization of practices. As an example, the FILE
team created a judges’ bench book that included draft orders and
forms for use in decisions. The book has given judges a practical
tool for streamlining processes, and lawyers clarity on procedural
requirements. These tools are now available to the public through
the JTC Web sites.
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PROJECT IMPACT
BANKRUPTCY COMPONENT
Increased used of bankruptcy procedures. Prior to 2003, very few
bankruptcy cases were filed, and those that were filed took several
years to process. Because of the quality of BiH’s new bankruptcy
laws and the FILE project’s intensive work with stakeholders to
properly implement the laws, BiH’s bankruptcy system is now
functioning very well. This success is already resulting in more cases
filed, as creditors realize that bankruptcy is the best way to
maximize their recovery. Creditor claims are being paid at rates
equal to or better than recovery rates in similarly situated countries.
And moribund companies have been returned to active
participation in the economy through reorganization, providing
new and better jobs for workers and increasing the flow of money
through the economy.
Decreased case processing times. When the new laws went into effect
in 2003, the average bankruptcy case lasted over three years.
Thanks to FILE training and the hard work of our bankruptcy
partners, the average case duration from opening to closing is now
less than two years.
Increased recovery rates. FILE developed crucial liquidation
procedures, including new methods for auction sales, which have
resulted in faster sales at more competitive rates. The results speak
for themselves: to date over 650 million KM (approximately $424
million) of domestic and foreign debt bas been resolved in BiH
bankruptcy cases. And in the 10 liquidation cases closed to date,
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Demonstrating bankruptcy’s impact: Unis Tadiv
The successful reorganization of Unis Tadiv, a BiH manufacturer of nuts and
bolts for export to European automakers, demonstrates how bankruptcy can
address insolvency.
• In the month that the bankruptcy case opened, employees received their first
paychecks in three years. Employees continued receiving checks and
operations carried on throughout the bankruptcy process.
• A strategic investor guaranteed employment of 160 workers for five years.
• Production was restarted and increased by 30 percent above pre-bankruptcy
levels.
• Monthly revenues of 200,000 EUR were generated from exports to the
European Union.
• The company was fully privatized.
• General unsecured creditors unanimously accepted repayment of 10.5% of
claims.
• Assets valued at 3.5 million KM were restored to productive use.
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“When we did not have
bread on the table to
eat or oil to cook with,
only USAID came and
helped us. All others did
not believe that
bankruptcy would
resolve something.
Thanks to USAID, our
company is working
again, and we’ve been
paid our salaries for the
last seven months, after
three years with no
pay.”
ISLAM COSIC,
UNIS TADIV
UNION CHAIRMAN

high-priority creditors have recovered approximately 90 percent of
their allowed claims. Over 280 million KM ($183 million) in debt
will be resolved through bankruptcies currently pending in the five
largest bankruptcy courts, with creditors averaging a recovery rate
of 33 percent — comparable with other transition and developing
countries.
Assets put back into productive use. The book value of assets in the
241 cases pending in BiH’s five largest bankruptcy divisions
exceeds 600 million KM (approximately $392 million). More than
12 million KM worth of assets ($7.8 million) were put back into
productive use in the Unis Tadiv case, and over 186 million KM
($121.5 million) are being used in other pending reorganizations.
Jobs saved through reorganization. Over 2,000 jobs have been saved
or will be generated in reorganization cases pending before courts
with which FILE has worked. Additional jobs will be created as
liquidated assets are placed back into productive use. As more
companies are reorganized or closed through bankruptcy, the BiH
economy will be rid of unproductive companies, freeing up capital
to be lent to or invested in growing companies.
Unis Tadiv. The Unis Tadiv reorganization, which has been
approved and confirmed, marks a key success for FILE and for
USAID’s efforts in bankruptcy reform. This pilot case, FILE’s first,
officially closed on September 12, 2006. After 22 months of
intensive work by the bankruptcy team and its counterparts, the
judge rendered the decision that officially closed the case. Unis
Tadiv continues to represent the most successful demonstration to
date of bankruptcy reorganization’s power to salvage productive
assets, improve efficiency, save jobs, and help to revitalize local
communities, all in the course of privatizing a state-owned
enterprise.
Based on the experiences and lessons learned from Tadiv, FILE has
derived, assessed, and formulated approximately 40 model
solutions, 16 of which have already been utilized in 11 other
bankruptcy cases. This valuable experience continues to help
bankruptcy trustees and judges to recognize issues and apply readymade and replicable model solutions (tested responses), thereby
saving considerable time and improving significantly the efficiency
of bankruptcy proceedings in BiH.
Confidence in the system. In a country and region with quite a bit of
cynicism regarding institutions and systems, there is now great
confidence in the bankruptcy system. Judges and trustees believe in
their ability to administer cases well, workers believe that they can
get a fair shake in a bankruptcy proceeding, and creditors are
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confident that their recovery will be maximized. This newfound
confidence will help convince decision-makers (including those in
government who have blocked privatization and restructuring) that
bankruptcy is a valuable tool to complete economic restructuring.
COURT ADMINISTRATION COMPONENT
Courts can track and monitor cases. Thanks to CMS, all cases
entering the pilot courts are now registered instantly in electronic
format. Once entered, cases are tracked throughout the system
based on one common number that ties all case documents
together in one location. For the first time, courts in BiH have a
systematic way to monitor the progress of each case, event by event,
and to ensure the cases will move forward on schedule and not be
“lost” in the system.
Judges know and understand their workload. Because of CMS, each
pilot court is able to clearly assign responsibility for each case task
and focus attention on the timing of each scheduled step in a case.
As a result, judges know what is before them and must be done,
and they can review and act on cases without reviewing the physical
docket. In addition, cases are now assigned randomly by the system
to an appropriate judge using court-specified criteria. Judges in
CMS courts have their electronic calendars pre-filled with
procedural actions required. Judges now know exactly which cases
are scheduled — a first for many of them.

“ Our court has recognized the advancement in work, and especially in timely
delivery of justice, that has been accomplished through introduction of CMS.
CMS has undoubtedly improved and simplified all processes in this court.
Case management improvements mean not only efficiency in passing court
decisions but also in productivity and discipline in case resolution without
unnecessary delay or loss of time. Every case is easily tracked; reports are
produced on case status according to type, age, judge, and other criteria. I
can now view all cases that are presently not being processed, calculate the
duration of every step in judicial procedures, track the productivity of work
of judges and other staff, and gain prompt access to all important
information about a case. This has enabled me as a court president to handle
difficult situations and problems easily, and ensures complete efficiency.”
JUDGE ZIJAD GRBI,
COURT PRESIDENT, DERVENTA BASIC COURT
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Customer-friendly service. Because of CMS, court customers are now
informed immediately of their case number and the judge assigned
to their case. In addition, decreases in case processing time are
already improving customer’s impressions of the court and the
services the courts provide.
Better court administration and management. CMS provides court
presidents with the necessary information to make critical
management decisions within their courts. By tracking the number
of cases assigned to each judge, court presidents can ensure fairness
in work allocation and can track and promote accountability and
efficiency. In addition, CMS allows court presidents to know and
track the exact number of cases pending in their courts, and to
make arguments to the HJPC and Ministries of Justice about the
personnel and budget resources needed in each court.
Improved ability to demonstrate results. Because of the built-in
reporting functionalities within CMS, court presidents can now
generate management reports required by the HJPC and the
ministries of justice within seconds. In addition, courts are better
able to track progress against newly instituted judicial standards.
Capacity to fight corruption. Document falsification, duplication,
non-production, and delay are only some of the methods that can
be used to manipulate paper-based systems in order to solicit and
obtain bribes and other non-monetary benefits. While automation
itself cannot eliminate corruption, a sophisticated tool such as CMS
can help in fighting it. CMS is the first court automation system in
the world where the creation and storage of court-produced
documents is a mandatory part of its operation. By creating an
electronic trail of each document and event, true analysis of what
happens in the courts is possible. CMS’s random case assignment
will allow investigators to track any deviation from this process, and
CMS’s document storage function will allow for comparison
between electronic and paper versions generated in court. Task
functions within CMS will allow courts to track task timelines for
undue delays and non-entry of events. And the modular system has
been built so that scanning and digital recordings of proceedings
can be captured by CMS should that functionality be built in.
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TABLE 2.
FILE PROJECT KEY IMPACTS
BEFORE

AFTER
Bankruptcy

Bankruptcy little used; procedures inefficient

Dozens of successful liquidations and five successful reorganizations since 2003;
cases take less than two years on average

Judges and trustees with little or no training or
practical experience in bankruptcy

31 highly professional judges and more than 30 well-qualified trustees that
received more than 400 hours of training in the classroom and on the job

Trade unions vocal in their opposition to bankruptcy
proceedings

Trade unions have filed more than 30 petitions for bankruptcy

Asset sales poorly organized; creditors received little
for their claims

Sale procedures are flexible and auctions are organized to maximize creditor
recovery, with distributions in excess of regional averages
Court administration

Cases took weeks or months to enter the system and
were often lost

CMS tracks and monitors each case electronically, and bundles supporting
documentation in one location

Workflow processes were unclear and often
redundant

Cases are assigned randomly to judges and are tracked throughout the system

Courts were unaware of their caseload and case
backlog

Court presidents know, for the first time, exactly how many cases are in the
system, at what stage they are, and who has handled them

HJPC and Ministry of Justice reporting requirements
took weeks or months to compile

Court presidents can generate reporting on management, caseload, and judicial
standards in seconds
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REFLECTIONS
AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

Involve stakeholders in the larger policy dialogue. In every step of the
FILE project and during every activity, we facilitated discussions
between stakeholders on how to improve the bankruptcy system.
This dialogue began with a conference in Sarajevo in February
2004, which brought together judges and court secretaries from all
areas of BiH. As we trained judges and trustees during the life of
the project, we also facilitated an ongoing dialogue on how to
improve the system. Thus, by the time of the May 2006
Bankruptcy Conference, we had consensus on needed legislative
amendments, training, and public education initiatives.
Similarly, we engaged the CMS User Group and other stakeholders
in an ongoing dialogue of how best to improve case processing and
court administration practice. Many of those participating in the
dialogue are now leading voices for continuing reforms.
Establish ownership at an early stage. One of our most successful
techniques was to engage stakeholder groups from the beginning of
the project, creating a means for them to collaborate on common
issues and learn from each other. While this functioned well during
the project, we may not have institutionalized this collaboration in
bankruptcy working groups at an early enough stage. Bankruptcy
working groups on important issues such as amendments to the
law, increasing professionalism, and increasing bankruptcy filings
were not established until after the May 2006 conference. Whether
we created sufficient momentum for the working groups to
continue after the FILE project ends remains to be seen.
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Likewise, the CMS team worked hard to ensure that key
counterparts and users in the courts felt vested and involved from
the beginning. With court staff in particular, the FILE team
realized early on that without adequate buy-in from the court
president and senior judges, CMS would fail in the courts. To
address this, our team worked diligently to train staff and move
them beyond their initial skepticism. More importantly, by
demonstrating true results, we were able to convince key players
that CMS and the reforms it brought were ultimately in their
interest.
Identify a champion. Nothing could be more important for the
types of reforms pursued by FILE than to identify strong local
champions to rally for change. FILE was fortunate to find these in
our bankruptcy partners, with whom we quickly identified solid
players from each profession. These individuals had a key role in
rallying peer support around bankruptcy, particularly among those
groups most reluctant to embrace it.
What worked well for bankruptcy did not work as well for the
court administration component. While the HJPC often stated in
word its commitment to automation, in practice it often failed to
deliver. Although the HJPC will take responsibility for maintaining
CMS and introducing it into the remaining courts, no one within
the HJPC has stepped forward as a true champion at the policy
level for CMS, or more importantly, for the change it has brought.
Our greatest supporters have been in the courts, among court
presidents who have seen the notable impact CMS has had on their
court operations. It is our hope that these individuals are able to
press local counterparts to continue this important process of
reform within the courts.
Demonstrate impact through results. Perhaps FILE’s greatest strategy
was to promote change by demonstrating results. Beyond
academic-style training on bankruptcy, collateral law, or the
benefits of court automation, FILE sought to give real-life examples
of how systems and practices could improve. Our innovative pilot
bankruptcy program allowed us to take real companies through
bankruptcy and to demonstrate the positive effects on a company,
its workers, and its creditors. Using these examples as case studies,
we were able to demonstrate the potential benefits to would-be
critics of the system.
On the court administration side, our team worked diligently to
deploy CMS, case by case, into six pilot courts. FILE staff worked
hand in hand with court staff to enter cases, transfer files,
troubleshoot the system, and train judges. In much the same way as
the bankruptcy team, our CMS team shepherded all six courts
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through the arduous process of automation, using each successful
implementation as a model that could be replicated to successfully
automate additional courts.
This level of hands-on support and training demonstrated to both
our courts and to the companies we worked with that the process
was viable and feasible. It also gave them an important stake in the
outcome — one which they had more than earned.
Consult with stakeholders during design of all technical assistance.
Engaging stakeholders and understanding their needs — and
helping them to understand our limitations — is essential to
designing technical assistance that will be well-received and useful.
On every piece of technical assistance, whether it be training,
software development, or resource materials, we collaborated
closely with our stakeholders. For example, the FILE project
worked with leading judges on designing training modules and
vetted the trustees’ manual and BRM with a group of trustees
before finalizing the documents. We also used surveys to determine
problems and solutions in applying the bankruptcy law and in
determining what technical assistance was needed. On the CMS
side, FILE ensured that the software was designed to meet the
specific needs articulated by the courts and the CMS user group.
Develop support for legal reforms, and counter opposition to them,
before and during implementation. It is difficult to get stakeholders
to help implement reforms if they do not support them or see a
need for them. The FILE project was not able to develop demand
for the bankruptcy reforms until after they were enacted. But once
the project started, we engaged stakeholders quickly and directly to
garner their support for the law. In the case of judges and trustees,
the support came rapidly, particularly as we worked through
procedures with them. But support from workers and banks came
slowly, as we needed to educate them about how the law should
work and then prove that it worked in practice. Trade unions were
initially opposed to the law, and in some cases tried to undermine
it, but after our trainings and public outreach efforts, unions
became supporters of bankruptcy.
Similarly, we found that many court staff accepted the need for
process change on an intellectual level, but resisted change for
several reasons, such as the fear of technology and the potential loss
of status, control, power, and comfort. Support for CMS was built,
and resistance overcome, by involving users in decision-making,
building rewards into the process, and confronting problems and
creating solutions arm-in-arm with the courts.
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Be flexible in providing technical assistance. Projects must continually
re-evaluate interest in, and demand for, assistance. Although
USAID was correct in identifying collateral enforcement as an
important area for improvement, the relevant local institutions
could not or would not provide adequate resources to the
enforcement process to allow continuing interventions to have
practical impact. USAID thus reallocated project resources to areas
in which we were having the most success, i.e., bankruptcy and
CMS.
Even on the CMS side, our team was forced to be flexible. Our
initial task order called for FILE to automate all first and second
instance courts throughout BiH. This obligation was subsequently
reduced by modification to 20 courts. After our team deployed
CMS in four courts and developed plans for automating the
remaining 16 courts, the HJPC requested that further installation
be limited to two courts. After many discussions with both USAID
and the HJPC, it was agreed to diminish this component’s impact,
and the task order was again modified to automate six courts in
aggregate.
While proceeding with automating 20 courts may have created a
critical mass for court reform, our team changed strategies and
sought to consolidate our gains. The additional time and focus of
resources on a smaller number of courts allowed us to fully
automate four of our six courts (CMS in every division) and to
tackle the two largest commercial divisions in the country. In the
end, flexibility paid off.
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1. Background
Chemonics International, Inc. and its subcontractors, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu
Emerging Markets Group, Ltd. and the National Center for State Courts, were selected to
implement USAID’s Fostering an Investment and Lender-Friendly Environment (FILE)
commercial law project. The project, which will run approximately three years, covers a
variety of commercial law issues, including bankruptcy and collateral law, court
administration, and World Trade Organization (WTO) accession. Project activities are
described more fully in the related Task Order (TO) and in FILE’s previously submitted
workplans.
The lack of investments and long-term lending is impeding the growth of the private
sector in Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH). It also impedes the country’s recovery from the
war and transition from a command to a market economy. FILE is designed to assist its
BiH counterparts in four key areas. First, to make the collateral law regime work through
professional education and training of relevant parties (i.e., judges, lawyers, trustees,
appraisers, notaries, bankers, law students, etc.). Second, to make the bankruptcy and
liquidation laws and procedures work through professional education and training of
relevant parties (including judges, trustees, lawyers and appraisers), and by shepherding a
number of pilot bankruptcy cases though the judicial process. Third, to assist BiH in its
accession to the WTO by providing procedural assistance and developing a workplan of
remaining tasks in the accession process. Fourth, to streamline the ability of BiH courts to
adjudicate commercial cases in a timely, predictable, and efficient manner by installing
new computer hardware and software, training court personnel, and improving the legal
and regulatory framework for efficiently handling small commercial claims.
Each of the following sections corresponds to a TO component. Within each section,
FILE describes the specific activities undertaken and accomplished during the reporting
period.
2. Component One: Collateral Law
Develop workplan for the 6 month period ending June, 30 2004. The TO obligated FILE
to submit a detailed collateral law workplan for the above-referenced period on
December 8, 2003. FILE submitted a draft workplan to USAID on December 3rd. At
USAID’s request, FILE revised and resubmitted its workplan on January 15, 2003. The
revised workplan was approved by USAID on January 30th.
Baseline Study and Data. In January, FILE submitted a baseline study on past and
present collateral law cases. The study reconfirmed that before the economic environment
in BiH can become more attractive to domestic and foreign investors and lenders, the
courts must be able to process and resolve collateral cases in a more timely, efficient and
predictable manner.
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Training. A core component of FILE’s collateral law program is training judges,
attorneys and other stakeholders on the collateral law regime and related laws. During
this reporting period, FILE prepared training modules for collateral law that included
training materials on the Law on Enforcement Procedure, Civil Procedure Code and Law
on Notaries. Each module was designed to provide the trainee with in-depth knowledge
of the subject matter, and will be supplemented by additional training modules at such
times as the related laws are enacted. For example, FILE anticipates developing modules
relating to the Law on Obligations, Law on Property and Law on Pledge Registry, which
will be available as and when such laws are enacted. Additional training materials will
also be developed, and FILE will vet all such materials with local partners to obtain their
input and insights.
February 19th Conference for Court Presidents, Judges and Court Secretaries. During
the reporting period, FILE held a conference entitled, Charting a Course for the Future:
A Visionary Approach to Streamlining the Ability of BiH Courts to Adjudicate
Commercial Cases. This conference was the first ever working session for court
presidents, court secretaries and commercial judges of the BiH first instant courts with
commercial divisions. It brought together 47 key players in BiH’s commercial law
system to develop preliminary strategies for improving the adjudication of commercial
cases. FILE is utilizing the lessons learned from the session to design training programs
and resource materials and to facilitate the continuing dialogue and exchange of ideas and
practices requested by the commercial divisions.
Training for In-House Counsel on Law on Enforcement Procedure. During the reporting
period, FILE held several working session for in-house counsel on the Law on
Enforcement Procedure. The first two sessions were held in Sarajevo in February. FILE
and USAID’s FSBAT project held a joint working session with in-house counsel from
FSBAT’s “client banks” to discuss issues relating to the practical application of the Law
on Enforcement Procedure. The session was designed to identify issues and assess the
needs of bank counsel so that FILE can design training programs tailored to their needs.
Similarly, FILE organized a working session for counsel from nine BiH banks to
establish an ongoing dialogue and assess their training needs and interests. The issues
identified by participants will be further explored in subsequent training activities and in
the resource materials developed by FILE’s collateral law team.
In March, FILE held a third session in Banja Luka, entitled “Practical Issues in
Implementation of the Law on Enforcement Procedure” for in-house counsel from five
financial institutions. A common theme emerging from FILE’s training sessions for inhouse counsel is the need for standardized documents and practices. FILE is drafting a
handbook for counsel that will address certain of these needs, and will continue to work
with attorneys and the judiciary to develop common forms and practices.
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Train-the-Trainers Program for Judges on Civil Procedure Code. FILE, in cooperation
with ABA/CEELI, the Council of Europe and BiH’s entity-level Judicial Training
Centers (JTCs), explored ways to further educate civil judges on the new civil procedural
code. In late February, FILE, ABA/CEELI and the JTCs jointly conducted a train-thetrainers program on the Civil Procedure Code and specifically focused on how to conduct
preparatory and main hearings. FILE’s legal training specialist took the lead in
developing and delivering the training program. Participating judges are now training
their colleagues throughout the country at bi-weekly training sessions organized by the
JTCs, utilizing the teaching methodologies and materials developed by FILE and
ABA/CEELI.
USAID and FILE have agreed that FILE’s current focus will be on the enforcement law
and related components of the collateral law regime, rather than on civil procedure
training. Nevertheless, in March, FILE’s legal training specialist participated in civil
procedure trainings in Sarajevo, Tuzla, and Zenica to assist the local trainers and ensure
that the teaching methodology was being used effectively. FILE will monitor training
developments and needs and, in conjunction with USAID, determine an appropriate level
of future assistance in the area of civil procedure.
Presentation at GTZ Session. In March, FILE attended a session held by the German
development agency, GTZ, to train land registry clerks on the notary law. FILE made a
presentation to participants about project goals and activities, and FILE will use the
information and knowledge gained at the session in subsequent training programs.
Pledge Registry Project Training. Also in March, FILE attended USAID’s Pledge
Registry Project’s train-the-trainers program on utilizing the pledge registry. As with the
GTZ session, FILE intends to incorporate knowledge gained from the session into
subsequent training programs.
Website Analysis. A website, if appropriately established and maintained, can be a
mechanism for fostering a continuing dialogue on important collateral law issues, and
through which information and ideas can be actively disseminated and readily obtained
by relevant stakeholders and other interested parties. In February, FILE delivered its
evaluation of potential websites for collateral law materials to USAID. FILE’s collateral
law team and public education and communications specialist will continue to explore the
possibilities of creating FILE’s own website or partnering with other website providers.
Public Education Campaign. In accordance with its workplan, FILE developed and
submitted to USAID a strategic education and communication plan for collateral law
matters. The campaign seeks to improve understanding of, and support for, BiH’s new
collateral laws. Its four main objectives are: (1) to increase awareness of the collateralrelated regime and promote its benefits, thus increasing a number of asset-based loans
and investments; (2) to increase awareness about the roles and powers of collateral laws
practitioners, as stipulated in relevant legislation, and encourage practitioners to execute
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them effectively; (3) to increase awareness of the rights of creditors and encourage them
to exercise these rights in the system; and (4) to create a sustainable dialogue for
continuous exchange of ideas among target audiences.
3. Component Two: Bankruptcy Law
Develop a detailed workplan for the 6 month period ending June 30, 2004. FILE
submitted a draft workplan in December. At USAID’s request, FILE revised and
resubmitted its workplan on January 15, 2003. The revised workplan was approved by
USAID on January 30th.
Trustees and Appraisers Certification. In January, the FILE team submitted six reports Report on the Status of Trustees, Report on the Legal and Regulatory Framework
Applicable to Trustees, Report on the Status of Appraisers, Report on the Legal and
Regulatory Framework Applicable to Appraisers, Program of 8 Training Sessions for
Trustees, and Program of 8 Training Sessions for Appraisers.
Two significant developments grew out of the team’s work on the Trustee-related Status
and Framework Reports. First, the team took on an increased role in the trustee training
and “certification” process. Meetings were held with specific officials having
responsibility for trustee examination and “certification” in both entities, in which the
officials made clear their desire to have input from FILE. Based on the above, the team
prepared a set of specific “Questions and Answers for Trustees,” which has been utilized
by the RS Board of Examiners for Trustees. The second significant development to grow
out of the team’s trustee-related activities was the recruitment of a motivated cadre of
capable trustees, ready to assist in the adjudication of Pilot Cases. This is discussed in
greater detail in section on Pilot Bankruptcy cases below.
Significant momentum towards bankruptcy implementation has been built through a
series of trustee meetings, or “roundtables.” After the success of January’s introductory
roundtable with trustees in Banja Luka, similar events were held in February in Doboj
and Zenica. The roundtables allow FILE’s bankruptcy law team to highlight three
important issues of the bankruptcy implementation process: (1) training and education of
trustees, (2) professionalizing trustees, and (3) recruitment of trustees for pilot bankruptcy
cases. Each roundtable also gave the bankruptcy law team the opportunity to explain
FILE’s activities, to vet issues and needs, and to explain and recruit for its pilot case
program.
As indicated in prior monthly reports, the RS Board of Examiners for Trustees is moving
forward with examining and certifying trustees utilizing an oral examination procedure.
Comparatively, the Federation is willing to continue utilizing transitional trustees until a
joint Ministry of Justice/FILE trustee examination procedure is developed and
implemented. FILE intends to bring a short-term expert to BiH in late April to assist in
developing the examination procedure and related materials. The expert will be
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accompanied by a Federal Bankruptcy Judge, who would provide pro bono assistance in
developing the requisite materials.
Pilot Bankruptcy Cases. During this reporting period, FILE’s bankruptcy team gathered
information on potential cases and submitted to USAID its plan for implementing the
Pilot Case Program and request to conduct due diligence on four companies – Mljekara,
Proleks, Sava and UNIS Tadiv. In March USAID approved FILE’s due diligence request
for Proleks and UNIS Tadiv.
In investigating Proleks as a potential pilot case, FILE held several productive meetings
with representatives from the RS Ministry of Economy, Industry and Energy having line
responsibility for leather and textile companies. The Ministry representatives provided
FILE with data on Proleks and two other companies thought to be good pilot candidates.
With respect to Proleks, FILE was asked to allow new management more time to assess
the company’s current situation and alternatives.
FILE also met with Mostar’s Cantonal Directorate for Privatization and the then acting
manager of UNIS Tadiv to discuss the company’s potential as a pilot bankruptcy case and
begin due diligence. Requests were made for additional information, but the diligence
process has been slowed by the appointment of a new general manager, who asked for
time to transition into his new duties.
Commercial Division-Oriented Training Package. FILE prepared and delivered a
commercial court-oriented training package tailored to the commercial divisions and
scheduled priority training programs for bankruptcy judges. The training package was
designed to meet the needs of the commercial divisions, taking into consideration the
judges’ knowledge of substantive matters and the limitations that subject matter
jurisdiction places on the types of cases commercial divisions will hear. The schedule of
bankruptcy trainings sets in motion FILE’s bankruptcy training program for judges.
Training Materials. Supplemental materials and handouts for FILE’s bankruptcy training
modules were created in accordance with FILE’s schedule of priority training for judges.
The package included, among other things, charts on the preliminary and main phases of
a bankruptcy case; charts on opening a bankruptcy procedure, on bankruptcy plans, and
on liquidation procedures; an introductory manual for judges on finance and accounting
in a bankruptcy context; and a financial skills building workbook.
IMF Privatization Strategy. FILE also attended sessions in Banja Luka and Sarajevo at
which the IMF unveiled its corporate restructuring proposal. The IMF initiative focused
on efforts to reinvigorate the stalled privatization program and, if accepted, could impact
bankruptcy implementation by giving bankruptcy a greater role in the privatization
process than might have otherwise been expected. Briefing papers were prepared for
USAID to address issues raised by IMF’s proposed model, and a dialogue started with the
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World Bank about the nature and scope of bankruptcy’s role in the privatization process
and the utilization of pilot cases.
4. Component Three: World Trade Organization Accession
As indicated in the previous report, due to Bosnia’s suspension of its free trade
agreements with Croatia and Serbia and Montenegro and the subsequent fact that the
Assistant Minister of Foreign Trade in charge of WTO accession work resigned in
protest, FILE has been instructed by USAID to suspend all WTO accession work.
5. Component Four: Court Administration
Develop a detailed workplan for the 6 month period ending June 30, 2004. FILE
submitted a draft workplan in December which, at USAID’s request, was revised and
resubmitted in January. The revised workplan was approved by USAID on January 30th.
Meetings with Commercial Courts. During the reporting quarter, FILE’s court
administration team visited the majority of basic and municipal courts that will have a
commercial division to provide a general overview of the FILE project and the technical
and educational assistance it can provide. By visiting courts as they were established,
FILE gained credibility and began the important process of establishing strong working
relationships with the presidents and court secretaries.
Obtain and Introduce Hardware and Software into BiH’s 70 First and Second Instance
Courts:
Automation Activities in Brcko. In December 2003, FILE reported that the Brcko District
government had published a tender for the procurement of integrated case management
system software (ICMS) for courts in the Brcko District Court. Brcko’s decision to move
forward in developing ICMS is important because, if designed correctly, the system can
be modified and utilized in the Federation and RS.
Upon request, FILE reviewed the proposed ICMS contract and provided commentary.
Particular attention was paid to the geographical restriction set forth in Article 15 of the
contract, restricting use of the software to Brcko. FILE discussed its concerns with
Brcko’s Judicial Commission, OHR and USAID, recommending modification of the
contractual language so that the software could be used countrywide.
Regrettably, after almost a month of correspondence and meetings with various players
regarding Article 15, the contract was executed with the geographic restriction in place.
USAID and FILE will reevaluate the nature and scope of support for Brcko’s ICMS
efforts in April pending further developments.
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Caseflow and Workflow Analyses. During this period FILE began efforts to analyze the
workflow and caseflow in BiH’s commercial divisions. FILE and USAID agreed to
designate pilot courts for these efforts. Results of the analyses will be shared with other
courts. FILE’s court administration team will perform workflow and caseflow analyses in
five pilot courts – Sarajevo, Banja Luka, Mostar, Goražde and Brcko.
The team completed an initial workflow analysis in the Brcko Basic Court and compiled
a flowchart of the process. Subsequently, the team returned to Brcko to validate the
workflow analysis and discuss findings, conclusions and recommendations with Brcko’s
court secretary and her staff. Upon completion of the workflow and analysis of the
results, it appears that the Brcko Basic Court has about the same complicated procedures
as other courts in BiH. Areas that can be improved include: filing systems for pending
cases; calendar and caseflow management; printing of summons, forms and envelopes;
responsibility for the initial examination of the complaint; final handling of cases once
judgment is entered; restricting unnecessary, repetitive movement of case files between
the registry office and judges’ chambers, and duplication of data entry; and identification
and analysis of events in the processing of a case to identify its status and to calculate
management statistics.
Analysis of Hardware Costs for Automating BiH Courts.
During this reporting period the court administration team submitted an Excel-based
preliminary analysis of hardware costs for automating the BiH courts. The court
administration team designed the application in such a way so as to provide flexibility in
determining the number of users who may actually need a workstation, and incorporated
configurations which should meet the needs of BiH’s courts for the next five years.
Small Commercial Claims. FILE started working with ICITAP to develop an analytical
tool that will be used to collect, tabulate, analyze and evaluate caseflow management data
in the newly established commercial divisions, including small commercial claims. In
June, FILE will report its findings, conclusions and recommendations regarding the
removal of small commercial claims from the courts' commercial division dockets.
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1. Background
Chemonics International, Inc. and its subcontractors, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu
Emerging Markets Group, Ltd. and the National Center for State Courts, were selected to
implement USAID’s Fostering an Investment and Lender-Friendly Environment (FILE)
commercial law project. The project, which will run approximately three years, covers a
variety of commercial law issues, including bankruptcy and collateral law, court
administration, and World Trade Organization (WTO) accession. Project activities are
described more fully in the related Task Order (TO) and in FILE’s previously submitted
workplans.
The lack of investments and long-term lending is impeding the growth of the private
sector in Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH). It also impedes the country’s recovery from the
war and transition from a command to a market economy. FILE is designed to assist its
BiH counterparts in four key areas. First, to make the collateral law regime work through
professional education and training of relevant parties (i.e., judges, lawyers, trustees,
appraisers, notaries, bankers, law students, etc.). Second, to make the bankruptcy and
liquidation laws and procedures work through professional education and training of
relevant parties (including judges, trustees, lawyers and appraisers), and by shepherding a
number of pilot bankruptcy cases though the judicial process. Third, to assist BiH in its
accession to the WTO by providing procedural assistance and developing a workplan of
remaining tasks in the accession process. Fourth, to streamline the ability of BiH courts
to adjudicate commercial cases in a timely, predictable, and efficient manner by installing
new computer hardware and software, training court personnel, and improving the legal
and regulatory framework for efficiently handling small commercial claims.
Each of the following sections corresponds to a TO component. Within each section,
FILE describes the specific activities undertaken and accomplished during the reporting
period.

2. Component One: Collateral Law
Develop workplan for the 6 month period ending December 31, 2004. The TO obligated
FILE to submit by June 7, 2004 a detailed collateral law workplan for the six-month
period ending December 31, 2004. FILE held multiple planning and drafting sessions to
develop the project workplan for the above-referenced period and the related performance
monitoring plan. A draft workplan was submitted to USAID on June 4, 2004.
Training for In-house Counsel on Law Enforcement Procedures. Early in the quarter,
FILE’s collateral law team held a training session for bank in-house counsel focused on
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practical implementation issues and courtroom problems relating to the new collateral
regime. Attended by twenty lawyers from ten banks located in Sarajevo, Mostar, Tuzla
and Zenica, this training marked the completion of the first phase of training for in-house
counsel on the new law on enforcement procedure.
A common theme that emerged from FILE’s initial training sessions for in-house counsel
was the need for standardized documents and practices. To address these needs, FILE
created various resource materials (see below), including a judicial benchbook, a
handbook for creditors, and a handbook for in-house counsel, designed to help
standardize court and attorney practices.
Development of Resource Materials. Effective implementation of collateral registration
and enforcement requires well-trained collateral lawyers who can properly prepare
documentation and use the enforcement procedures efficiently. Judges must be similarly
trained to handle enforcement matters thoroughly and efficiently.
Implementation resource materials are valuable tools for developing knowledge and
skills, as well as developing standardized practices and procedures. Judges, attorneys,
creditors and other stakeholders in the collateral law process currently lack sufficient
educational tools to support their work. The development and distribution of
implementation resource materials would play an important role in helping these
stakeholders understand and perform their roles in the collateral law regime. In this
regard, handbooks for attorneys and benchbooks for judges are fundamental reference
materials that these critical stakeholders can utilize.
With the short-term pro bono assistance of collateral law specialist Susan Reid, FILE
developed a judicial benchbook on collateral law matters, emphasizing enforcement
issues and procedures; and created a handbook for creditors, containing explanations of
new and recently revised laws, enforcement and recovery strategies, and flow charts of
litigation and enforcement procedures.
Similarly, short-term commercial law specialist, Joe Lowther, assisted FILE in the
development of a draft handbook for financial institutions’ in-house counsel. Late in the
quarter, FILE developed and delivered to USAID additional collateral law resource
materials, including enforcement officers training modules and an Enforcement Officers
Benchbook. The benchbook included a series of forms that can be used by enforcement
officers to standardize and streamline certain procedures.
All of the resource materials developed by FILE’s experts will be vetted with local
partners, and revised as necessary to meet their needs, in the next reporting quarter.
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Stakeholder Advocacy Group. During this reporting period, FILE met with various
representatives of the stakeholder advocacy group, Putokaz, to examine the role group
members could play in furthering the acceptance and use of FILE’s resource materials. It
was determined that the group will be used to vet the handbooks and other resource
materials developed by FILE. As part of the vetting process, membership of the group
will be expanded to include local stakeholders for particular subject areas. The vetting
process and distribution of resource materials is a large part of the collateral law team’s
proposed workplan for the second half of 2004.
Other Activities during the Quarter. In addition to training and development of resource
materials, other collateral law-related activities included the following:


SME Development Gap Analysis Roundtable. In April, FILE participated in
USAID’s SME Development Gap Analysis Roundtable. FILE personnel acted as
co-facilitator and recorder for the Secured Transaction Environment breakout
session, and were also active contributors in the Bankruptcy breakout session.



OHR Pamphlet. FILE learned that the Office of the High Representative (OHR)
plans to embark on an extensive Rule of Law public awareness campaign. OHR
asked for FILE’s assistance in developing content for the campaign. As a first
step in the campaign, OHR intends to publish pamphlets on the civil procedure,
enforcement and bankruptcy laws. In response, FILE drafted enforcement and
bankruptcy brochures and submitted them to the OHR.



Website. In conjunction with Chemonics home office personnel, the collateral law
team began basic design work for a project website on which training and
resource materials and other documents will be posted.

3. Component Two: Bankruptcy Law
Develop workplan for the 6 month period ending December 31, 2004. Similar to the
collateral law component, the TO obligated FILE to submit the above-referenced
bankruptcy law workplan by June 7, 2004. FILE held multiple planning and drafting
sessions to develop the project workplan for the above-referenced period and the related
performance monitoring plan. A draft workplan was submitted to USAID on June 4,
2004.
Training for Bankruptcy Judges. During the quarter, FILE’s bankruptcy team conducted
two training and outreach activities aimed at developing a well-trained cadre of
bankruptcy judges. The first training seminar, entitled “Basic Training on Bankruptcy for
New Judges of Commercial Departments,” attracted twenty three judges appointed to
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hear bankruptcy cases in their respective courts and two representatives of the Judicial
Training Centers (JTCs). This initial program consisted of two parts - one focusing on an
introductory-level explanation of the legal principles and processes in a bankruptcy case,
and the other focusing on the principles of finance and accounting as applied in the
bankruptcy context.
The second training seminar attracted an audience of twenty four bankruptcy judges,
court presidents and representatives of the JTCs. This seminar followed a similar
program to the first, but also featured U.S. Bankruptcy Judge Greg Kishel, who talked
about bankruptcy proceedings in the United States and offered his impressions of how to
effectively implement BiH’s law (given the similarities and differences between the U.S.
and BiH bankruptcy laws).
Both seminars, which were organized in conjunction with the JTCs, were highly
successful, not only because of the importance of the selected audiences (the actual
bankruptcy judges now serving in BiH), but also in the quality of the materials and
presentations offered and the reception given to it by the attendees. All the judges,
including the ones having prior bankruptcy experience, praised the program
enthusiastically both in their spontaneous comments and in written evaluations.
Training for Trustees. FILE presented its fifth trustees’ roundtable during the quarter.
Twenty trustees and two bankruptcy judges attended. Similar to previous roundtables,
the bankruptcy team used the forum to highlight the issues of (1) trustee training and
examination (including trustee certification), (2) trustee professionalization, and (3)
recruitment of trustees for pilot and other cases.
Resource Materials. During the quarter, FILE initiated and completed development of a
number of resource materials to assist bankruptcy judges, trustees, appraisers, lawyers,
creditor representatives, and other stakeholders. Materials developed and submitted to
USAID include:


An outline for a Judges BenchBook that sets forth the issues to be covered and the
structure of the actual Benchbook to be developed and vetted with local partners
later in the third and fourth quarters of 2004. The benchbook is meant to be a
practical reference manual that can be used on a daily basis by bankruptcy judges
in BiH, with easy reference to relevant laws and related forms.



Outlines for a company manager’s bankruptcy checklist, creditor’s bankruptcy
checklist, bankruptcy trainer’s handbook and additional supplemental training
materials.
With the assistance of short-term expert Olin McGill, FILE made significant
progress towards the creation of a comprehensive bankruptcy trustee’s manual,
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based on international practice and tailored to BiH laws and practices. The
manual, when completed later in 2004 and vetted with local partners, should be of
invaluable assistance to trustees, individually, and to the development of a skilled
and professional body of trustees able to support a sophisticated bankruptcy
practice in BiH.


With short-term technical assistance from Gleb Glinka, FILE prepared bankruptcy
court forms that can be used by judges, trustees, and attorneys to ensure that the
court has accurate documents that can be efficiently reviewed and processed.

Pilot Bankruptcy Cases. Prior to and during the reporting period, FILE conducted
intensive due diligence on companies approved by USAID for consideration for the pilot
case program. Specifically, FILE reviewed and analyzed financial statements, met with
government officials overseeing the companies, interviewed management, met with trade
unions, creditors, and potential investors, and otherwise applied its selection criteria.
FILE also prepared a plan and timeline for the companies still under consideration for the
program.
Most attention was directed toward state-owned enterprises from USAID’s “strategic
privatization portfolio,” specifically Sava, Unis Tadiv, Milcos, Proleks and Livnica. At
the end of the quarter, the bankruptcy team provided USAID with its report summarizing
its due diligence efforts on pilot case candidates.
Trustee Certification. FILE’s bankruptcy law team continued to monitor the ongoing
“certification” process by which trustee candidates are becoming “certified” in the
respective entities. Developing a cadre of well-trained and motivated trustees is critical
to effective implementation of BiH’s new bankruptcy regime. With assistance from
short-term advisors and Judge Charles Case, a U.S. Federal Bankruptcy Judge, FILE
developed the initial content for a trustee training program, including a draft trustee
manual that can be updated with practical material, including standardized forms and
checklists, developed in the course of FILE’s pilot bankruptcy cases.
Public Education. FILE developed its complete public education campaign strategy for
bankruptcy and a report on implementation of a targeted public education program.
Continuing negative publicity demonstrated the lack of understanding about bankruptcy
among influential people – in this case labor leaders and journalists – and increasing
public awareness and curiosity about bankruptcy.
This last factor provided an opening for obtaining favorable counter-publicity. A visit to
BiH by a team of international labor leaders, referred to as the “SEELEN Cross-Border
visit,” took place in Sarajevo during the quarter. FILE’s bankruptcy law team was asked
both to send a speaker to address the group and to prepare a script explaining the benefits
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of bankruptcy, from a perspective that would be both accessible and favorable to the
labor leader audience. The script prepared for this occasion received favorable comment
from USAID and OHR, and FILE’s presentation was well-received.
Continuing interest in bankruptcy in the press and pending labor protests led to a request
from Ambassador Hays for a more detailed bankruptcy briefing paper. In response to this
request, the bankruptcy team produced a more comprehensive paper outlining “How
Bankruptcy Works,” which was delivered to USAID and OHR. This document was also
well-received, and the themes articulated therein are expected to receive broader
circulation and be the basis for specific bankruptcy briefings to be given to various
opinion makers in the future.
Valuation Materials for Appraisers. FILE compiled a collection of valuation/resource
materials for appraisers for the purpose of supporting training activities, as well as
providing a practical guide for appraisers and other professionals dealing with business
valuation in BiH. The valuation manual developed as part of these materials should
provide a quick reference to the most commonly used definitions, formulas, procedures
and techniques for everyday business valuation problems.
Website Development. The bankruptcy team submitted to USAID its status report on
bankruptcy/liquidation website activities. Developed by FILE’s public education and
communication specialist, this report provided updated information on FILE’s efforts to
establish a bankruptcy reference website. Given the lack of progress by the organizations
previously identified as potential website partners, FILE will create its own website
where all bankruptcy and collateral law reports, as well as other project information, will
be posted.
Other Activities during the Quarter:


IMF Privatization Strategy. In the previous quarter, the IMF unveiled its
corporate restructuring proposal, and USAID and FILE began an ongoing
dialogue with the World Bank about the nature and scope of bankruptcy’s role in
the privatization process and the utilization of pilot cases. The World Bank,
which is formulating their intervention strategies for bankruptcy, met with FILE
to discuss, among other things, the capacity of the courts to process large numbers
of bankruptcy cases (in the event that a substantial number of enterprises are to
enter into bankruptcy proceedings), the length of proceedings, “pre-packaging”
options, and the administration and costs associated with reorganizations and
other large cases.



SME Roundtable. As indicated above, FILE’s bankruptcy law team participated
in USAID’s SME Development Gap Analysis Roundtable. The team was an
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active contributor in the bankruptcy breakout session, and the roundtable allowed
for the exposure of FILE’s thoughts, plans and activities to numerous other donors
and projects present.


European Commission Policy Discussion Paper. At USAID’s request, FILE
rewrote the bankruptcy section of the European Commission’s policy discussion
paper. FILE’s summary recommendations were included almost verbatim in the
Commission’s draft paper. The draft emphasizes the place of bankruptcy
implementation as one of the three pillars of a comprehensive policy agenda
within the enterprise sector.

4. Component Three: World Trade Organization Accession
Due to political developments within BiH, FILE was instructed by USAID to suspend all
WTO accession work.

5. Component Four: Court Administration
General Developments. Early in the quarter, FILE attended a meeting of international
donors to ascertain the amount of computer hardware each donor intended to provide to
courts and prosecutors. The results of this meeting and subsequent donor disclosures led
USAID and FILE to conclude that the European Commission and ICITAP had sufficient
resources to provide basic hardware for BiH’s 70 first and second instance courts.
Accordingly, FILE was instructed to focus its efforts on software development rather than
hardware procurement. In the event that FILE had additional funds available after
software development was completed and there was a shortfall in computer hardware
procurement, then FILE would procure hardware for courts with commercial divisions.
Any remaining funds would be utilized for other courts if necessary.
FILE’s court administration team also participated in meetings with USAID, the High
Judicial and Prosecutorial Council (HJPC) and staff of USAID’s Justice Sector Reform
Project (JSDP) to discuss and document the scope of, and framework for, court
administration reforms planned in BiH courts.
Automation Activities in Brcko. By the end of the quarter, the district of Brcko and its
software developer, Optima OR, had completed documentation for integrated case
management system (ICMS) software for its courts and prosecutors. FILE hopes that this
system can be modified and utilized in the Federation and RS, though there is a
contractual provision in the related software development contract limiting use of the
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software to the Brcko District. For national application and replication this “geographic
restriction” will need to be lifted, or a separate agreement reached with Optima.
During the quarter, FILE assisted Brcko and Optima in their software development
efforts. While Optima’s first version of the software documentation was not ideal, it has
since accepted recommendations from both FILE and Brcko court staff and, as a result,
their second and third versions showed significant improvement. It is important to note
that Optima is creating a foundation that will enable the functionality of various
applications. The task that now lays ahead for Brcko’s judicial institutions is to create
content for the software. It is by no means an easy or simple task, but it is crucial for the
overall success of the program.
Until now, FILE has been present at every stage of Brcko’s software development. FILE
has and will continue to help Brcko and Optima produce a quality product, but at the
same time, both Brcko and Optima are aware that FILE understands software
development. In the event that Brcko and Optima choose not to share their software with
the rest of the country, FILE will find or develop alternate software.
Caseflow and Workflow Analysis. FILE continued its efforts to analyze workflow and
caseflow in BiH’s commercial divisions and agreed with USAID to designate four pilot
courts – Sarajevo, Banja Luka, Mostar, and Brcko – for these efforts. The court
administration team collected workflow data in each of these four courts and drafted
flowcharts based on the data collected and discussions held.
In June, FILE hosted a workshop, entitled “Commercial Case Records Management:
Imagination at Work,” for representatives of these pilot courts. The primary objectives of
the workshop were to plant seeds for creativity and change in the minds of court
presidents, judges, court secretaries and other senior court officials, encourage courts to
explore better ways for increasing court efficiency and to take calculated risks that may
lead to streamlined or simplified workflow and caseflow procedures. In striving to reach
that goal, FILE’s court administration team presented final versions of the workflow of
commercial/civil cases in each pilot court, as well as a flowchart of how the same
workflow could be further simplified or work functions redistributed in order to increase
procedural effectiveness and efficiency. Each court presented improvements that could
be made to its current workflow procedures, and was encouraged to submit additional
recommendations to FILE.
Other Activities during the Quarter:


Workplan development. The court administration team also participated in the
workplan development sessions described above.
Given the ongoing
development of a framework for court administration reforms and discussions
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with HJPC and JSDP, USAID agreed that the court administration workplan
would be submitted on or before July 23, 2004. It further agreed that the
workplan would cover a one year, rather than six month, term.
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1. Background
Chemonics International, Inc. and its subcontractors, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu
Emerging Markets Group, Ltd. and the National Center for State Courts, were selected to
implement USAID’s Fostering an Investment and Lender-Friendly Environment (FILE)
commercial law project. The project, which will run approximately three years, covers a
variety of commercial law issues, including bankruptcy and collateral law, court
administration, and World Trade Organization (WTO) accession. Project activities are
described more fully in the related Task Order (TO) and in FILE’s previously submitted
workplans.
The lack of investments and long-term lending is impeding the growth of the private
sector in Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH). It also impedes the country’s recovery from the
war and transition from a command to a market economy. FILE is designed to assist its
BiH counterparts in four key areas. First, to make the collateral law regime work through
professional education and training of relevant parties (i.e., judges, lawyers, trustees,
appraisers, notaries, bankers, law students, etc.). Second, to make the bankruptcy and
liquidation laws and procedures work through professional education and training of
relevant parties (including judges, trustees, lawyers and appraisers), and by shepherding a
number of pilot bankruptcy cases though the judicial process. Third, to assist BiH in its
accession to the WTO by providing procedural assistance and developing a workplan of
remaining tasks in the accession process. Fourth, to streamline the ability of BiH courts
to adjudicate commercial cases in a timely, predictable, and efficient manner by installing
new computer hardware and software, training court personnel, and improving the legal
and regulatory framework for efficiently handling small commercial claims.
Each of the following sections corresponds to a TO component. Within each section,
FILE describes the specific activities undertaken and accomplished during the reporting
period.

2. Component One: Collateral Law
Development of Resource Materials. In prior reporting periods, FILE drafted several
collateral law resource materials, including a handbook for in-house counsel, a creditors’
manual and an enforcement officers’ handbook. FILE is currently working to finalize
these materials, as well as a judges’ benchbook on the enforcement law.
Similar to the goal for FILE’s other resource materials, the In-House Counsel Handbook
was designed to standardize and improve the banks’ collateral law practice.
In September, the collateral law team completed vetting the handbook with its local
partners and readied the final product for distribution. The vetted version was submitted
to USAID on September 9th. FILE will continue to discuss the handbook’s content with
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local partners and will periodically update and refine the handbook to reflect recent
developments, topics and practices.
The collateral law team also continued to develop supplemental materials for its
handbooks, such as preparing an article on the time value of money for inclusion in a
Judges’ Benchbook. The article was prepared at the request of several bank lawyers who
wanted to impress upon the courts the need for expedient resolution of collection matters.
In addition, during this quarter the collateral law team completed a case study based on
the Business Finance Project’s “Teppsa” case. The case study is intended to highlight
certain efficiencies that can be gained by proper application of the enforcement law, as
well as some of the practical impediments to greater efficiency gains in debt collection
practice. The case study will be built into future training sessions.
Partnership with Banks. During this quarter, FILE continued to work on deliverables
contemplated under its draft workplan for the six-month period ending December 31,
2004. One contemplated activity is establishing working partnerships with certain banks,
pursuant to which FILE would aid bank in-house counsel in shepherding enforcement
cases through the system and in identifying roadblocks to effective implementation of the
enforcement law. In this regard, FILE held a roundtable on August 17th, during which
several in-house counsels expressed concern that judges were not effectively
implementing the Law on Enforcement Procedure, though no one was able to identify an
implementation issue with specificity. FILE impressed upon in-house counsel the need to
specifically identify the delays in enforcement procedure so that appropriate assistance
can be ascertained. To accomplish this, FILE reviewed the different stages of an
enforcement action and stressed the need to determine whether bottlenecks were the
result of deficiencies in education/training, personnel, logistical support, financial
matters, the legislative framework, or a combination thereof.
FILE and the banks then discussed data collection strategies to help determine where and
why delays were occurring. Following the meeting, FILE developed a matrix on
enforcement of collateralized loans, detailing the information FILE wanted to collect
from banks and analyze. FILE then met with attorneys from Raiffeisen Bank, Vakufska
Bank and Ljubljanska Bank and secured their agreement in principle to data gathering. In
September, FILE received preliminary data from Raiffeisen and Ljubljanska banks and
began its analysis thereof. Vakufska Bank was delayed in its submission, but is expected
to supply data shortly. After reviewing the data and analyzing the results, FILE will
consider expanding its data collection activities to other banks.
Stakeholder Advocacy Group. As previously reported, FILE intends to utilize the
stakeholder advocacy group “Putokaz” to vet resource materials. As part of the vetting
process, membership of the group was expanded to include local stakeholders for
particular subject areas. To illustrate, the group, including in-house counsel from several
banks, met during the August 17th roundtable described above. In addition to in-house
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counsel, representatives from GTZ’s land registry project and USAID’s Pledge Registry
Project also participated in the session.
Other Activities during the Quarter:


Website. FILE’s collateral law team continued to coordinate with its Public
Education and Communication Specialist and the bankruptcy team concerning the
accession or development of an appropriate project website. Upon USAID’s
recommendation, FILE is re-exploring the option of partnering with local
institutions, and at this stage is negotiating possibilities with the Federation of
Bosnia and Herzegovina (Federation) and the Republika Srpska (RS) Judicial
Training Centers (JTCs), as well as with the BiH Bankers’ Association.

3. Component Two: Bankruptcy Law
Training for Bankruptcy Judges. FILE conducted an advanced bankruptcy and
reorganization training program for bankruptcy judges on September 16th and 17th. The
session was attended by 27 judges from BiH’s commercial divisions, and focused on
legal and financial aspects of reorganization and issues arising in the early stages of
bankruptcy proceedings. Also present were Greg Kishel, Chief Judge of the U. S.
Bankruptcy Court (District of Minnesota), who provided pro bono assistance in the
training, and two observers from the Federation JTC.
Almost all the judges present had attended FILE’s two previous training sessions in
Travnik (April 2nd and 3rd) and Teslic (May 27th and 28th). A few additional judges were
also in attendance, having recently been tasked with hearing bankruptcy cases. [Whereas
larger courts have designated one or two specific judges to specialize in bankruptcy,
smaller courts tend to use “generalists.”] Early in the program, the judges were given
copies of the revised “Checklist for Managers of Companies in or about to Enter
Bankruptcy Proceedings” and the revised “Checklist for Creditors of Companies in or
about to Enter Bankruptcy Proceedings,” which were submitted to USAID as deliverables
on August 31st. These checklists were well-received, with judges indicating that they
would make copies available in their courtrooms, at creditors meetings and other
hearings.
The overall emphasis of the training was on bankruptcy reorganization and preparation of
the reorganization plan, with related topics and preliminary matters covered first, notably
methods for addressing potential roadblocks to effective bankruptcy implementation.
This theme was developed by using three hypothetical case studies focused on (i) case
filing issues, (ii) preliminary proceedings issues, and (iii) establishment of
indebtedness/insolvency issues. These hypothetical situations drew upon the “lessons
learned” in FILE’s pilot case activities (see below).
These preliminary hypotheticals also served as a prelude to subsequent presentations and
discussions focused on the (i) legal provisions governing preparation of the plan of
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reorganization, (ii) financial indicators relevant to the feasibility of reorganization, and
(iii) a culminating case study about a financially-distressed company with a complex debt
structure but good reorganization prospects.
The culminating session was led by Judge Kishel, playing the role of the “trustee” and
proponent of a plan of reorganization for the company. This session included roleplaying by the judges, divided into workshops, and a lively question and answer session.
This exercise was well-received and accomplished its purpose of preparing the judges for
this phase of a bankruptcy proceeding, provoking them to pay attention to its complexity
and the critical matter of classifying creditors into groups for plan purposes, in particular.
Training for Trustees. No formal trustee training took place during this quarter.
However, planning went forward for a training session in October, paralleling the topics
taught in judicial training sessions; and assistance in the form of special consultations was
given to several individual trustees involved in pilot cases (see below) and other specific,
watched cases. The upcoming trustee training, planned for October 14th in Sarajevo, will
be aimed at an audience of approximately 25 trustees or future trustees from the Sarajevo,
Gorazde and Sokolac areas.
World Learning Participant Training Program in Slovenia and Croatia. Another notably
significant advance in judge and trustee training took place during this quarter, when
World Learning sponsored a training program on the “Effective Implementation of
Bankruptcy Laws in Bosnia and Herzegovina.” The program, which took place in
Slovenia and Croatia, was aimed at improving the understanding of BiH bankruptcy
professionals by exposing them to the experiences and practices of their counterparts in
other countries. The program was attended by seven bankruptcy judges (six of whom had
attended the previously described seminar) and four trustees, all of whom had been
recommended for participation by FILE. A BiH journalist and two bankruptcy team
members also attended as observers. By all accounts this program was of very highquality and well-received.
Resource Materials. In prior reporting periods, FILE provided USAID with various draft
bankruptcy law resource materials, such as a “Checklist for Managers of Companies in or
About to Enter Bankruptcy Proceedings,” a “Checklist for Creditors of Companies in or
About to Enter Bankruptcy Proceedings,” and a “Guidebook for Appraisers.” During this
quarter, the bankruptcy team systematically sought out the comments and suggestions of
local partners, i.e., vetting the materials, by letters, telephone calls and meetings.
The creditor’s and manager’s checklists were circulated to thirty-five bankruptcy trustees
and general managers. Eight trustees provided extensive written comments, some of
which were very useful to the process of analyzing and improving the thoroughness,
focus, and accessibility of the checklists. The checklists were revised accordingly, based
on the most incisive comments of these local professionals. Additional comments
received later, for example, from participants in FILE’s upcoming training events, also
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will be taken into account and helpful suggestions will be noted. If appropriate, revisions
will be made and “second editions” of the checklists will be published and circulated.
A similar vetting process also took place with respect to the Guidebook for Appraisers,
which was circulated among a small group of practicing appraisers. In this case, the
number of comments received was limited, and few practitioners offered any in-depth
comments. This was due in large part to the fact that there is only a small number of
practicing appraisers in BiH, as the profession is still generally under-developed.
However, the need for market valuation and similar appraisal techniques is compelling.
The bankruptcy team was able to obtain valuable assistance from the Authorized
Evaluators Association of the RS and the Economic Institute, an appraisal-providing
concern located in Doboj. Based on useful comments from these organizations, the
Guidebook for Appraisers was revised and improved.
After completing the vetting and revision process described above, the revised checklists
and Appraisers Guidebook were presented to USAID as reference material deliverables.
They will be distributed to local partners shortly.
FILE also fielded a short-term bankruptcy expert, Gleb Glinka, to finalize a trustees’
manual and related bankruptcy forms. Drafts of these materials, suitable for vetting with
local partners, are expected to be in circulation early next quarter.
Pilot Bankruptcy Cases. In prior months, FILE and USAID spent significant time and
effort conducting due diligence on companies that could serve as potential pilot cases for
demonstrating the efficiency of BiH’s new bankruptcy system. This due diligence
included extensive financial reviews and meetings with creditors, company managers,
labor representatives, government officials and potential investors in many companies.
FILE also formally presented a comprehensive Pilot Case informational, “decision” brief,
including power point slides, to USAID.
FILE’s efforts culminated in the filing of two pilot bankruptcy cases during this quarter.


UNIS TADIV. Unis Tadiv, a state-owned machine tool and fastener
manufacturing concern located in Konjic, was filed for bankruptcy in the
Commercial Division of the Mostar Municipal Court on September 10, 2004
(Case No. 14/04). The filing was made by the attorney representing workers
and occurred after 140 of approximately 150 labor union members voted in
favor of bankruptcy.
After reviewing the filing with and based on input from FILE staff, the judge
appointed an interim trustee on September 28th. The judge further ruled that,
within thirty days, the trustee must submit report on: preservation of bankruptcy
estate; determination of a valid reason to open bankruptcy proceedings (i.e.,
confirmation that the company was insolvent due to its failure to pay debts
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within thirty days of their due date); whether debtor operations can continue in
bankruptcy; and whether the bankruptcy estate can cover bankruptcy costs.
FILE has already performed this analysis for the trustee, and will work with him
to complete the process. The hearing to officially open the bankruptcy case
should take place on October 28th, absent delays or appeals.
The lead-up to this filing was challenging, and included numerous meetings
with interested parties. A tentative agreement was reached among the lead
supplier, the workers and company management, by which the company’s
operations would continue while it reorganized in bankruptcy. Pursuant to this
understanding, the supplier and workers will acquire ownership of the company
in a debt/equity swap. The supplier will continue to supply raw materials to the
company so it can continue its operations while details of the reorganization can
be worked out.
As the month went on, the bankruptcy team remained in daily contact with the
parties in interest, seeking to resolve problems and further shepherd the case.
For example, team members intervened to clear up a misunderstanding
concerning the effect of the bankruptcy stay on creditors maintaining
enforcement actions in the Konjic Municipal Court.


LIVNICA. Livnica, a state-owned metal foundry located in Sarajevo, was filed
for bankruptcy in the Commercial Division of the Sarajevo Municipal Court on
September 15, 2004 (Case No. 33/04). The actual filing was submitted by the
Federation Public Attorney’s Office, based on a claim of the Federation Tax
Administration.
Unlike Unis Tadiv, Livnica’s bankruptcy was not pre-packaged. Both the
relevant labor union and government ministries supported the filing, and
discussions with interested parties have provided two leading options. The first
option is that the company may be sold to an Austrian investor – Strebel, a
specialized steel equipment manufacturer. The second option is to have the
workers take ownership through a debt/equity swap, with subsequent sale to
Strebel or another interested investor. FILE will continue to work with the
parties to explore these and other options, and remained in close contact with
the parties in interest throughout September, seeking to resolve problems and
further shepherd the case.

Other Activities during the Quarter:


IMF Privatization Strategy. USAID and FILE continued their ongoing dialogue
with the World Bank about the nature and scope of bankruptcy’s role in the
privatization process and the utilization of pilot cases. During this quarter, team
members participated in high-level planning meetings with the World Bank, the
IMF, and representatives of the US Embassy, relevant to bankruptcy
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implementation and related concerns of the World Bank and IMF. Additionally,
FILE provided comments on the World Bank’s proposed Enterprise Restructuring
Programmatic Development Policy Credit Program Agenda Matrix.


Federation Bankruptcy Roundtable. During this quarter, team members
participated in a roundtable with Federation bankruptcy judges concerning legal
interpretation and implementation issues raised by recent amendments to the
Federation bankruptcy law. The conclusions reached may be distributed to all
Federation bankruptcy judges to serve as guidelines for handling these
amendments.



Website Development. As indicated above, FILE’s collateral law team continued
to coordinate with its Public Education and Communication Specialist and the
bankruptcy team concerning the accession or development of an appropriate
project website. Upon USAID’s recommendation, FILE is re-exploring the
option of partnering with local institutions.



Trustee Certification Training. Minister of Justice Kristo requested that FILE
conduct a two-day certification-specific training session in September for trustees
that are now provisionally certified within the Federation (approximately 240
persons). FILE, after consultation with USAID, informed the Minister that, at this
time, its resources and other priorities (as well as the practical difficulties
associated with assembling such a large group of trustees and trustee candidates)
made it impractical to do so. FILE further informed the Minister that it had
prepared various training and resource materials for trustees and had conducted
five seminars for smaller groups – approximately 20 to 40 – of trustees and trustee
candidates, and that another session was scheduled for October.
Minister Kristo also indicated that the Federation Ministry of Justice would like to
develop its own certification testing program in harmonization with that of the
RS. In that regard and in accordance with the Minister’s request, FILE provided
an electronic copy of the implementing regulation governing the certification
testing program in the RS and related materials.

4. Component Three: World Trade Organization Accession
Due to political developments within BiH, FILE has been instructed by USAID to
suspend all WTO accession work.
5. Component Four: Court Administration
Development of Integrated Case Management System Software. FILE has been asked by
the international community to take a leading role in the development of integrated case
management system (ICMS) software for the Federation and RS. With standing
commitments from the European Commission and ICITAP to provide computer hardware
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and peripherals to BiH’s courts and prosecutors, USAID, FILE and the High Judicial and
Prosecutorial Council (HJPC) agreed that FILE should take the lead in software
development.
During this quarter, FILE fielded three short-term experts from the United States Federal
Judiciary - Phil McKinney, Ralph DeLoach and David Egar - to begin developing (1) a
roll-out strategy for the distribution and installation of hardware and software throughout
BiH’s 70 first and second instance courts, (2) a Request for Information (RFI) intended
for potential software developers, and (3) a Request for Proposal (RFP) for procurement
of ICMS software. Messrs. McKinney and DeLoach provided assistance on a pro bono
basis, continuing FILE’s strategy of providing value-added services to meet specific
needs.
Drafting efforts were well underway as of the end of the quarter, with plans to present
draft “deliverables” to USAID and HJPC representatives for their review and comment
during October. The roll-out plan will set forth timelines and responsibilities for the
various steps in automation, such as: developing communication strategies; equipment
delivery, installation and user training; developing an RFI; developing functional
requirements for software; developing an RFP; developing and acceptance testing of
software; selecting and preparing beta courts; training users on software modules; and
similar matters. Once vetted and accepted, and approved by USAID, the plan will help
set realistic expectations and goals for all parties involved in the automation process.
Automation Activities in Brcko. The Brcko Judicial Commission and its contractor,
Optima OR, continued their efforts toward the development of ICMS software for
Brcko’s courts and prosecutors. In accordance with USAID’s previous direction, FILE
maintained a presence in Brcko to help ensure that the ICMS product developed meets or
exceeds the needs of Brcko’s judicial institutions and is potentially useable in other
justice sector environments.
On August 23rd and 24th, FILE staff traveled to Brcko to assist the court with the creation
of the coded events and tables that underlie ICMS software. FILE recommended the
creation of design teams comprised of prosecutors, judges and registry staff in order to
achieve: (a) a comprehensive, quality data dictionary of event and party codes, tables,
etc.; (b) the involvement of representatives of all sectors of the justice environment in the
development of software to facilitate both design and implementation and ensure
commitment to the use of the final product; and (c) an understanding of how software
functions so that ideas or suggestions for improvements or modifications can come
eventually from the end users. FILE made an extended effort to explain the purpose and
meaning of computer coding and how software enhances the work of judges, law
associates, court secretaries and registry clerks.
USAID and FILE continue to reassess FILE’s involvement in Brcko. The lessons FILE
has learned in assisting Brcko automation efforts can likely be applied in the Federation
and RS. Such benefits must be weighed in light of: the court administration team’s
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limited capacity to intervene in Brcko while other efforts – development of the RFP and
roll-out strategy, as well as workflow and caseflow analyses in several courts (see below)
– are ongoing; and Optima’s likely intention to bid on the RFP.
Caseflow and Workflow Analysis. FILE continued its efforts to analyze workflow and
caseflow in BiH’s courts and agreed with USAID to designate four pilot courts –
Sarajevo, Banja Luka, Mostar, and Brcko – for these efforts. The court administration
team collected workflow data in each of these four cities and drafted flowcharts based on
the data collected and discussions held.
In June FILE hosted a workshop, entitled “Commercial Case Records Management:
Imagination at Work,” for representatives of these four pilot courts. The primary
objectives of the workshop were to plant seeds for creativity and change in the minds of
court presidents, judges, court secretaries and other senior court officials, encourage
courts to explore better ways for increasing court efficiency and to take calculated risks
that may lead to streamlined or simplified workflow and caseflow procedures. In striving
to reach that goal, FILE’s court administration team presented final versions of the
workflow of commercial/civil cases in each pilot court, as well as a flowchart of how the
same workflow could be further simplified or work functions redistributed in order to
increase procedural effectiveness and efficiency. Each court presented improvements that
could be made to its current workflow procedures, and was encouraged to submit
additional recommendations to FILE.
Workplan development. On July 23rd, FILE submitted a draft court administration
workplan for USAID’s review and comment. The workplan spanned the twelve-month
period ending June 30, 2005, and was consistent with the ongoing development of a
framework for court administration reforms and discussions with HJPC and USAID’s
Justice Sector Development Project (JSDP).
In August, FILE was informed that ongoing discussions between USAID’s Democracy
and Economic Restructuring offices would require significant revisions to its draft
workplan. FILE was subsequently requested to resubmit a workplan focusing on
workflow and caseflow analyses, as well as other precursor activities to automation.
[Workflow is an examination of operational procedures (analyzing steps in the clerical
processing of a case from filing to disposition), the goal of which is to improve the
efficiency of manual processes before they are automated. A case flow management
study will identify how cases are assigned, how cases are scheduled, the number of
continuances, the time between events, etc.] A revised draft workplan for the six-month
period ending December 31, 2004 was completed and delivered to USAID on August 31,
2004.
FILE previously completed its civil and commercial workflow analysis in June 2004.
During September, FILE began in earnest its efforts to complete analyses of bankruptcy,
enforcement and criminal case workflow in four courts – Mostar, Sarajevo, Banja Luka
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and Zenica. The court administration team will work closely with staff from the
bankruptcy team and the collateral law team to accomplish this objective.
Other Activities during the Quarter:


Coordination Meetings. The court administration team continued efforts to
collaborate with JSDP, the HJPC and other international donor organizations and
coordinate matters of court administration from a single perspective. This activity
developed along two principle tracks: internal discussions with and within USAID
regarding the importance of effective collaboration, communication and
cooperation between FILE and JSDP; and discussions of various court
administration issues under the “umbrella” of HJPC.
At the request of HJPC, FILE met with the HJPC and JSDP representatives
several times during the quarter to discuss and develop project descriptions for
five “projects”: common case file numbering conventions; workflow analyses;
manual case handling procedures; judicial productivity quotas; and automation.



Deliverables. Prior to revising and resubmitting the draft workplan on August
31st, FILE continued to work on activities and deliverables described in the prior
draft. Accordingly, FILE produced the following deliverables that were identified
in the prior draft: the “Report Regarding Accessibility of the Integrated Case
Management System Software under Development for the Brcko Judicial
Commission” (delivered on August 6th); a “Report Recommending a Common
Case File Numbering Convention for Use by All BiH Courts” (delivered on
August 6th); and “Comments Regarding Miscellaneous Recommended Changes to
the Draft Book of Rules on the Internal Operations of the Courts (Federation and
RS)” (delivered on August 12th).



Model Court. – Terminal Digit Filing. In proceeding with efforts to transform the
Mostar Municipal Court into a model court, FILE held introductory discussions
with the Mostar Municipal Court president and secretary on August 5th and 6th.
ICITAP participated in the visit to assess Mostar’s hardware needs and JSDP
joined, as well, to introduce its project and learn more about Mostar court
operations.
FILE’s workplans for September 2003 through June 2004, as well as earlier
versions of the current draft workplan, included the introduction of a color-coded,
terminal digit filing system to the commercial divisions. FILE introduced the
concept to potential model courts in June 2004, with a presentation that included
samples of both current and new case files and a demonstration of how each is
currently, or could be, used with existing registry books and various calendar
options. Several courts, Brcko and Mostar in particular, expressed interest in
implementing the new filing system.
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Introducing a new filing system was one of the initial activities that FILE intended
to conduct in the model courts. FILE understands, however, that JSDP will
implement a terminal digit filing system in the courts. Accordingly, FILE has
removed related activities from its draft workplan. FILE will make available its
materials and research relating to terminal digit filing systems at JSDP’s request,
and will provide appropriate support to ensure a smooth transition of work.


Workflow Analyses – Civil/Commercial, Criminal, Enforcement and Bankruptcy.
During the majority of September, FILE’s court administration team focused its
energies on interviewing judges and court staff and developing flowcharts of
existing workflow. These discussions and charts will be used to analyze the
procedures used by the courts to process civil/commercial, criminal, enforcement
and bankruptcy cases. Once the analyses have been completed, written
recommendations will be prepared which can be used to further improve
procedural aspects of the courts’ operations while providing incentive to pursue
longer range legislative change.
To date, FILE has completed workflow analyses in Mostar Municipal Court and
Banja Luka Basic Court. During the next quarter, this work will continue in the
Sarajevo and Zenica municipal courts.
The court administration team has observed several courts starting to implement
FILE’s recommended improvements in workflow. For example, both Mostar
Municipal Court and Sarajevo Municipal Court have begun using law associates
to screen incoming civil cases to determine whether there is an appropriately
framed legal question and whether the complaint is properly submitted. This
eliminates the need for a judge to see these cases prior to the preparatory hearing,
which saves judicial resources and minimizes the movement of case files between
the registry office and the judges’ offices, a potentially huge savings of time and
work.



Clarification and Transfer of Responsibilities. After discussions with and
between USAID’s Democracy and Economic Restructuring offices, it has been
determined that FILE will focus on the development of ICMS software and the
completion of workflow and caseflow analyses in selected first instance courts.
The successful efforts made early on by FILE to introduce courts to the concept of
color-coded, terminal digit filing systems were transferred to the JSDP for
implementation. Similarly, FILE has been informed that JSDP will take the lead
in developing random case assignment mechanisms.
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1. Background
Chemonics International, Inc. and its subcontractors, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Emerging
Markets Group, Ltd. and the National Center for State Courts (NCSC), were selected to
implement USAID’s Fostering an Investment and Lender-Friendly Environment (FILE)
commercial law project. The project, which will run approximately three years, covers a
variety of commercial law issues, including bankruptcy and collateral law, court
administration, and World Trade Organization (WTO) accession. Project activities are
described more fully in the related Task Order (TO) and in FILE’s previously submitted
workplans.
The lack of investments and long-term lending is impeding the growth of the private sector in
Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH). It also impedes the country’s recovery from the war and
transition from a command to a market economy. FILE is designed to assist its BiH
counterparts in four key areas. First, to make the collateral law regime work through
professional education and training of relevant parties (i.e., judges, lawyers, trustees,
appraisers, notaries, bankers, law students, etc.). Second, to make the bankruptcy and
liquidation laws and procedures work through professional education and training of relevant
parties (including judges, trustees, lawyers and appraisers), and by shepherding a number
of pilot bankruptcy cases though the judicial process. Third, to assist BiH in its accession to
the WTO by providing procedural assistance and developing a workplan of remaining tasks
in the accession process. Fourth, to streamline the ability of BiH courts to adjudicate
commercial cases in a timely, predictable, and efficient manner by installing new computer
hardware and software, training court personnel, and improving the legal and regulatory
framework for efficiently handling small commercial claims.
Each of the following sections corresponds to a TO component. Within each section, FILE
describes the specific activities undertaken and accomplished during the reporting period.
2. Component One: Collateral Law
Training Activities. During December, FILE’s collateral law team and Bosnia and
Herzegovina’s (BiH) two Judicial Training Centers (each a “JTC”) co-sponsored three twoday training sessions for enforcement judges and other interested judges. Two sessions,
held on December 2nd and 3rd and December 16th and 17th, respectively, were held in
Sarajevo in conjunction with the Federation JTC. The third session was held in Banja Luka
on December 23rd and 24th, in cooperation with the RS JTC. The first two sessions were
attended by approximately thirty judges each, and the third session was attended by
approximately twenty judges.
At each session, FILE's Collateral Law team presented participants with practical solutions
for implementing the law on enforcement and provided participants with copies of its Judge's
Benchbook. FILE's Court Administration team also discussed potential improvements to
workflow of enforcement cases. In addition, FILE arranged for representatives from GTZ
and USAID’s Pledge Registry Project (PRP) to provide instruction relating to the land and
pledge registries.
In early 2004, the Council of Europe (COE) engaged experts to draft detailed commentaries
on the Law on Enforcement Procedure. It was anticipated that the commentaries would be
completed in Fall 2004. Based on such understanding, FILE’s Collateral Law team
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scheduled certain activities and deliverables for winter 2004. Specifically, the workplan for
the six-month period ended December 31, 2004 (the “Workplan”) contemplated that the
team would (i) update and submit its training module on the enforcement law and (ii) provide
classroom and hands-on training for judges and counsel on the enforcement law upon
completion of the COE commentaries. As of the writing of this report, the commentaries
have not been released, though FILE has been advised that they will be completed in the
first quarter of 2005.
FILE proceeded with updating the training module and, as indicated above, training key
stakeholder groups despite the COE’s delay in completing the commentaries.
Development of Resource Materials. In prior reporting periods, FILE drafted several
collateral law resource materials, including a handbook for in-house counsel, a creditors’
manual, an enforcement officers’ handbook, and a judge’s benchbook on the enforcement
law.
In October, the collateral law team completed vetting the judge’s benchbook with local
partners and readied the final product for distribution. The vetted version was submitted to
USAID on October 22nd, and as indicated above, the Judge’s Benchbook was distributed to
approximately eighty participants at the three collateral law training sessions held in
December.
In November, FILE completed the vetting process for its enforcement officers’ handbook and
submitted the revised, final version to USAID on November 17th. The handbooks will be
distributed to enforcement officers at training sessions scheduled for early 2005. FILE will
continue to discuss the handbook’s content with enforcement judges and officers and will
periodically update and refine the document to reflect recent developments, topics and
practices.
The Workplan also required that FILE prepare and submit an informational training pamphlet
for judges on the Pledge Registry Law. The draft pamphlet was submitted as an exhibit to
the Year-End Report.
FILE understands that PRP is currently scheduled to close in January 2005, but that its term
may be extended. FILE further understands that PRP will likely undertake significant
training activities during any extension period. Accordingly, FILE will not distribute the
pamphlet independently, but will coordinate distribution, if any, with PRP.
Partnership with Banks. During this quarter, FILE continued efforts to collect updated data
from banks and courts to determine how many collateralized loans are in enforcement
action, the status of their processing, and if and where processing is “bottlenecking.” The
data will be used to help design future training sessions and to select a limited number of
cases to track through the system for compliance/training purposes.
Website. FILE’s Task Order for both its collateral law and bankruptcy law components
requires FILE to identify or create a website where matters relating to FILE’s training and
resource materials can be posted. As noted in prior reports, FILE has undertaken various
efforts to meet this requirement, including assessing potential “partnering” opportunities with
existing and/or proposed websites, as well as assessing the development of its own website
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(the content of which could be subsequently transferred to an appropriate indigenous
institution or association).
In October, FILE and USAID agreed that FILE should continue negotiations with UNDP and
the JTCs regarding partnering opportunities, with final arrangements for partnering to be
reduced to writing in the form of a Memorandum of Understanding.
In November, FILE met with UNDP and JTC representatives to further discuss partnering
opportunities. UNDP subsequently forwarded a Memorandum of Understanding to FILE for
translation, review and comment. The document was recently translated and is currently
under review.
Workplan development. On December 6th, FILE submitted to USAID its draft workplan for
the six-month period ending June 30, 2005, as well as its related Project Monitoring Plan.
On November 26, 2004, FILE and USAID met to discuss staffing, coordination, deliverables
and other project implementation matters. A significant part of the discussion focused on
identifying linkages between FILE’s tasks and activities of other donors and implementing
partners.
FILE was asked to evaluate where the resulting relationships created
“dependencies” (versus requiring active coordination), and to consider what Task Order
modifications may be required to eliminate or reduce such dependencies.
On December 1st, FILE submitted its analysis of Task Order linkages and the issues created
thereby, as well as proposed solutions to reduce or eliminate dependencies on other donors
and implementing partners. The analysis and proposed solutions were intended as the
initial foray into a continuing dialogue with USAID on related matters.
3. Component Two: Bankruptcy Law
Training for Bankruptcy Judges. FILE and BiH’s Judicial Training Centers co-sponsored and
conducted a two-day training session for BiH bankruptcy judges on November 25th and 26th.
The seminar, held in Banja Luka, was attended by eighteen bankruptcy judges. Topics of
discussion included preliminary procedures and the rights creditors with “rights of separate
settlement.” In addition to FILE staff, lecturers included Croatian judges with significant
experience in bankruptcy matters.
Training for Trustees. Most cases pending under the new bankruptcy laws are in the
preliminary stages of the proceeding. Accordingly, FILE set out to train Federation and RS
trustees on the trustee’s role and responsibilities in the preliminary stages of a bankruptcy
proceeding, as well as on related practical implementation issues. FILE pursued this task by
designing and implementing throughout BiH five training sessions focused on preliminary
proceedings.
The first three sessions were held on October 14th, November 11th and 19th, respectively.
The final two sessions took place in Tuzla on December 3rd and Doboj on December 10th.
The sessions were attended by twenty-three bankruptcy trustees from the Tuzla region and
twenty-five from the Doboj region, respectively. Topics presented included: an overview of
the bankruptcy law, its objectives and benefits, and its operative institutions; the preliminary
phase of a bankruptcy proceeding, by steps; and the interim trustee’s role and
responsibilities in a preliminary proceeding.
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With training on the preliminary phase complete, FILE moved on to the next phase of
training – five sessions focused on issues relating to the investigation and reporting
hearings. On, December 17th, FILE held a training session for twelve bankruptcy trustees
from Sarajevo, Bihac, Tesanj, Bugojno, Maglaj and Travnik. Topics presented included the
legal consequences of opening a bankruptcy case; the role and responsibilities of a trustee
leading to and including the investigation and reporting hearings; and techniques used for
asset appraisals.
Appraiser Training. The bankruptcy team also focused on developing a competent core of
appraisers, able to handle critical valuation issues in bankruptcy and enforcement cases.
On December 10th and 11th, FILE’s Bankruptcy and Collateral Law teams organized the first
in a series of training sessions for appraisers and court witnesses in BiH. The training
session, held in Banja Luka, was attended by twenty-five appraisers and court witnesses
from Banja Luka, Sanski Most, Jajce, Doboj and Bihac. This two-day training session
covered topics such as the methodology and theory of appraisals under cost and market
value approaches. It also addressed practical issues and best practices through case
studies and exchanges of professional experiences by the participants. A repeat session
was held in Sarajevo on December 13th and 14th for sixteen attendees from Sarajevo and
the surrounding region.
Resource Materials. During this quarter, the bankruptcy team continued working toward the
completion of the following bankruptcy reference materials:
•

A benchbook for bankruptcy judges. On December 13th, FILE’s Bankruptcy
Law team held a vetting session with BiH bankruptcy judges relating to its
Judge’s Benchbook. The Benchbook is one of the numerous resource
materials that FILE has developed for BiH bankruptcy practitioners, and will
assist judges in their efforts to implement BiH’s bankruptcy law regime more
efficiently. Through this vetting session, judges had the opportunity to
present their comments and ideas to be included in the final version of the
Judges Benchbook.
The first edition of the vetted benchbook was submitted to USAID on
December 15th. It included a chronological description and explanation of the
different steps in a bankruptcy procedure that require the judge to issue a
decision/order, as well as a series of form decisions/orders that a judge can
utilize to standardize and streamline court practice. The first edition will be
reviewed and upgraded on a periodic basis with additional comments and
forms relating to reorganization, realization of the bankruptcy estate and cash
distribution to creditors.

•

A Manual for Bankruptcy Trustees. The vetting process was completed on
November 22nd, with a final roundtable review held in Travnik with ten
bankruptcy trustees. A “Final Draft Trustees Manual” was delivered to USAID
on November 30th, in accordance with the workplan.

Pilot Bankruptcy Cases. In the previous quarter, FILE selected two companies to serve as
pilot cases for demonstrating the efficiency of BiH’s new bankruptcy system. During this
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quarter, FILE’s bankruptcy team continued shepherding the two pilot cases on its docket Unis Tadiv, a state-owned machine tool and fastener manufacturing concern located in
Konjic, and Livnica, a state-owned metal foundry located in Sarajevo.
The hearing to officially open Unis Tadiv’s bankruptcy proceedings took place on November
4th. On November 8th, the judge issued her decision to open proceedings, relying heavily on
the trustee’s report that FILE’s bankruptcy team played a prominent role in drafting. The
report detailed that: (i) proceedings should be opened because the debtor was technically
insolvent; (ii) the debtor’s operations could continue in bankruptcy; and (iii) the bankruptcy
estate was sufficient to cover bankruptcy costs.
On November 16th and 17th, FILE assisted the trustee and Tadiv’s main customer and
supplier in structuring supply, production and purchase arrangements that would allow the
company to continue operating in bankruptcy and improve its prospects for reorganization.
Negotiations resulted in the execution of a 5,000,000 EUR contract that will allow the
company to gradually increase production above pre-bankruptcy levels, while also
increasing its profit margin. Further negotiations with other interested parties resulted in an
agreement to provide a 200,000KM customs guarantee required to import the necessary
raw materials.
The hearing to officially open Livnica’s bankruptcy proceedings has not yet been scheduled.
The presiding judge recently returned from vacation, and is expected to schedule the
hearing shortly. During November, the bankruptcy team assisted the preliminary bankruptcy
trustee and the judge in preparing for all issues that may arise in preliminary proceedings.
The team further assisted the trustee in drafting his report, providing him the Tadiv report as
a model and commenting on early drafts. The trustee submitted his report to the court on
November 29th. In subsequent conversations, the judge indicated that the report provides
sufficient reason for opening bankruptcy proceedings.
Other Activities during the Quarter:


Website Development. As indicated above, FILE continues to explore
partnership options with the UNDP and the JTC.



Workplan development. As indicated above, on December 6th, FILE
submitted to USAID its draft workplan for the six-month period ending June
30, 2005, as well as its related Project Monitoring Plan.

4. Component Three: World Trade Organization Accession
Due to political developments within BiH, FILE has been instructed by USAID to suspend all
WTO accession work.
5. Component Four: Court Administration
Development of Integrated Case Management System Software. As indicated in the prior
quarterly report, in September, FILE fielded three short-term experts - two provided their
services on a pro bono basis - to develop (1) a roll-out strategy for the distribution and
installation of hardware and software throughout BiH’s seventy first and second instance
courts, (2) a Request for Information (RFI) intended for potential software developers, and
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(3) a Request for Proposal (RFP) for procurement of case management software. During
October, one of the consultants finalized drafts of the roll-out strategy, RFI and RFP, which
were then submitted to and reviewed with USAID.
In November, FILE fielded James McMillan, NCSC’s Principle Court Technology Consultant,
to complete the RFI process and formulate FILE’s final software procurement strategy. Mr.
McMillan’s tasks included managing the RFI review team, conducting vendor interviews and
evaluations, formulating FILE’s final software procurement strategy, and communicating the
results of the RFI process to USAID, the High Judicial and Prosecutorial Council (HJPC) and
other interested parties. FILE’s intention was to utilize the RFI interviews to identify qualified
vendors and seek information regarding the technical capacities of their companies, as well
as the functionality and scope of their software products. It further intended to issue an RFP
for software development thereafter.
Mr. McMillan prepared a final report with his recommendations for a course of action to
achieve FILE’s software development objectives. Mr. McMillan’s report indicates that any
decision regarding court case management systems is multi-faceted. The system affects
the entire court organization because it changes the procedures that a court is built upon
and challenges or changes the knowledge and abilities of court staff. The introduction of an
automated case management system is the biggest change that can happen to a court staff
and operations. While a great percentage of courts in the world have automated their
operations, it is never an easy task.
FILE currently has a restrictive budget to provide case management software - $400,000 is
budgeted for this purpose as of the date of this Quarterly Report. After evaluating vendor
presentations and products and the likely cost of acquiring licenses and source code from a
third party vendor, it was clear that an RFP process would yield bids that greatly exceeded
the project’s budgeted resources.
Accordingly, Mr. McMillan compared and contrasted the costs of FILE undertaking the effort
to build a case management system in cooperation with the HJPC versus purchasing and
adapting an existing system, concluding that the software should be built by HJPC and FILE.
USAID and FILE are currently discussing these options for software development.
In addition, FILE, HJPC and ICITAP created a draft Memorandum of Understanding setting
forth the respective roles of each group in the court automation process. The parties intend
to finalize the document in January 2005.
Workflow Analyses – Civil/Commercial, Criminal, Enforcement and Bankruptcy. During the
month of October, the court administration team completed flowcharts and court staff
interviews relating to its analysis of workflow practices in the courts. On November 5th, FILE
submitted its report of findings, conclusions, and recommendations relating to workflow
process improvements. The report summarizes the team’s efforts to identify bottlenecks
and inefficiencies in the clerical and judicial processing of work that unnecessarily impede
the flow of work. Identifying and addressing such inefficiencies will help prepare the courts
for the introduction of case management software.
The report, which has been reviewed with the HJPC and certain other members of the
international community, is now being translated for distribution to the courts. It is intended
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as a first step in a continuing dialogue of an examination of court practices, policies and
procedures that will lead to more effective administration of justice in BiH.
Additionally, one of the Court Administration team’s tasks for the workplan period was to
identify and collect case-related forms currently in use in the Sarajevo, Mostar and Zenica
Municipal Courts and the Banja Luka Basic Court, as well as forms recommended by the
HJPC in the Draft Book of Rules. This would allow FILE and HJPC to subsequently review
the forms to determine which should be “automated” (i.e., which should be computergenerated through case management software) and which should be eliminated.
In close collaboration with the HJPC’s IT staff, the Court Administration team identified and
collected the relevant forms. More importantly, FILE created a digital picture of each form
and pasted/incorporated the picture into its previously developed workflow charts. Thus, the
utilization of forms can be tracked during each step of the clerical processing of a case. As
clerical processing is streamlined and steps eliminated, the related forms can be readily
streamlined and eliminated as well. The related deliverable was submitted to USAID in
accordance with the Workplan.
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1. Background
Chemonics International, Inc. and its subcontractors, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu
Emerging Markets Group, Ltd. and the National Center for State Courts (NCSC), were
selected to implement USAID’s Fostering an Investment and Lender-Friendly
Environment (FILE) commercial law project. The project, which will run approximately
three years, covers a variety of commercial law issues, including bankruptcy and
collateral law, court administration, and World Trade Organization (WTO) accession.
Project activities are described more fully in the related Task Order (TO) and in FILE’s
previously submitted workplans.
The lack of investments and long-term lending is impeding the growth of the private
sector in Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH). It also impedes the country’s recovery from
the war and transition from a command to a market economy. FILE is designed to
assist its BiH counterparts in four key areas. First, to make the collateral law regime
work through professional education and training of relevant parties (i.e., judges,
lawyers, trustees, appraisers, notaries, bankers, law students, etc.). Second, to make
the bankruptcy and liquidation laws and procedures work through professional
education and training of relevant parties (including judges, trustees, lawyers and
appraisers), and by shepherding a number of pilot bankruptcy cases through the
judicial process. Third, to assist BiH in its accession to the WTO by providing
procedural assistance and developing a workplan of remaining tasks in the accession
process. Fourth, to streamline the ability of BiH courts to adjudicate commercial cases
in a timely, predictable, and efficient manner by installing new computer hardware and
software, training court personnel, and improving the legal and regulatory framework
for efficiently handling small commercial claims.
Each of the following sections corresponds to a TO component. Within each section,
FILE describes the specific activities undertaken and accomplished during the
reporting period.
2. Component One: Collateral Law
Training Activities. In January, FILE corresponded with the court presidents of
Municipal and Basic courts throughout BiH, inviting their judicial associates,
enforcement officers and other court staff to participate in training sessions on the
enforcement law and soliciting their input for issues to address. In light of favorable
response and interest, FILE began including judicial associates in its training programs
for judges.
FILE’s collateral law team held two training sessions for judicial associates,
enforcement judges and other interested judges during the reporting quarter. The
sessions were designed in consultation with the directors of BiH’s two Judicial Training
Centers (each a “JTC”).
The first session was held in Sarajevo on February 25th for participants from both the
Federation and the Republika Srspska (RS). The training focused on creating greater
efficiencies in processing enforcement matters, and highlighted issues that delay the
effective processing of enforcement cases involving real property and movable
collateral. The session was attended by eleven judges and five judicial associates, as
well as representatives from the BiH Association of Bankers and Volksbank.
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The second session was held on March 25th in Banja Luka. This session, which also
focused on creating greater efficiencies in processing enforcement matters, was
attended by 37 judges and judicial associates from both the Federation and RS.
During the reporting period, the collateral law team also made preparations for two
enforcement officer training sessions. The first session is scheduled to take place on
April 1st in Sarajevo. Thirty-three participants confirmed attendance. The second
session will take place in Tuzla on April 19th. These sessions are the first training
sessions ever held for enforcement officers. The purpose of the sessions is to provide
formal instruction on the enforcement law under the supervision of a leading
enforcement judge, and to aid in developing “best practices” for the enforcement
officer profession. Handbooks designed specifically for enforcement officers, that
contain recommended forms and information on the law and related issues, will be
distributed at the sessions.
Development of Resource Materials. To assist in the institutionalization and
sustainability of its training programs and resource materials, FILE will transfer such
items to BiH’s High Judicial and Prosecutorial Council (HJPC). In this regard, the
collateral law team focused on updating existing resource materials – its judge’s
benchbook, in-house counsel manual, and enforcement officer’s manual - with an eye
towards transferring these materials to the HJPC.
During a March 31st meeting with HJPC President, Branko Peric, FILE and Judge
Peric briefly discussed the provision of hard (paper) versions of FILE’s training and
implementation resource materials to HJPC to facilitate their use by training
participants. The parties agreed to postpone a decision on the number of hard copies
to be printed pending further discussion with appropriate parties.
Partnership with Banks. During the quarter FILE continued efforts to collect updated
data from banks and courts to determine how many collateralized loans are in
enforcement action, the status of their processing, and if and where the processing is
“bottlenecking.” Pursuant to the Workplan, the collateral law team is tasked with
providing hands–on monitoring of and training on the resolution of non-performing,
secured loans with cooperating banks. During the reporting period, the team worked
with cooperating banks on three pilot cases. The pilot cases were selected in order to:
• Identify typical problems that the partner banks face in the enforcement
procedure;
• Help the partner banks to overcame problems and develop the best strategy
possible in the each particular case;
• Analyze identified problems in order to find the ones caused by legal and
judicial system; and
• Propose eventual changes in legislation or court practice.
All three cases are typical foreclosures, where the bank tries to collect a delinquent
loan through the judicial system. Two cases belong to Volksbank BiH and one case
belongs to Ljubljanska Bank. The status of each case was summarized in FILE’s
“Report on March 31, 2005 Deliverables,” submitted to USAID on the same date.
Website. FILE’s Task Order for both its collateral law and bankruptcy law components
requires FILE to identify or create a website where matters relating to FILE’s training
and resource materials can be posted. As noted in prior reports, FILE has undertaken
various efforts to meet this requirement, including assessing potential “partnering”
opportunities with existing and/or proposed websites, as well as assessing the
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development of its own website (the content of which could be subsequently
transferred to an appropriate indigenous institution or association).
In recent discussions with USAID, however, FILE has been directed to transfer training
and resource materials to the HJPC and work with the HJPC to ensure that FILE’s
training and resource materials are posted on its website. During the March 31st
meeting with Judge Peric mentioned above, FILE and Judge Peric discussed the
different training and implementation resource materials FILE has developed and the
possibility of posting them on the HJPC website. Judge Peric agreed that it was
important to provide access to all final training and resource materials and that these
materials should be made available on the HJPC website. He asked that FILE
coordinate this with the HJPC’s IT department.
Other Activities. Additional activities included the following:
• New Collateral Law Specialist. In January, Boris Maslo joined FILE’s
long-term staff as a Collateral Law Specialist. Mr. Maslo previously served on
USAID’s Pledge Registry and Business Finance projects. In January, Mr.
Maslo analyzed GTZ’s recent draft of the Law on Obligations. If adopted, the
draft could undermine the secondary market for debt/loans by requiring the
debtor’s approval before the accessory right (i.e., security interest) can be
successfully transferred to another creditor. As such, the draft undermines
progress made by USAID and the Bulldozer Committee, which addressed this
very issue in 2003. FILE has sought USAID’s direction on appropriate followup.
• Enforcement Backlog. In January, the collateral law team sent letters to
all court presidents of municipal and basic courts of BiH inviting their
enforcement officers and court staff for training on the enforcement law.
Related training sessions are being scheduled for April/May 2005. The letters
also sought information about existing enforcement backlogs and issues
confronting effective enforcement practice in the courts.
• Systemic Change. During the reporting period, the collateral law team
began summarizing its research on problems faced by BiH and other Eastern
European countries in implementing enforcement of judgments relative to
asset based lending. The research and findings laid the foundation for the
work of short-term enforcement expert, Wade Channell.
• Enforcement assignment. During the reporting period, FILE’s short-term
enforcement expert, Wade Channell, began his analysis of the present state
of enforcement to identify gaps and develop recommendations for systemic
improvement. The analysis provides the foundation for future reports
contemplated by FILE and USAID relating to (i) changes to the collateral law
system and (ii) systemic challenges to effective commercial and related
enforcement practices and solutions thereto. Mr. Channell will return to BiH
in April to conduct two roundtables with local partners to obtain practical input
on issues impacting enforcement practice and discuss potential solutions
thereto; and to finalize a report recommending specific interventions that will
have the highest impact on enforcement practice over the short and medium
terms.
3. Component Two: Bankruptcy Law
New Court Administration Team Member. Gleb Glinka joined FILE in January to lead
the bankruptcy team’s efforts.
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Training for Bankruptcy Judges. During the reporting period, the bankruptcy team
conducted its fourth training session for bankruptcy judges. The session was held in
Tuzla on March 10th – 11th and focused on the sale of the bankruptcy debtor’s property
and distribution of related proceeds. Twenty three bankruptcy judges attended the
session. Furthering FILE’s goal of ensuring that its training be institutionalized, the
training was organized in conjunction with BiH’s two entity-level JTCs and included two
bankruptcy judges as part of the training team.
Training for Trustees. In 2004, FILE trained trustees on their role and responsibilities
in the preliminary stages of a bankruptcy proceeding. With training on preliminary
proceedings complete, FILE moved on to the next phase of training – five sessions
focused on issues relating to bankruptcy’s Investigation and Reporting hearings.
The first session of this second phase took place in Sarajevo on December 17, 2004.
FILE conducted two additional sessions in January - in Mostar on January 11th (10
attendees) and in Tuzla on January 26th (24 attendees). The final two sessions were
held in Banja Luka on February 8th (19 attendees) and Doboj on February 9th (17
attendees). These day-long trainings focused on the legal and financial aspects of
bankruptcy’s Investigation and Reporting Hearings, including: the legal consequences
of the opening of the bankruptcy proceeding; the role and responsibilities of the
Trustee from the moment of opening until the Investigation and Reporting Hearings;
preparation of the Trustee’s Reports for the Investigation and Reporting Hearings (with
practical examples); inventory and assessment of assets for the Investigation and
Reporting Hearings; the definition and implications of the bankruptcy estate as a new
legal entity; and the legal consequences of the Investigation and Reporting Hearings.
With these training phases complete, the bankruptcy team prepared to introduce the
next phase of bankruptcy training - a series of five training sessions relating to the
liquidation of the bankruptcy estate and distribution of sales proceeds. The sessions
are scheduled to take place on April 5, 7, 8, 14 and 15 in Tuzla, Sarajevo, Mostar,
Banja Luka and Doboj, respectively.
Training for Appraisers. Building on the success of its two December 2004 sessions,
two advanced training sessions for appraisers were held on February 21st and 22nd
and on February 23rd and 24th, in Banja Luka and Sarajevo, respectively. There were
twenty-four participants in Banja Luka (covering the regions of Banja Luka, Bihac,
Doboj, and Travnik) and twenty-eight participants in Sarajevo (covering Sarajevo,
Tuzla, Brcko, Mostar and Zenica) who were trained in depth on how to conduct
valuations professionally under the Appraiser’s Code of Ethics and on how to read and
apply the International Guidelines on Valuation.
These sessions provided an excellent opportunity to update all attendees about new
valuation Guidance Notes introduced in February 2005, and to refresh their grasp of
the International Valuation Standards related to the valuation of market values, nonmarket values, and standards related to reports on valuations. The participants were
mostly concerned about valuation of real property, plants and equipment, intangible
assets, personal property, businesses, and agricultural properties. Representatives of
USAID's TAMP Project also attended these sesssions.
Training for Trade Unions. FILE’s workplan contemplated that it would conduct "trainthe-trainers" programs for ICFTU and related personnel on or before March 31st.
These sessions have not yet taken place, as additional time was required to
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coordinate program dates and participant schedules.
scheduled to take place in May 2005.

The sessions are now

Resource Materials. During this quarter, the bankruptcy team undertook the following
activities related to bankruptcy reference materials:
• On January 31st, FILE completed and delivered to USAID a bilingual
version (local language and English) of the Federation and RS bankruptcy
laws, with all amendments incorporated. The document identifies the
differences between the entity-level bankruptcy laws and presents a
complete, reliable English translation that was previously lacking (which will
be very useful for all donors working on related implementation issues).
• The bankruptcy team drafted an informational brochure that concisely
summarizes the purpose of BiH’s bankruptcy laws. The brochure also
describes how bankruptcy works, describes reorganization and liquidation
procedures, and highlights the benefits of the bankruptcy process for the
general public.
• The team drafted a model agreement with trustees for the pilot cases and
other major interventions of the bankruptcy team, setting out the terms under
which FILE will assist the trustee in fulfilling his statutory duties, the
respective obligations of the parties, and the waiver of any liability.
• On February 28th, FILE delivered its “Pilot Cases Progress Report”
covering the period January - February 2005. The report describes the
progress and current status of FILE’s then current bankruptcy pilot cases Unis Tadiv and Livnica; summarizes the bankruptcy team’s activities for each
case in chronological order; enumerates specific issues in the order that they
arose and describes the measures taken to address them; and identifies the
significant steps in these bankruptcy proceedings that are due for resolution
in the next reporting period.
• The team laid the groundwork for Valery Khandus, an expert in financial
modeling, analysis and forecasting, to adjust USAID’s Corporate
Restructuring Model to the BiH bankruptcy environment. The Corporate
Restructuring Model (CRM) is a powerful computer-based software tool that
enables users to analyze companies in financial trouble and model the
various options for restoring the company to solvency. Once the historical
and current financial data about a company is entered, the CRM tool will
graphically and precisely model the impact of various operational, managerial,
structural, financial, and legal measures and indicate the effect of adjustments
in any one or several of these parameters. The CRM, once adjusted to a
specific bankruptcy law and its particular provisions, will ensure that trustees
and others shepherding a bankruptcy case along will follow the timelines
established by the law, generate various scenarios for a plan of
reorganization, depict the projected results for the creditors in a
reorganization or liquidation, and generate the forms and supporting data for
the plan itself. Mr. Khandus will join the project in April 2005.
Pilot Bankruptcy Cases. During this quarter the bankruptcy team continued
shepherding the two pilot cases currently on its docket - Unis Tadiv, a state-owned
machine tool and fastener manufacturing concern located in Konjic, and Livnica, a
state-owned metal foundry located in Sarajevo. In addition, the team began work on
the newly approved pilot case, Podgradci. Specific activities for each case are
summarized below:
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• Unis Tadiv. January was an important and productive month for Unis
Tadiv.
Both the Investigation Hearing and Reporting Hearing were
successfully concluded, and the trustee was instructed to prepare a plan of
reorganization. Both hearings also presented interesting technical and
procedural issues. The technical issues will be addressed in future training
programs, while procedural matters have been referred to FILE’s court
administration team with certain preliminary recommendations to improve the
efficiency and decorum of proceedings.
The Investigation Hearing was successfully concluded on January 14th. At
the hearing, the judge established the table of claims and the first assembly of
creditors met and elected a five-person Board of Creditors, which was duly
empanelled. The results were positive, but the hearing itself – which lasted
nearly six hours - highlighted the need for additional substantive and
administrative interventions by FILE’s bankruptcy and court administration
teams.
The Reporting Hearing was successfully concluded on January 31st. The
hearing was attended by the Trustee, the debtor’s manager, approximately
sixteen creditor representatives and the bankruptcy team. At the hearing,
after some desultory discussion, the creditors voted unanimously in favor of,
and the Judge ordered, the following: (1) to accept the Trustee’s Report and
retain the Trustee; (2) to continue the business operations of the debtor; and
(3) to direct the Trustee to prepare a Plan of Reorganization within 30 days.
Thanks to the extensive and thorough preparatory work of the bankruptcy
team, the Trustee’s Report was accepted with little discussion and the
decision to reorganize Unis Tadiv was passed quickly and without opposition.
In early February, the bankruptcy team, together with Tadiv’s Trustee and
Production Manager, began developing Tadiv’s reorganization plan. In
March, the bankruptcy team and Trustee made two presentations to
stakeholders about the potential plan. The first presentation, on March 18th,
was for Tadiv’s employees, and was intended to educate employees about
the plan and the value they would receive thereunder. The second
presentation, held on March 25th, was to review the plan with Tadiv’s
Creditors’ Committee.
The draft plan is the culmination of months of intensive, hands-on guidance
and input from the bankruptcy team. It will be filed by the Trustee with the
court on April 1st, was negotiated with all the major creditors, and prepared
with the concerns of the Creditors’ Committee in mind. Under the plan, all the
employees (161) will retain their jobs. The total debt has been significantly
reduced (six fold) through objections to claims, paying workers and suppliers
with shares, persuading the principal secured creditor to waive its secured
claim, surrendering the collateral to two other secured creditors, and
structuring payments over the first and second years. The surviving secured
creditor will be paid 100 per cent of its principal debt, without interest. The
general unsecured creditors will recover 10.5 per cent of their claims.
The process, to date, has yielded many valuable lessons learned that have
been, and will continue to be, captured in FILE’s resource and training
materials so that others can repeat the successes created along the way.
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• Livnica. In February, the bankruptcy team worked closely with the
Trustee on developing his report for the Reporting Hearing, including drafting
recommendations to Livnica’s creditors.
Considerable time was also
expended in reconciling the assets to be included in Livnica’s bankruptcy
estate.
Both the Investigation and the Reporting Hearings took place on February
16th. With regard to the Investigation Hearing, it is interesting to note that
Livnica’s largest creditor, Energoinvest, did not file a claim. The other
creditors were the workers, the tax administration, the Pension and Health
Funds, and one lawyer who had provided legal services to Livnica. The
Trustee disputed the claim of the Health Fund because health services were
not actually available to the employees. Accordingly, the only creditors’
objection at the hearing was raised by the representative of the Health Fund,
in response to which the judge rightly directed him to Civil Court.
At the Reporting Hearing, the Trustee presented his report to the Assembly of
Creditors. The Trustee pointed out that he had released all the workers in
order to reduce the costs to the bankruptcy estate and, that under current
conditions, resumption of production was not a realistic option. Additionally,
the Trustee discussed the dismal reorganization prospects of the debtor and
the lack of any serious interest by investors. The recommendations
specifically proposed sale of the company’s assets in four groups through a
bankruptcy liquidation.
After some discussion, the creditors decided to: accept the Trustee’s report;
elect three members to the Creditors’ Committee; authorize the Creditors’
Committee to determine the method of sale of Livnica’s assets and, together
with the Trustee, sell the assets of the bankruptcy estate according to his
recommendations; ask the judge to appoint court experts to appraise the
value of the bankruptcy estate; and contract with an auditing company to
complete the financial reports of Livnica.
After the Reporting Hearing held on February 16th, the judge appointed court
experts to appraise the value of the bankruptcy estate. The appraisal process
was still ongoing in March and is expected to be completed in April.
• Podgradci. In prior months, based on considerable due diligence, review
of available documentation, and interviews with various stakeholders, the
bankruptcy team compiled recommendations for commencing a pilot
bankruptcy case in the RS.
FILE presented its findings and
recommendations to USAID on March 3rd. At the conclusion of the
presentation, USAID and FILE agreed that FILE should adopt Podgradci as
its RS pilot case.
Podgradci is a wood processing company located in Gorni Podgradci, near
Gradiska. It is a strategic enterprise, with 61% state-owned capital. The
remaining capital is owned by the workers (26%), pension fund (9%), and
restitution fund (4%).
A bankruptcy petition was filed against Podgradci by one if its creditors on
April 26, 2004 (the underlying claim was for 293,207KM). The case is
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currently pending in Banja Luka’s Basic Court and has been assigned to
Judge Milijevic. The Interim Trustee will submit his Preliminary Report to the
Court during the first week of April 2005 and will recommend the opening of
bankruptcy proceedings. The Opening Hearing and a decision on the
opening of the case should be made within twenty days after submission of
the report.
Other Activities during the Quarter: In addition to the foregoing, the bankruptcy team
worked with:
• the RS Trustees’ Association to assist them in drafting a proposal for
regulations on the compensation of Trustees pursuant to Article 237 of the
Bankruptcy Law to present to the Minister of Justice;
• the Association of Appraisers to discuss improving FILE’s Appraisers’
Guidebook, jointly producing additional materials, and forming a nationwide
association;
• USAID’s Cluster Competitiveness Activity to explain the prospects of
reorganization in bankruptcy of companies working in the timber industry and
to establish model solutions applicable throughout the industry, including
work-outs in the shadow of bankruptcy;
• The Office of the High Representative (OHR) to deliver two separate
presentations and answer questions about the purpose, workings, benefits,
and effectiveness of the bankruptcy laws to cantonal and line ministers and
other governmental representatives;
• the Local Development Initiative Project to explain the application of
bankruptcy proceedings to agricultural enterprises and explore cooperation;
• BiH’s commercial divisions, gathering additional and current data on the
case load and progress of bankruptcy cases, and providing a summary of
such cases to USAID and other donors interested in bankruptcy matters; and
• the JTCs to prepare for upcoming judicial training sessions and to
establish framework for transferring the bankruptcy team’s teaching materials,
lesson plans, resources, and methodology to the HJPC and/or the JTCs.
The team also:
• Completed and delivered to USAID on March 31st a “Report on Bankruptcy
Activities” for the first quarter of 2005. This report lists all meetings,
deliverables, training sessions, resource materials, and other activities that
the team conducted in during the quarter.
• Completed and submitted, in conjunction with FILE’s Monitoring and
Evaluation Specialist and other substantive teams, FILE’s Performance
Monitoring Plan for the six-month period ended February 28, 2005. The plan
was submitted to USAID on March 15th and includes roadblocks identified and
solution models developed, and could serve as a solid basis for further
developing and preparing the bankruptcy team’s next deliverable set of
hypothetical solution models, which is due on May 31, 2005.
• Made a presentation at the second annual BiH Business and Investment
Summit, held on January 24th – 25th in Sarajevo. The presentation highlighted
the relationship of privatization to bankruptcy reorganization, delineating the
advantages of bankruptcy in preparing viable companies for privatization
through reorganization or liquidating companies that are not viable under the
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law.
4. Component Three: World Trade Organization Accession
Due to political developments within BiH, FILE has been instructed by USAID to
suspend all WTO accession work.
5. Component Four: Court Administration
New Court Administration Team Member. Timothy Bates joined the court
administration team in February to lead FILE’s case management software (CMS)
development efforts.
Development of Integrated Case Management System Software. During previous
reporting periods, FILE’s court administration team reviewed various approaches for
building its software development capability, interviewing several software
development firms and individuals, and further evaluating physical requirements and
software architecture. These activities continued, with the following developments:
• Staffing. The court administration team determined its overall approach for
developing CMS, concluding to use a vendor partner instead of in-house
resources for development efforts. The bids from three potential vendor
partners were evaluated and the risks of each option weighed. Although the
team’s financial analysis indicated that the in-house option could possibly be
more cost effective, its risk analysis showed selection of a vendor partner to
be the more prudent approach.
Risks associated with staff volatility and lack of depth of knowledge is not
controllable in the current BiH environment. PING Company, a local Oracle
business partner, has been selected as FILE’s vendor partner and contracts
have been drafted to engage them in this project. PING recently completed
the design and implementation of the CIPS project based on the Oracle
development tools, giving them a depth of knowledge not present in other
bidders.
To complete the staffing of the CMS Development Team, an offer will be
extended to Enes Hukic to fill the position of Senior Technical Analyst. Mr.
Hukic has a thorough understanding of Oracle development tools, most
recently being engaged as a trainer on Oracle products, and also has
software development experience. This position will be created and filled
once FILE’s pending Task Order modification is executed. Until such time,
Mr. Hukic will provide other short-term services required under the current
Task Order.
• IRM/PMO Review. To gain complete approval of the CMS development
effort and subsequent approval of the PING subcontract, a USAID IRM/PMO
review was conducted. The appropriate paperwork was submitted to
USAID’s Project Management Office and approval of the project by the
IRM/PMO team was received. This approval, along with additional supporting
documentation, has been submitted to FILE’s Contracting Officer for approval
of the PING subcontract.
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• User Group. To ensure effective CMS development, FILE desires to form
a CMS User Group, including judges, court staff and other system users, to
oversee and define the functional change in court practice that can result from
implementation of the CMS application. This group will be actively involved in
periodic reviews relating to software development, review of implementation
and training plans (court readiness), and review of the results of
implementation in FILE’s pilot courts. Judge Ognjenka Skoro, President of
Mostar’s Municipal Court, has agreed to head the CMS User Group. Judge
Mladen Jurisic, President of Mostar’s Cantonal Court, Deputy President of the
HJPC and chairman of its court administration committee, is also a member
of the User Group. Overall, the User Group is comprised of six judges, two
court Secretaries, two Chiefs of Registry Offices and one HJPC Council
representative. The first meeting of the CMS User Group will be held April
14th in Mostar.
• Architectural Decisions. In joint discussions with HJPC, it has been
determined that the Oracle RDMS product and related development tools are
most appropriate for development and deployment of the CMS application.
This decision centers on the desire to provide BiH’s seventy first and second
instance courts with centralized databases and support capabilities. PING
has accepted responsibility for providing all Oracle development tools
required to complete Phase I software development. This minimizes the
amount of funds FILE needs to acquire software licenses.
Development of Software for Collection of Data on Pending Commercial Cases. One
of FILE’s goals is to create an environment that protects creditors’ and investors’ rights
by strengthening the capacity of BiH’s commercial divisions to adjudicate commercial
cases in a timely and predictable manner. Existing inefficiencies in the court system
and its practices discourage positive developments, such as foreign and local
investment.
During the reporting period, FILE utilized a group of law students to collect data about
the backlog of commercial and enforcement cases currently confronting Mostar’s
Municipal Court, using software designed by FILE and the HJPC for the task. In
addition to these resources, Judge Skoro, under a unique agreement with the law
faculty, has provided the services of three law clerks to assist in the project.
This ongoing work paves the way for the introduction of CMS, as it (1) allows court
staff to gain familiarity with database software and keyboarding skills and (2) populates
the database with validated case information that can be readily transferred to the
CMS application when it comes on line. The project also provides the opportunity to
introduce additional process changes that will create greater efficiency in case
processing. A measure of FILE’s success is the support and buy-in of Judge Skoro, a
champion of reform who understands and desires the process improvements being
jointly created and continues to provide FILE with more personnel from, and access to,
her court. Similarly, the use law students, arranged in cooperation with the court and
Mostar’s two law faculties, lays additional foundation for developing real practicum as
part of the law curricula.
The final outcome of this project will be significant improvement in execution of
enforcement cases and the development of a set of processes that can be easily
transitioned into other courts. Furthermore, the data collected can be readily
transferred to the CMS application when it comes online in late 2005.
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Memorandums of Understanding with Pilot Courts. Previously, FILE, HJPC and
ICITAP had negotiated an “omnibus” memorandum of understanding setting forth the
respective roles of each group in the court automation process. FILE, USAID and
HJPC have since concluded on a different approach.
FILE will enter into
memorandums of understanding (MOUs) with its first three pilot courts for automation
– Mostar Municipal Court, Mostar Cantonal Court, and Konjic Municipal Court. The
purpose of the MOUs is to establish a formal, cooperative relationship between FILE
and its partners in the courts to ensure successful and timely installation and utilization
of the software. Under the MOUs, the signatories agree to take all actions reasonably
necessary to ensure that the case management software is installed, tested and ready
for regular, operational use by courts in early 2006. A signing ceremony will be held
on April 14th in Mostar, as part of the first CMS User Group Meeting.
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1. Background
Chemonics International, Inc. and its subcontractors, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu
Emerging Markets Group, Ltd. and the National Center for State Courts (NCSC), were
selected to implement USAID’s Fostering an Investment and Lender-Friendly
Environment (FILE) commercial law project. The project, which will run approximately
three years, covers a variety of commercial law issues, including bankruptcy and
collateral law, court administration, and World Trade Organization (WTO) accession.
Project activities are described more fully in the related Task Order (TO) and in FILE’s
previously submitted workplans.
The lack of investments and long-term lending is impeding the growth of the private
sector in Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH). It also impedes the country’s recovery from
the war and transition from a command to a market economy. FILE is designed to
assist its BiH counterparts in four key areas. First, to make the collateral law regime
work through professional education and training of relevant parties (i.e., judges,
lawyers, trustees, appraisers, notaries, bankers, law students, etc.). Second, to make
the bankruptcy and liquidation laws and procedures work through professional
education and training of relevant parties (including judges, trustees, lawyers and
appraisers), and by shepherding a number of pilot bankruptcy cases through the
judicial process. Third, to assist BiH in its accession to the WTO by providing
procedural assistance and developing a workplan of remaining tasks in the accession
process. Fourth, to streamline the ability of BiH courts to adjudicate commercial cases
in a timely, predictable, and efficient manner by installing new computer hardware and
software, training court personnel, and improving the legal and regulatory framework
for efficiently handling small commercial claims.
Each of the following sections corresponds to a TO component. Within each section,
FILE describes the specific activities undertaken and accomplished during the
reporting period.
2. Component One: Collateral Law
Training Activities. FILE conducted training targeted to the following audiences during
this reporting period:
Enforcement Officers. The collateral law team conducted enforcement officer training
sessions on April 1st and 19th in Sarajevo (31 attendees) and Tuzla (33 attendees),
respectively. The sessions focused on the role and productivity of enforcement
officers, with an emphasis on identifying property for seizure, seizure itself, storage
and appraisal of seized property, liquidation of the property, and reports to the court.
On May 12th, FILE’s collateral law team held a training session in Banja Luka for
twenty-seven enforcement officers from nine courts, representing both the RS and
Federation. The training addressed issues relating to application of the enforcement
law, such as the significance and main phases of enforcement procedure, the role of
enforcement officers, and practical experiences in overcoming the most frequent
problems in enforcement practice. All participants emphasized the importance of
continuing education and the exchange of practical experiences in order to
standardize enforcement practices. One of the participants mentioned that it was the
first time in his twenty-three year career that he had received training and that
someone recognized the important role of enforcement officers in promoting efficient
execution. Each participant received a copy of FILE’s Enforcement Officer Manual,
which was developed as a tool for standardizing enforcement practice.
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In-House Counsel. The collateral law team held a training session for in-house
counsel on April 28th in Sarajevo. The session was attended by twenty one attorneys
and covered enforcement matters relating to the Central Registry of accounts (bank
deposits), the Pledge Law and the Pledge Registry. An enforcement judge and an
enforcement officer participated in the discussions to help identify and address
practical implementation issues raised by the attorneys.
On May 13th, the collateral team conducted a one-day training session in Banja Luka
for bank in-house counsels. Twenty-five participants from throughout the region
attended the session. The RS Banking Agency was also represented by three
participants. The training covered matters relating to the framework pledge law and
pledge registry, the central registry of transaction accounts, and the enforcement law.
In addition to those made by FILE staff, presentations were made by representatives
from the Central Bank and from Banja Luka’s Basic Court. Each bank participating in
the session received a copy of FILE’s In-House Counsel Handbook, which was
developed as a tool for standardizing bank practices in enforcement.
Law Schools. On May 20th, the team made a presentation on secured financing to
law thirty law students from the University of Sarajevo. The session was held at the
request of the law faculty and took place at the Bank Association, which provided its
conference room free of charge. The presentation covered various issues and laws
relating to secured financing, including the framework pledge law and pledge registry,
land registries and the land registry law, and the enforcement law. The University of
Sarajevo expressed its interest in additional presentations by FILE staff, indicating that
“practical experience is precious both for students and professors who also learn a lot
at these training sessions.”
Development of Resource Materials. During the reporting period, the collateral law
team completed updates of its previously developed resource materials. It updated
the Judicial Benchbook to reflect all new legislation and court practices. Additional
and supplemental court forms were developed and incorporated in response to input
from judges who attended FILE’s training sessions. Response to the benchbook has
been uniformly favorable, and it is being utilized by judges in their day-to-day practice.
Similarly, the In-House Counsel Handbook was modified to incorporate provisions
from the framework pledge law and supplementing regulations. The fact that pledges
against movable property are no longer established through enforcement procedure
was emphasized in the materials, and relevant legal regulations were made an integral
part of the handbook. Finally, the standardized forms contained in the handbook were
also updated to reflect new legislation.
Finally, the Enforcement Officer Manual was updated to include a new set of forms
relating to property seizure and auction. The updated version of the Manual was given
to the each enforcement officer that attended FILE training seminars.
Enforcement analysis. Today, BiH’s enforcement system is not healthy. The private
sector makes insufficient use of the tools that could help them reduce delinquencies,
default, litigation, and the costs inherent in each. Once in court, however, claims often
become mired in a system that rewards unjustified delays and frivolous appeals.
Enforcement judges are overwhelmed by an ever-mounting backlog, and enforcement
officers are hampered in executing their duties by a number of systemic constraints.
Although there are numerous problems, each can be solved over time. Some reforms
will require changes in law or regulation, but most are related to management
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practices by the parties responsible. Unfortunately, few parties – in the private or
public sector – have actively and publicly taken responsibility for changes. This too is
a management problem, but also suggests a lack of widespread awareness that
recent changes in the system of government and economy require more active
involvement in finding solutions.
FILE’s short-term collateral law and enforcement expert, Wade Channell, returned to
BiH in April to conduct two roundtables with local partners and to finalize a report
recommending specific interventions that will have the highest impact on enforcement
practice over the short and medium terms. On April 12th and 14th, FILE conducted two
roundtables with counterparts from the courts, bar, and banking community to identify
solutions to the numerous problems in enforcing commercial obligations. The analysis
included approaches that the private sector can utilize to avoid enforcement difficulties
without going to court, as well as possible changes in court enforcement law and
procedures. Input from the roundtables will be combined with prior research and
analysis to make recommendations for systemic changes in the BiH enforcement
system. The analysis provides the foundation for future reports contemplated by FILE
and USAID relating to (i) changes to the collateral law system and (ii) systemic
challenges to effective commercial and related enforcement practices and solutions
thereto.
On May 13th, FILE submitted its “lessons learned” report to USAID, detailing how to
improve BiH’s enforcement regime. This report begins with a framework for
understanding and analyzing enforcement systems. Thereafter, each element of the
system is studied to identify specific weaknesses in BiH. The analysis includes
explanation of the constraints and recommended responses. The report closes with a
consideration of cultural influences on the enforcement system and questions of how –
and whether – they should be addressed through programmatic efforts.
From a project standpoint, enforcement is a multi-faceted, multi-disciplinary field
encompassing a broad range of civil society agents. Current efforts to address some
of the problems are underway through sector-specific programs, such as court reform.
Addressing the overall system will require coordination of efforts among local
organizations and donors, if not a dedicated task or program charged with
responsibility for a systemic approach.
Other Activities. Additional activities included the following:
Secondary Market for Auctioned Assets. FILE’s Workplan for the six-month period
ending June 30, 2005 also contemplated meetings and roundtables with various
stakeholders to discuss and develop recommendations for stimulating an active
“secondary market” in auctioned assets. On April 29th, FILE delivered to USAID a
report describing the results of such discussions.
3. Component Two: Bankruptcy Law
During this reporting period the bankruptcy team continued its extensive activities. A
sampling of its accomplishments includes: conducting five training sessions for
bankruptcy trustees, two training sessions for trade union representatives, and a
training session and in-house testing of appraisers; participated in a round-table
discussion about "Comparing the Experience and Practice in Bankruptcy Proceedings
in BiH, Croatia, and Slovenia;" worked assiduously on three Pilot Cases (Unis Tadiv,
Livnica and Podgradci); tested the Corporate Restructuring Model developed by
Valery Khandus, the short-term consultant who spent the entire month in BiH working
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on adjusting the model to the BiH economic and legal environment; lectured at the law
school in Sarajevo; rewrote training materials developed for continuing sessions to be
conducted by local partners; periodically met with trustees and judges and with the RS
Ministry of Economy; assembled and drafted solution models; prepared for the
Hearing to Consider the Plan of Reorganization for Unis Tadiv; assisted in preparing
for auction sales in Livnica; held regular meetings with the trustee of Alatnica to
prepare him for the upcoming examination and investigation hearings and advise him
on day-to-day activities; periodically consulted other trustees, judges, and appraisers;
and drafted its workplan for July – December 2005.
Training for Bankruptcy Judges. FILE implemented its fifth judicial training module at
Vlasic on May 26-27, 2005. Twenty-five bankruptcy judges attended the session,
which was organized in cooperation with BiH’s two entity-level judicial training centers.
During FILE’s last judicial training, many questions arose regarding the sale of a
debtor’s property and distribution of related proceeds. For this reason, the main goals
of the training session were to broaden the knowledge and ability of the trainees to
solve the difficult and frequent property issues faced in bankruptcies in BiH, and to
develop a common approach to the issue of selling a debtor’s property that is not
registered in the land books.
The main topics of the training included the judge’s role in the sale of the bankruptcy
debtor’s property; identifying the bankruptcy estate; selling property not recorded in
public registers; liquidating formerly nationalized property; liquidating construction
land; the rights of expatriates in the liquidation of a debtor’s property; identifying the
debtor’s rights over its property; and various models of liquidation through auctions. In
addition to FILE staff, two well-respected bankruptcy judges provided presentations to
the participants.
The bankruptcy team also used the opportunity to inform judges about upcoming data
collection efforts and the information that would be needed to measure procedural
advances, such as impact analysis (liquidation vs. reorganization), the amount of
assets subject to sales (book value, appraised value, actual sales value), and the
number of employees before and after the bankruptcy.
The inclusion of the training centers in planning the session, and of local judges in the
substantive training itself, reflects FILE’s continuing effort to establish an institutional
mechanism for continued training. In support of this effort, FILE also forwarded copies
of its training and resource materials to the training centers.
Training for Trustees. In April, the bankruptcy team conducted a series of five training
sessions relating to the liquidation of the bankruptcy estate and distribution of sales
proceeds. The sessions were held on April 5, 7, 8, 14 and 15 in Tuzla, Sarajevo,
Mostar, Banja Luka ad Doboj, respectively. Approximately ninety trustees, in
aggregate, attended the training sessions.
The main topics discussed were the general rules on the method and conditions for
selling the bankruptcy debtor’s property; limitations on the sale of the bankruptcy
debtor’s property; methods of sale; different methods of public bidding; and general
rules on the distribution of sales proceeds. All presentations were followed by active
participation of the trustees and a lively discussion about issues encountered at this
stage of liquidation of the bankruptcy estate and related distribution of the sales
proceeds.
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In addition, each of these sessions was concluded with a concise report on the study
trip to Croatia on "Effective Implementation of Bankruptcy Laws in Bosnia and
Herzegovina II," prepared by trustees who attended this study trip to Croatia organized
in conjunction with the World Learning.
Training for Appraisers. On May 2-3, 2005, FILE conducted a training session in Banja
Luka for twenty-five appraisers. This session replicated a similar training (Module 4 of
FILE’s appraiser training) conducted in Sarajevo on April 29-30, 2005.
The first day of training was dedicated to the seventh edition of the International
Valuation Standards, and to informing participants about the latest amendments and
new additions thereto, such as changes to valuation for financial reporting and lending
purposes, valuation in emerging markets, data gathering and analysis, and different
types of valuation reports. The second day of training included a two-hour internal
examination of appraisers, whereby nine of the participants tested their knowledge by
analyzing a “simple” case with a set of multiple choice questions and answers. On the
same day, attendees reviewed, discussed and summarized their results (the results of
these tests will not be officially published).
This was the final training module, according to the program developed by FILE for
purposes of appraisers’ education. All participants who completed the final training
exercise at the Banja Luka and Sarajevo training sessions were awarded certificates
of achievement (33 participants, in total). Due to the significant interest expressed by
program participants and other appraisers desiring certificates, FILE will conduct an
additional internal examination program in June 2005.
Training for Trade Unions. FILE conducted two training sessions in May for trade
union personnel. The sessions were held in Sarajevo on May 10th (22 participants)
and in Banja Luka on May 13th (24 participants). Short-term expert, Joseph Lowther,
joined the bankruptcy team in designing and conducting the sessions, which were
implemented in cooperation with USAID’s Solidarity Center project.
The sessions covered topics, from a labor perspective, such as the objectives and
benefits of the bankruptcy law; when and why the law should be utilized by labor; the
role of workers as creditors in bankruptcy proceedings; the relative merits of
privatization versus reorganization through bankruptcy; “pre-packaged” bankruptcy
plans; and the general rules on distribution of sales proceeds.
World Learning Study Visit to Croatia. On April 2nd, members of the bankruptcy team
joined participants in the World Learning-funded participant training program,
"Effective Implementation of Bankruptcy Laws in Bosnia and Herzegovina II," in
Zagreb. This was the second such study trip to Croatia organized in conjunction with
World Learning. The participants included six bankruptcy judges and six trustees from
BiH interested in learning more about the comparable experience of bankruptcy in
neighboring countries.
With the help of Judge Nedeljko Milijevic, President of the Commercial Division in
Banja Luka Basic Court, FILE moderated a roundtable discussion on "Comparing the
Experience and Practice in Bankruptcy Proceedings in BiH, Croatia, and Slovenia."
For several hours, judges and trustees from BiH, Croatia, and Slovenia engaged in a
lively discussion of the preliminary proceeding, the effect and enforcement of the stay
in bankruptcy, problems of title and transfer of property of the estate, the rights of
secured creditors, and related issues, spurred on by FILE and Judge Milijevic. The
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Croatian and Slovenian participants, discussing their experience with these issues,
greatly contributed to the lively interchange.
Resource Materials. During April, the bankruptcy team worked closely with and
assisted Mr. Valery Khandus, the developer of the USAID Corporate Restructuring
Model (CRM), in his efforts to adjust the model to the BiH bankruptcy law and its
particular provisions, and in testing the model on a particular pilot case (Podgradci),
generating a preliminary analysis for this case. The CRM is a unique and powerful
vehicle for analyzing companies in financial trouble and modeling the various options
for restoring the company to solvency under a bankruptcy law.
On May 31 FILE delivered to USAID a set of hypothetical solution models. This
deliverable incorporates a representative sampling of various issues that have arisen
or might arise while implementing the bankruptcy law. The bankruptcy team, working
closely with its counterparts, collected findings on different roadblocks identified at
various stages of the bankruptcy proceeding, described concisely each particular
situation, and offered solutions that should assist bankruptcy practitioners to overcome
systemic obstacles and construct a functional modern bankruptcy system, which is a
precondition to establishing financial rationality in the BiH economic environment.
Since this deliverable will undoubtedly be subject to additional changes and
expansion, FILE is encouraging local partners to inform it about their own solution
models discovered during a particular bankruptcy proceeding and to share their
experiences with other colleagues.
Pilot Bankruptcy Cases. During this quarter the bankruptcy team continued
shepherding the pilot cases currently on its docket. Specific activities for each case
are summarized below:
Unis Tadiv. In May, the bankruptcy team had several meetings in Konjic to review and
discuss the Unis Tadiv reorganization plan. The four parties entitled to comment on
the proposed plan are the company, its Creditors’ Committee, the Cantonal Ministry of
Economy, and the Chamber of Commerce. FILE received copies of all comments
made and is reviewing them to determine if and how they will impact the
reorganization plan currently pending before the court.
Importantly, the bankruptcy judge for Unis Tadiv scheduled the following critical
hearings: a second hearing on the investigation of claims filed against the debtor and a
hearing to discuss the reorganization plan, both of which will be held on June 30th; and
a confirmation hearing on July 11th, at which creditors will vote on the plan. The
bankruptcy law provides time between the discussion and voting on the plan to allow
for possible amendments to the plan. This time will also provide the bankruptcy team
with the opportunity to solidify majority support for the plan against potentially
dissenting creditors.
The bankruptcy team is assisting in the preparation of all necessary decisions and
supporting documents for all three of the above-mentioned hearings. The emphasis at
this stage is on clarifying uncertainties about workers’ claims, since several additional
claims have been filed. The workers themselves have divided into three separate
groups - the largest of which supports the reorganization plan, and two smaller groups
that desire changes to the plan.
The judge has been quite clear in addressing potential dissenting workers, informing
them that if the reorganization plan is not confirmed, the company will be liquidated,
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and that amendments to the proposed plan must be passed by a vote of all creditor
classes – not just workers - in order to be accepted.
In June 2005, before the scheduled hearings take place, the bankruptcy team will help
the trustee and trade union representatives to organize at least two meetings with all
workers' groups in order to further explain to them the content and benefits of the
reorganization plan and the consequences of voting against the plan.
Livnica. During the course of the reporting period, the bankruptcy team provided
substantial assistance to Livnica’s trustee in preparation for the liquidation auction and
establishment of its rules. One area in particular that has been identified by BiH
bankruptcy judges and trustees as a significant “bottle-neck” in the system is the
liquidation of the bankruptcy estate, i.e., the reduction of the debtor’s property to cash
and maximization of proceeds from the sale of these assets for the benefit of the
debtor’s creditors. Judges and trustees have requested that FILE provide specific
technical assistance to help in the development of well-defined procedures and best
practices for structuring the liquidation/sale process, and incorporate these materials
into existing resources FILE has created, such as the Bankruptcy Trustees Manual
and Bankruptcy Judges Benchbook, and provide training in using these procedures to
improve payouts to creditors and more efficient functioning of the bankruptcy system.
Accordingly, FILE will field a short-term expert, Olin McGill, in June 2005 to develop a
proposed set of procedures and practices for the sale of the bankruptcy estate under
BiH’s bankruptcy laws in order to provide bankruptcy judges and trustees with further
guidance on how to effectively apply related statutory provisions. Upon completion of
his assignment, Mr. McGill will provide a report setting forth a proposed set of
procedures and practices for the sale of the bankruptcy estate under BiH’s bankruptcy
laws and case study materials illustrating recommended procedures.
Podgradci. As of April 25, 2005, FILE discontinued working on Podgradci’s bankruptcy
case. On that date, FILE and USAID representatives met with the RS Minister of
Economy to discuss Podgradci’s bankruptcy prospects and continuing participation as
a pilot case in FILE’s bankruptcy program. The Minister indicated that the RS
government preferred to grant local municipal government and Podgradci’s new
management an opportunity to resolve the company’s difficult financial situation by
restructuring the company outside of bankruptcy. Accordingly, FILE discontinued
working on bankruptcy matters relating to Podgradci.
The Minister further indicated that the Ministry would compile a list of companies for
which it would support bankruptcy proceedings, and would forward the list to FILE
within seven days.
Other RS Cases. To date, FILE has not received a written list of such companies.
FILE has, however, had several discussions and meetings about potential bankruptcy
cases with Mr. Grahovac, the Ministry’s point person for compiling the list. Mr.
Grahovac explained that the Ministry would like to recommend a company that,
although in financial trouble, has ongoing operations, a market for its products, and
serious prospects for reorganization. He has also suggested three companies that he
thought met the foregoing criteria as possible candidates for the pilot program:

•

“Svila,” Celinac (textile industry) – the Board of Directors is discussing the
possibility of asking the General Manager to file bankruptcy;
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•

“Mehanicki proizvodi,” Cajavec, Banja Luka (metal industry) – a petition has
been filed by the General Manager and the RS Government approved this
proceeding on May 26, 2005; and

•

“Borja” Teslic (wood-processing industry) – the bankruptcy proceeding was
opened on March 25, 2005 and a reorganization of this company is under
consideration.

FILE will conduct further research on the first two companies, and has made initial
contact with Svila’s general manager to discuss the company’s prospects for
bankruptcy. FILE will not take any action relating to Borja, as it has already been
considered and rejected by FILE and USAID do to related criminal allegations.
In addition, FILE continues to test its model solutions on Cajavec “Alatnica” Banja
Luka, which manufactures tools and machinery and is currently in preliminary
bankruptcy proceedings in Banja Luka Basic Court. The bankruptcy team continued to
hold regular weekly meetings with Alatnica’s trustee, as established in March 2005
after the court’s decision on opening the bankruptcy proceeding. In working with the
trustee, the team has reviewed a list of customers and suppliers; discussed how to
continue production; evaluated approaches to appraising company assets; analyzed
the collectibility of accounts receivables; monitored compilation of the inventory list;
researched whether, when, and how to destroy corporate seals; reviewed new
contracts signed; provided instructions for writing the initial trustee’s report; analyzed
the trustee’s initial balance sheet; researched claims by the health fund (whether to
recognize or to reject such claims); and visited Alatnica to discuss with the trustee and
management the company’s prospects for reorganization.
Other Activities during the Quarter. In addition to the foregoing, the bankruptcy team:

•
•

•
•

•

Advised Doboj's bankruptcy judge on what to do with the workers' claims based
on cancellation of labor contracts, such as compensation for damages because
of the premature termination of contracts or severance pay;
Met with the trustee for Alatnica (Banja Luka) on several occassions to discuss
the collection of accounts receivables, compiling an inventory list, how to
destroy corporate stamps, how to appraise equipment, and indicators for a
potential reorganization plan;
Provided a lecture to students at Sarajevo's law faculty about BiH's bankruptcy
system;
Met with representatives of the RS Association of Appraisers, who expressed
their willingness to make initial efforts to motivate their colleagues from the
Federation to establish a state-level Association of Appraisers (because
otherwise both Federation and RS appraisers could not become official
members of any internationally recognized association of appraisers); and
Made a presentation of the CRM to USAID.

4. Component Three: World Trade Organization Accession
Due to political developments within BiH, FILE has been instructed by USAID to
suspend all WTO accession work.
5. Component Four: Court Administration
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In April, FILE’s case management software (CMS) development efforts received all
approvals and entered into the contractual relationships necessary to continue timely
CMS development, including completion of the IRM review, USAID’s approval of
FILE’s CMS development subcontract with PING, a local software development firm,
and execution of the PING subcontract.
Software Design.
The reporting period marked the start of intensive case
management software (CMS) development. FILE staff conducted an educational
seminar for development staff from its subcontractor, PING, to further their
understanding and contextual knowledge of the process and procedural changes that
FILE is introducing in the courts through its automation efforts. Representatives from
the High Judicial and Prosecutorial Council’s (HJPC) IT and court administration
teams also attended the session, and will continue to participate in development and
training events to ensure the long-term transition of CMS development and installation
from FILE to HJPC. Additional trainings will be held as and when PING staff requires
a more detailed understanding of court processes to allow for efficient development of
software code and functional modules.
During May, the final database design was completed, the initial database generated,
and coding started on prototype CMS modules. Additionally, a draft User Interface
Standard and Style Guide was completed and disseminated to interested parties for
comment. This document will govern the content of screen displays, report formats,
search engine capabilities, field naming conventions, and basic data access schemes.
CMS User Group. To ensure effective CMS development, FILE formed a CMS User
Group, including judges, court staff and other system users, to oversee and define the
functional change in court practice that can result from implementing CMS. The first
meeting of the CMS User Group was held on April 14th in Mostar Cantonal Court. The
primary topic was a review of recommendations for procedural changes within the
courts. The group’s second monthly meeting took place on May 19th. The focus of
the meeting was to review sixty-eight procedural/process recommendations proposed
by FILE’s court administration team. Prior to the meeting, each group member
reviewed the recommendations and many submitted written comments thereon.
During the meeting, the group determined that smaller groups should review selected
recommendations, formulate an opinion, and present their recommendations to the
entire group for approval at June’s User Group meeting. Three working groups were
identified and the recommendations were divided among them. Each group, along
with FILE’s local court administration expert, subsequently met to formulate its
opinions.
Students participating in FILE’s data capture efforts in Mostar Municipal court (see
below) were also invited to observe the User Group meeting, as were representatives
from HJPC, USAID’s Justice Sector Development Project (JSDP) and the Registrar’s
office. Approximately twenty students were present, along with several law faculty
staff. The students were presented with certificates of appreciation in recognition of
their hard work and dedication to the project.
Memorandums of Understanding; Physical Requirements; Relocation of Team. In
April, FILE and the HJPC signed memorandums of understanding with Mostar, Konjic
and Sarajevo Municipal Courts, and with Mostar Cantonal Court. The memorandum
with Sarajevo Municipal Court contemplated that the court would provide offices for
FILE’s court administration team.
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FILE completed the necessary renovations of the workspace and began occupying the
space on May 16th. While several minor adjustments to the space are pending, the
team is fully functional. The space will also house the HJPC Regional IT Support
Expert, and has ample room for temporary additions of people to provide testing of the
CMS system. HJPC has provided two servers and two workstations to be used for
CMS testing. The workstations are completely functional and the servers are
undergoing configuration to reflect an environment that will replicate an actual court
setting.
Other activities. Other activities completed by the court administration team during this
reporting period include:
Data Collection. Today, existing inefficiencies in the court system and its practices
discourage positive developments, such as foreign and local investment. These
inefficiencies are evidenced by the significant backlogs currently burdening the courts.
The HJPC has emphasized the importance of quantifying and qualifying the backlog
so that appropriate reduction strategies can be developed.
FILE has created a software tool to fulfill this need, and continued its data capture
efforts in Mostar Municipal Court. With the assistance of student volunteers from
Mostar’s two law schools, FILE has captured a sufficient sample of the court’s
commercial and enforcement cases to allow for statistical analysis and the formulation
of recommendations for reducing the court’s backlog. The information is available to
the courts and other interested parties.
The data collection software developed by FILE won’t, in and of itself, reduce
backlogs. What it will do, however, is collect data that can be readily transferred to the
CMS application, so that data on existing cases is in the system when it comes online;
and it will give the HJPC and the courts an analytic tool for identifying problems and
designing solutions for reducing existing backlogs and preventing their future growth.
Judge Skoro, President of Mostar Municipal Court, is already using reports gleaned
from the software to develop backlog reduction strategies.
FILE does not currently have the personnel or financial resources to undertake data
gathering activities beyond its pilot courts. Interestingly, owing to the success of
FILE’s efforts in Mostar, data capture efforts are being buoyed by the courts
themselves and, possibly, by the HJPC. Three courts, Konjic Municipal Court,
Derventa Basic Court, and Banja Luka District Court, have requested that FILE install
the data capture software within their courts. Each of these courts will be contacted to
establish a formal program for data capture. Similarly, FILE and JSDP are exploring
JSDP’s use of the software in its pilot courts.
The HJPC Secretariat is also developing a proposal to expand data collection to
additional courts, using FILE’s data collection software. While FILE is using law
students to assist in the data gathering process, the proposal will include alternate
mechanisms – students, court staff and consultants – for this purpose. FILE supports
expanded data collection activities, and will assist the HJPC in modifying the software,
training data gatherers on its use, sorting and reporting collected data, etc. if the
proposal is funded.
Commercial Dispute Resolution. One of FILE’s tasks is to help develop BiH’s legal and
regulatory framework for commercial dispute resolution (CDR). While CDR is not a
substitute for the judicial system, it provides an alternative that promotes greater
certainty in business dealings. Courts in the United States and elsewhere use a
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variety of CDR processes to provide less costly and faster alternatives to resolve
disputes than the traditional court system. An effective CDR system can address a
wide variety of needs in BiH, such as supporting and complementing existing court
reform initiatives; increasing access to justice; and, consistent with FILE’s overall
goals, fostering economic development by facilitating resolution of business disputes
in a timely and cost effective manner.
FILE’s short-term expert, Robert Randolph, was in BiH in May to help further develop
the legal and regulatory framework for CDR by assessing the potential for an
expanded role for CDR mechanisms in BiH, including assessing the feasibility of courtannexed CDR (mediation within the court by judges) and/or court-referred mediation
(commercial cases referred by court to private mediators working outside the court).
Mr. Randolph is currently finalizing his assessment report, which will be incorporated
into FILE’s Comprehensive BiH Court Report, which is due September 30th. FILE will
provide USAID with a copy of Mr. Randolph’s report in June.
6.

Banja Luka Office

In addition to relocating its court administration team to Sarajevo Municipal Court, as
described above, FILE also embedded its Banja Luka staff within the offices of the RS
judicial training center. The move was completed on May 27th and will provide the
opportunity for greater access to, and coordination with, this important local partner.
7. Delivery of Training and Resource Materials to HJPC
Since its inception, FILE has provided classroom and hands-on training programs for
judges, court staff, bankers, trustees, attorneys, appraisers and others on BiH’s
bankruptcy, collateral, enforcement and civil procedure laws. In conjunction with the
judicial training centers and other local partners, FILE has provided over fifty training
sessions on bankruptcy, enforcement, civil procedure, court administration and related
issues.
Similarly, FILE, in collaboration with its local partners, has created various resource
materials to assist partners in implementing the laws effectively. It has developed and
distributed bankruptcy and enforcement benchbooks for judges, handbooks for
enforcement officers, and bankruptcy manuals for trustees, to name a few.
In May, as contemplated by its pending Task Order modification, FILE delivered paper
and electronic copies of its training and resource materials to the HJPC and judicial
training centers. It also continued to coordinate efforts with HJPC and the centers to
ensure that these materials are disseminated as broadly and effectively as possible to
end-users, again requesting each to specify what, if any, additional copies of the
materials it may require.
As part of its coordination effort, FILE is creating draft training guides relating to the
materials, so that future trainers can replicate the training programs. FILE will provide
the draft guides to the centers in the coming weeks, and will then work closely with
them to finalize the guides and implement any desired train-the-trainers programs to
ensure that the materials are effectively used.
Finally, FILE and Judge Peric, President of the HJPC, previously agreed that the
training and resource materials will be made available on the HJPC and/or training
center websites. FILE will work with HJPC’s designees to ensure that the materials
are appropriately formatted for use on the website(s).
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1. Background
Chemonics International, Inc. (Chemonics) and its subcontractors, Emerging
Markets Group, Ltd. and the National Center for State Courts, were selected to
implement USAID’s Fostering an Investment and Lender-Friendly Environment
(FILE) commercial law project. The project, which will run approximately three
years, was established to address a variety of commercial law issues, including
bankruptcy and collateral law, court administration, and World Trade
Organization (WTO) accession. Project activities are described more fully in
the related Task Order (TO) and in FILE’s previously submitted workplans.
In June 2005, USAID and Chemonics executed a Task Order Modification that,
among other things, formally deleted the WTO component from the TO in its
and required FILE to complete all work under the collateral law component by
June 30, 2005 and adjust project staffing accordingly. FILE’s work is now
focused on bankruptcy and court administration, and this report reflects only
activities from those two project components.
The lack of investments and long-term lending is impeding the growth of the
private sector in Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH). It also impedes the country’s
recovery from the war and transition from a command to a market economy.
FILE’s bankruptcy component is designed to make the bankruptcy and
liquidation laws and procedures work by providing training and resource
materials to relevant stakeholders (including judges, trustees, lawyers and
appraisers), and by shepherding a number of pilot bankruptcy cases through
the judicial process. Its court administration component is designed to
streamline the ability of BiH courts to adjudicate commercial cases in a timely,
predictable, and efficient manner by improving caseflow management and
providing case management software.
Each of the following sections corresponds to a TO component. Within each
section, FILE describes the specific activities undertaken and accomplished
during the reporting period.
2. Component One: Collateral Law
As indicated above, Chemonics and USAID executed a Task Order
Modification in June 2005 that, among other things, required FILE to complete
all work under the collateral law component by June 30, 2005. FILE completed
its collateral law work in June, demobilized its expatriate technical specialist,
and reassigned its local technical specialists to support ongoing project
components.
3. Component Two: Bankruptcy Law
The highlight of the quarter was the successful approval of Unis Tadiv’s
reorganization plan in July 2005, resulting from FILE’s continuing commitment
of effort, time, experience, and knowledge to its bankruptcy pilot case program.
Unis Tadiv’s reorganization provides both a successful pilot case -
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demonstrating that reorganization is a powerful tool to place insolvent stateowned enterprises into private hands, saving jobs and re-invigorating
productive capacity - and a wealth of model solutions that can be utilized in
other bankruptcy cases.
At the same time, the bankruptcy team provided ongoing consulting services in
other major and minor bankruptcy cases in BiH and continued to develop and
deliver training programs and resource materials to bankruptcy practitioners. A
summary of FILE’s training, resource material development, and pilot case
activities follows.
a. Training. During the quarter, the bankruptcy team conducted numerous
training conferences and roundtables, including sessions relating to labor,
insurance, real property title, and reorganization matters.
1. Roundtable for Insurance Companies, Trustees and Judges. A
roundtable for insurance companies, trustees and judges was held on July 8,
2005 relating to mandatory insurance for trustees and assessment of trustee’s
professional risk. Twelve participants and FILE staff met to discuss and
resolve questions such as how to insure a bankruptcy trustee, why insurance
companies do not provide such insurance services for trustees, the experience
of insurance companies with such professional insurance, the circumstances
under which a judge can
relieve the trustee of this
FILE’s Capacity Building Activities
insurance obligation, and
• 55 training and education sessions for BiH bankruptcy
related matters.
professionals
• 6 training modules for judges; 4 training modules for
trustees; 3 training modules for appraisers; 3 training
sessions for Trade Union officials; numerous topical
roundtables with key implementers
• Subject matters covered: filing the petition; preliminary
proceeding; roles and responsibilities of all parties in the
proceeding; opening of the proceeding; examination and
reporting hearings; reorganization plan
• Over 250 participants attended FILE training sessions
• Training materials transferred to BiH’s Judicial and
Prosecutorial Training Centers in June 2005
• Numerous interventions in pending cases pioneer
creative solutions and create successes for replication

The insurance companies, in
turn, sought to learn more
about “imperative” norms, the
basis of risk, the critical
phases in a bankruptcy
proceeding,
and
similar
issues. The session made
clear that: (i) only one
insurance
company
was
currently offering insurance
for trustees; (ii) insurance companies cannot adequately evaluate a trustee’s
competence because of the lack of an official (permanent) list of certified
trustees; and trustees and appraisers face serious legal issues and potential
liability when dealing with property.
2. Final Testing Exercise for Appraisers. Participants in FILE’s prior
training sessions for appraisers who were not able to participate in the final
“testing” exercise asked for another opportunity to test their acquired
knowledge. FILE provided the opportunity by staging testing exercises in
Sarajevo on July 9, 2005 and Banja Luka on July 16, 2005. Upon conclusion
of this second round of testing, certificates were awarded to the fifty appraisers
who successfully completed the training program and related testing.
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3. Title Issues in Bankruptcy. The trustees of bankrupt companies
that were once part of Cajavec Holding-Banja Luka previously asked FILE to
organize a roundtable on title issues in bankruptcy. This roundtable was held
on July 13, 2005. Twenty-one persons participated in the roundtable, including
representatives from the RS Ministry of Economy and Directorate for
Privatization, general managers of various Cajavec companies, trustees, and
persons from the Economic Institute, Land Registry Office, and Fund for
Development and Employment.
Currently, there are six Cajavec “daughter” companies in bankruptcy.
Unresolved title issues prevent the trustees in these cases from offering any
real property for sale or otherwise pledging or disposing of such property, which
effectively paralyzes the bankruptcy proceedings. Since the main purpose of
the roundtable was to take steps toward an agreement on how to allocate real
estate among the various companies, particularly those in bankruptcy, the
principal topic for discussion was the nature and extent of the various title
issues among the daughter companies.
During the roundtable, the participants made several comments, suggestions,
and recommendations that could be useful in finding a workable solution for
these title issues. FILE was asked to obtain and distribute relevant documents
to the trustees of the daughter companies in bankruptcy and to the general
managers of other Cajavec companies for their review and comment.
Assuming appropriate input is received, FILE will organize a second meeting
where the next steps in reaching a comprehensive agreement would be
defined.
4. Labor Union Training. On July 20, 2005, FILE, together with the
Solidarity Center, organized a bankruptcy seminar in Tuzla for trade union
representatives of companies in the chemical industry. FILE presented various
aspects of the bankruptcy system, highlighting the role and responsibilities of
trade unions in bankruptcy and addressing major concerns of union
representatives.
5. Training for Judges. With more reorganization cases working
their way through the bankruptcy system, BiH’s bankruptcy judges requested
in-depth training on reorganization matters. In response, FILE and BiH’s
Judicial and Prosecutorial Training Centers (JTCs) provided the requested
training on September 29-30, 2005. Twenty-eight judges from throughout BiH
attended the two-day training event, which covered issues such as the position
of secured creditors in bankruptcy; the legal framework for reorganization;
different models for reorganizing a bankruptcy debtor; the practical aspects of,
and legal procedures for, drafting a reorganization plan; reasons for dismissing
a submitted plan; the legal framework for adopting a plan; methods for
cramming down minority, dissenting creditors; and rationales for dismissing or
confirming a plan.
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Judge Gregory Kishel, Chief Judge of the United States Bankruptcy Court,
District of Minnesota, developed and led the participants in the discussion of a
case study that incorporated issues such as the formation of creditor classes,
the criteria for including or excluding creditors from a certain class, equal
treatment of all creditors in a class, when a change in a reorganization plan
constitutes an amendment and when it constitutes a new plan, and how the test
that creditors be at least as well off in a reorganization as they are in liquidation
is applied in practice. Judge Kishel's technical assistance was provided on a
pro bono basis as part of FILE's continuing efforts to partner experts from the
U.S. Federal Judiciary with their colleagues in BiH.
6. Training on Labor Issues.
On September 13, 2005, the
bankruptcy team held a roundtable in Sarajevo on labor issues arising in
bankruptcy. The five participants, including judges, trustees and union leaders,
discussed the role of trade unions in promoting awareness and understanding
of bankruptcy among their members. Participants worked to identify workers'
concerns and misconceptions about bankruptcy and referenced Unis Tadiv's
bankruptcy proceedings as an example of how such concerns can be
adequately addressed (see below).
b. Resource Materials. Over the past two years, FILE has designed and
delivered various training programs to develop the competency and efficiency
of bankruptcy professionals, such as judges, trustees, and appraisers. FILE’s
efforts continue to be well-received.
In Our Partner’s Words
FILE has also worked to identify a local
institution with the potential and capacity to
continue such trainings over the long term. In
this regard, FILE has conducted all of its judicial
bankruptcy training programs in conjunction
with the JTCs in order to centralize and
institutionalize the trainings and pave the way
for their eventual transfer to the JTCs.

The materials developed by FILE
would be used not only as a solid
base for future education, but FILE
should be part of bankruptcy history
in Bosnia because of its leading
role in education on the new
bankruptcy law and its activities in
assisting bankruptcy judges. Hakija Zaimovic, Bankruptcy Judge,
Sarajevo Municipal Court

As part of this continuing transition, FILE provided the JTCs (and the High
Judicial and Prosecutorial Council) with copies of all FILE training and resource
materials in May 2005. In September 2005, FILE provided the JTCs and
USAID with related “train-the-trainers” materials. These collective materials
can be used by the JTCs and bankruptcy judges to provide high level training
for future bankruptcy judges, trustees, and appraisers.
Several participants in FILE’s training program have displayed the knowledge,
experience, and initiative to be future trainers. The JTCs have requested, and
FILE will provide, additional substantive training programs for judges and trainthe-trainers programs for a select group of bankruptcy judges. Similar sessions
are contemplated for trustees and appraisers who are willing to provide future
training programs for their colleagues.
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The JTCs intend to disseminate FILE’s resource and training materials to a
broad audience through their website, which is currently under construction
with UNDP funding. Both UNDP and JTC representatives confirmed that FILE
materials will be available on the website. FILE and the JTCs will determine
which materials are on “public pages” available to all users and which
materials, relevant to judges only, will have password-restricted access.
c. Pilot Bankruptcy Cases and Interventions.
1. Unis Tadiv. Last-minute proposals, intense negotiations and
discussions marked a pressure-filled month, but patience paid off, especially for
160 factory workers. With FILE’s assistance, workers at Unis Tadiv filed a
bankruptcy petition, were paid regularly during the bankruptcy and
reorganization process, and now own 67 percent of the formerly state-owned
company.
July was marked by extensive, intense
In our Partner’s Words
negotiations – typically led or moderated by FILE When we did not have
between Mettex, the key supplier and a creditor
bread on the table to eat or
secured by equipment indispensable to continued
oil to cook with, only
operation, Graewe, the principal customer that
USAID came and helped
us. All others did not
controls the market for the debtor’s production,
believe that bankruptcy
and the workers, themselves divided into several
would resolve something.
factions. Although negotiations broke off several
Thanks to USAID our
company is working again,
times over the central question of who would
and we’ve been paid our
control the company, the parties finally agreed on
salaries for the last seven
a consensual plan of reorganization.
This
months after three years
with no pay. - Islam Cosic,
agreement was achieved by removing the
Unis Tadiv union chairman
insoluble question of ultimate ownership outside
bankruptcy, granting the workers a controlling
packet of shares (67%), and allowing Graewe and Mettex to contend for control
by purchasing the shares from the workers after confirmation of the plan. In
addition, Mettex would be paid in full as a secured creditor through shares
(33%) and payments over five years. Finally, the bankruptcy judge was
persuaded that these changes represented an appropriate amendment to the
pending proposed plan rather than a new plan, allowing this plan to be
scheduled for a vote and confirmed.
Unis Tadiv’s inherent complexity, difficulty of consensus, and multiple scenarios
made this case exemplary for future bankruptcy reorganizations. Based on the
experience and lessons learned from Tadiv, FILE has derived, assessed, and
formulated approximately forty model solutions, sixteen of which have already
arisen in eleven other bankruptcy cases FILE is monitoring or involved in. This
valuable experience helps bankruptcy trustees and judges to recognize
situations and issues and to apply ready-made and replicable model solutions
(tested responses), thereby saving considerable time and significantly
improving the efficiency of bankruptcy proceedings in BiH.
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Tadiv is not just a bankruptcy breakthrough, however, because of its
significance for overall economic reform in BiH. Current efforts at economic
reform have stalled in privatization. The absence of investors for over-indebted
state-owned enterprises has made deals difficult.
Tadiv suggests that
bankruptcy reorganization is a real alternative to privatization, and the
experience from this pilot case may offer solutions for many state-owned
enterprises.
Success did not come easily. Since the judge opened proceedings in
November 2004, FILE has worked diligently to develop Unis Tadiv’s
reorganization plan and to convince the company’s stakeholders of the plan’s
merits.
Finalizing the bankruptcy and reorganization required not only
expertise in bankruptcy law, but savvy negotiating skills during what amounted
to a “tug of war” between the company’s main supplier and main customer.
Ultimately, two key factors explain the successful outcome of the reorganization
plan, which was overwhelmingly approved by all five classes of voting creditors.
First, the judge clearly limited the playing field to Unis Tadiv’s creditors.
Second, FILE’s bankruptcy team helped workers, the key creditor constituency,
to develop a strategy for dealing with conflicting demands.
The reorganization of Unis Tadiv,
Bankruptcy Restores Life to Unis Tadiv
which manufactures nuts and bolts
Reorganization of the formerly state-owned
for export to European auto
enterprise is producing a number of important
makers,
demonstrates
how
benefits for the company and its community:
• 160 employees received their first paychecks in
bankruptcy can help solve the
three years the month bankruptcy opened
economic problems confronting BiH
• Monthly payroll of 115,000 KM, including all
social contributions, has been met on time
(e.g.,
unemployment,
external
without interruption for the last 11 months
current accounts deficit, mounting
• Production was restarted and increased by 30%
liabilities for social costs, etc.). For
above pre-bankruptcy levels
• Monthly revenues of 200,000 EUR are
the first time in three years, workers
exclusively from exports to the EU
started receiving and spending their
• Unis Tadiv fully privatized, with workers owning
67% and major secured creditor owning 33%
paychecks, and 160 jobs are
•
Upon confirmation, a strategic investor will
guaranteed for five years, directly
guarantee employment of 160 workers for five
impacting unemployment issues in
years
• General unsecured creditors unanimously
Konjic. The company’s production
accepted repayment of 10.5% of claims
– entirely for export, which helps
• Assets valued at 3.5 million KM restored to
the current accounts deficit – was
productive use
• Community and local business benefit from
increased 30%. Finally, bankruptcy
domestic spending of worker paychecks in region
completely and affordably resolved
with high unemployment
the workers’ claims for back wages
and social benefits, which were exchanged for 67% ownership of the company.
If confirmed on appeal, the Unis Tadiv case will represent the most successful
demonstration to date of bankruptcy reorganization’s power to salvage
productive assets, improve efficiency, save jobs, and help to revitalize local
communities, all in the course of privatizing a state-owned enterprise.
On July 26, 2005, three appeals were lodged against the decision on
confirmation of the plan. As of September 30, 2005, the appellate panel had
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been constituted but no action had been taken on the appeals. A decision is
expected during the first week of October. FILE has offered to educate panel
members on the substantive issues under appeal since no Federation appellate
court has previously considered a reorganization case.
2. Livnica. New rules for bankruptcy auctions were developed and
successfully tested October 1, 2005, at the first auction of real estate in the
Livnica bankruptcy case. Two out of three lots offered at the auction were sold
for higher than the appraised value.
Livnica, an iron casting facility from Sarajevo, is
FILE’s pilot liquidation case, in which creditors made
a decision in favor of straightforward liquidation.
Common practice in liquidation is to use the public
auction procedures mandated by the BiH Law on
Enforcement Procedure.
This three-auction
procedure encourages collusive bidding, discourages
attendance by serious bidders, and often results in
sales of valuable assets for far less than they are
worth. Livnica’s trustee and creditors agreed to use
the flexibility offered by the bankruptcy law to design
new procedures that prevented collusive bidding to
sell Livnica’s assets, which have been appraised at
10 million KM.

In our Partners’ Words
Such a successful auction is a
result
of
a
series
of
circumstances, but the most
credit goes to the USAID FILE
project which designed the rules
and lead the entire process. Refik Biber, Livnica Trustee
Although very experienced in
public
competitions
and
tenders, we have never before
attended a public auction that
was better organized and more
transparent. - Penny Plus,
Construction Company, one of
the auction bidders

The new rules, designed with technical assistance from FILE, resulted in two of
the three lots selling for 66% above the appraised value:
•
•

Lot 1, appraised at 577,000 KM, sold for 920,000 KM; and
Lot 2, appraised at 285,000 KM sold for 400,000 KM.

The third lot, appraised at 604,000 KM, had no interested buyers at the
appraised price. It appeared that buyers were most interested in bare land for
construction, rather in the buildings. Lot 1, which sold for the highest amount,
had no buildings, Lot 2 had small buildings, and Lot 3 was significantly built up.
The proceeds from sale of the first two lots will cover 23% of approved claims
of creditors. The three lots offered at the first auction, although the most
attractive pieces of property represent less than 10% of Livnica’s assets.
Remaining assets will be sold in the same way, with a second auction
scheduled for mid-October 2005.
The auction procedures under the enforcement law have a number of
disadvantages. The maximum deposit that bidders can be required to pay is
10,000 KM, and is fully refundable even if a successful bidder fails to go
through with the purchase. Bidding rules also permit collusive bidding. The
innovations developed by FILE to address these deficiencies included:
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•
•

A 10% deposit was required to bid, and it was nonrefundable if the bidder
failed to go through with the purchase.
The trustee started the auction at the appraised value and then raised the
price in small increments for as long as more than one party agreed to the
requested price.

Another innovation was to work with the municipality to determine the status of
the property. In most cases, buyers are left to their own devices and bear the
entire risk. With assistance from FILE, the trustee approached the municipality
and received a copy of the municipal plan that showed permitted uses as well
as a letter from the municipality clearly stating that the land was owned by
Livnica. This information was provided to bidders in advance of the auction.
3. Svila. By letter dated June 13, 2005, the RS Minister of
Economy, Energy and Development proposed five companies in bankruptcy Borija, Svila, Cajavec, Jadar, and Maglic - on which FILE and the Ministry could
work collaboratively. Of the five companies, USAID and FILE agreed that Svila
most closely met the requirements of FILE’s pilot case program and could
serve as a model for other similarly situated, financially distressed companies.
Svila’s management filed a petition in bankruptcy with the Banja Luka Basic
Court on June 9, 2005 and, because the company is a strategic enterprise with
71% state-owned capital, the presiding judge duly sent a letter to the RS
government asking for its response to the filing. By statute, this response was
due thirty days after receipt of the judge’s letter on June 21, 2005.
Svila’s bankruptcy filing was considered at a government session on July 2223, 2005, at which the majority of ministers voted against the bankruptcy filing,
urging a delay of 90 days to consider other options. On August 2, 2005, an
official letter objecting to the filing was registered at the court.
In the meantime, Svila is in bankruptcy limbo. While the judge has not
dismissed the case, he has allowed an enforcement proceeding to go forward
against property essential to Svila’s reorganization, despite the prohibition
against enforcement actions under the bankruptcy law. Nova Banjalucka Bank
holds a mortgage on Svila’s real estate. An unsuccessful second auction under
the enforcement law was held during the bankruptcy. A third auction was
scheduled to take place on August 25, 2005, but Nova Banjalucka Bank asked
the court to postpone this third auction for an additional two months until
October 25, 2005. There are indications that this request was made at the RS
government’s request.
The government's intervention, which appears coordinated with the bank and
bankruptcy judge, threatens the continued viability of Svila. Reorganization will
be impossible if Nova Banjalucka Bank sells the main production facilities at the
third auction sale. By objecting to the bankruptcy proceeding after having first
strongly recommended it, the government has created a stalemate as Svila’s
position and prospects for survival continue to deteriorate.
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4. Alatnica. Previously, Alatnica’s trustee drafted a reorganization
plan “in the alternative,” taking into account two different offers for Alatnica’s
property, and asked FILE to review and comment on the plan. After the
bankruptcy team pointed out that the law, while not explicitly prohibiting plans in
the alternative, seemed to contemplate a single plan, the trustee reconsidered
and, with FILE’s assistance, redrafted the plan. The revised plan, which was
completed in September 2005, will allow the employees, as new owners of the
company, to sell part or all of the assets (or their shares) to interested parties
after the plan is confirmed.
The trustee presented the revised reorganization plan to the bankruptcy judge
and Alatnica's creditors committee on September 29, 2005. The plan provides
that:
•
•
•

111,765 KM in priority claims of employees will be paid with
proceeds from the sale of part of the company’s production facility;
490,010 KM in general claims of employees will be paid in shares;
and
689,950 KM of general claims of remaining creditors will be fully paid
with proceeds from the sale of excess equipment and part of the
company’s production facility.

Several outstanding issues complicate consideration of the reorganization plan.
For example, the bankruptcy judge believes that a significant portion of
company assets can be sold at prices closer to market, rather than liquidation,
value. If this is true, all creditors – including employees - could be paid in full.
In such case, the judge believes it would be inappropriate to transfer all equity
in the company resulting from reorganization to the employees; instead, prior
owners should retain some percentage of the equity. The trustee also
expressed concern over the ability to register the new company in the manner
proposed by the plan, without prior owners having a participating equity
interest. This concern results from the trustee’s consultations with the business
registration department at the court. The bankruptcy team will continue to
assist the trustee in finding solutions to such issues.
5. Energovinvest. The experience of Energoinvest demonstrates
the importance of accurate appraisals in helping creditors decide correctly
whether liquidation or reorganization best serves their interests. Energoinvest’s
creditors first voted to liquidate the debtor,
In Our Partner’s Words
based on a flawed appraisal of 8.6 million
Without USAID FILE’s instructions and
KM that led them to expect that their 4.4
assistance Energoinvest would be
million KM in approved claims could be
liquidated but now we have a good
chance of coming back to life. - Lazo
repaid in full by selling the assets.
Djurdjevic, Trustee.
Creditors reversed course, choosing
reorganization, when an accurate appraisal
by FILE-trained appraisers showed the liquidation value of the assets was
actually only 1.2 million KM.
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After his appointment, Energoinvest’s trustee, with advice and technical
assistance from FILE, restarted production, bringing 86 employees back to
work. New markets were identified, and new contracts for 1.93 million KM were
signed, producing a 160,000 KM net profit in the first five months of 2005.
Employee wages and social contributions have been paid regularly, in full, and
prospects are good for increasing production and hiring more workers.
The foundations for a successful reorganization were coming together when
the results of the first, flawed appraisal of the company’s assets was delivered,
and creditors voted to liquidate. The problem with the appraisal was that it was
based on an inappropriate methodology for the circumstances. The appraiser
used replacement cost - the cost to replace the assets using the same
materials at current prices. What creditors needed to know, however, was the
liquidation value – what they could expect to receive from forced sale of the
assets.
FILE worked with the trustee to educate the Board of Creditors about the
problems with the first appraisal, and to contract with two FILE-trained
appraisers to provide new appraisals based on liquidation value. When the
appraisals came back showing a liquidation value of only 1.2 million KM,
creditors reversed course and authorized the trustee to develop a
reorganization plan.
The plan, developed with assistance from FILE, was filed on September 22,
2005, with the bankruptcy judge for review prior to submitting it to creditors for
their approval. Total repayments under the plan of reorganization – about 2.6
million KM – is more than twice what creditors would receive in liquidation,
based on the liquidation value appraisal of 1.2 million KM.
6. LPS (“Chain of Shops”) D.D., Sarajevo. The bankruptcy team
assisted the trustee in the liquidation phase of LPS after being contacted for
assistance in developing the most appropriate auction rules for selling the
company’s real estate. FILE’s proposed auction rules were presented and
thoroughly discussed with the bankruptcy judge, who approved their
application.
On July 19th, 2005, the bankruptcy team was invited to attend the first
liquidation auction as an official observer. Most recent trends in selling real
estate under the enforcement law indicate that less than 1% of the properties
are sold at the first auction, about 25% on second auction, and the rest (about
74%) on the third and last auction, where the selling price could be 1 KM. The
inherent defect of the auction procedure under the enforcement law naturally
leads to these results. Another major deficiency of the procedure is the quality
of appraisals.
After analyzing these two major roadblocks for effective selling, the bankruptcy
team helped the trustee design auction rules that would provide for better
results. At the first auction, three out of six available properties were sold,
including one property that sold for its appraised value and two that sold at
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prices higher than appraised. The total amount received for the auctioned
properties was above 1,000,000 KM.
The trustee expressed his gratitude to FILE in helping him achieve this
significant success - 50% of the auctioned properties were sold at the first
auction, compared to the average of less than 1% sold at first auction under the
standard enforcement procedure.
d. Other.
1. Bi-Monthly Progress Report. On September 15, 2005, FILE
delivered to USAID its Bi-Monthly Progress Report, summarizing the progress
and current status of its pilot bankruptcy cases and interventions for the JulyAugust 2005 reporting period. The report provides a concise description of the
current status of each case, followed by a summary of the background and a
chronological description of FILE’s activities in each case.
2. Embassy Report. At an August 2005 Embassy Rule of Law
meeting, the DCM suggested that FILE prepare a memorandum for the
Ambassador regarding the status of bankruptcy implementation in BiH. To
meet this request, FILE fielded a short-term bankruptcy expert who prepared a
summary report detailing bankruptcy’s power to unleash frozen productive
capacity, providing an overview of FILE’s bankruptcy component and technical
achievements to date, identifying remaining obstacles to an effective
bankruptcy regime, and providing recommendations for increasing bankruptcy
impacts. The report will supplement an executive summary describing, among
other things, how USAID and the Embassy can jointly address certain cultural
and political constraints to establishing a healthy bankruptcy regime.
3. RS Efforts to Amend Bankruptcy Law. The RS government
formed a working group to develop amendments to the RS bankruptcy law and
scheduled a roundtable discussion on October 4, 2005. FILE was invited to
participate in the session by both the RS JTC and Trustee Association, who are
co-hosting the event.
FILE contacted both groups, as well as the RS Ministry of Justice, to learn
more about the purpose of the roundtable and the types of amendments under
consideration. According to these sources, the purpose of the meeting is to
find out more about judges’ and trustees’ experiences in implementing the
bankruptcy law, and roadblocks to implementation.
FILE and USAID agreed to participate in the roundtable, to encourage
appropriate amendments, and to otherwise monitor developments.
4. Component Three: Court Administration
a. Development of Case Management Software. During the reporting
period, the court administration team focused its resources on coding and
testing its case management software (CMS). These efforts resulted in the
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development and distribution of prototype software in July 2005 and
“production” versions of certain CMS modules in September 2005.
The CMS is a modular, eventUSAID’s CMS Software
driven application designed to The USAID Case Management Software being
meet the needs of BiH’s courts. In developed by FILE provides an easily adaptable
July, FILE passed its second work-flow process management software that can
used by other contractors on other projects
major development milestone with be
anywhere in the world. Designed to be portable, the
the
successful
release
of CMS provides:
prototype software. The prototype
was unveiled to staff of the High • Well-documented source code so others can
understand and adapt the software for new
Judicial and Prosecutorial Council
uses;
(HJPC) and USAID’s Justice • Highly modular design that minimizes the need
for additional coding to add new functionality;
Sector
Development
Project
•
Support for multiple languages and alphabets;
(JSDP). Both groups were also • Flexibility to structure the software to serve the
provided with a CD containing all
needs of government end-users.
files necessary to access the
prototype over the internet, as well
as several “how to” videos produced by FILE staff demonstrating various
features of the software.
The prototype was also demonstrated at the CMS Users Group meeting held
on July 21, 2005 in Mostar. The general capabilities of the system, including
search capabilities, field editing and windows navigation, were also
demonstrated in the live session. The prototype was very well-received by the
User Group, with many of the represented courts subsequently vying to be
automated as soon as possible.
During the week of July 25-29th, 2005, the
In Our Partners’ Words
prototype was activated in each court
represented by the CMS Users Group. A
CMS is revolution in BiH judiciary. CD containing the necessary files to
Branko Peric, President of HJPC
support the system, written instructions for
There are no doubts on importance of
logging in over the internet, and “how to
FILE project. The project’s CMS takes
videos” on how to perform various tasks
BiH’s courts and judiciary directly to
computer era. - Judge Mladen Jurisic,
using the system, was also distributed to
President of Mostar Cantonal Court and
each court.
The videos have been
Vice President of HJPC
recorded in local language to allow User
We want to make this court a modern,
Group representatives to demonstrate the
fully-functional institution that dispenses
functionality of the system to their staff
justice to citizens in a timely and efficient
without having to be connected via the
manner and FILE’s CMS is a quick way
to get there. - Judge Ognjenka Skoro,
internet. Additional live demonstrations
President of Mostar Municipal Court
were also provided to the staffs of the
Mostar and Konjic Municipal Courts to build enthusiasm for the system and to
generate comments and input from the basic user level.
Development efforts in August and September focused on compiling data to be
entered into data tables of the CMS application. A multi-organizational group
comprised of representatives from FILE, JSDP, HJPC and the judiciary worked
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to compile the critical, measurable, case processing events (e.g., opening of a
case, required hearings, etc.) for each case type. CMS’ ability to measure
these events will also support other ongoing court reform initiatives, such as
JSDP’s case weighting and judicial “quota” efforts.
Similarly, the group worked to determine which tasks – discrete assignments
that various individuals must complete for a case to move from one event to the
next – should be assigned and monitored. These efforts are critical to data
compilation and CMS design, as they provide foundation for CMS functionality.
CMS functionality will also include the ability to generate various court forms
commonly used during case processing, thereby increasing efficiency by
reducing the manual work required of judges and court staff. Working closely
with a staff attorney from the HJPC and court representatives, FILE completed
templates for the fifty most commonly used court forms.
Modules 1 (case opening functions), 2 (scheduling and tracking of events,
documents and tasks, and work assignment functions), and 9 (case closing
functions) comprise the core engine of the CMS system, and provide the vast
majority of functionality requested by the courts. Production versions of these
modules were delivered in September 2005 by FILE’s software development
partner, PING, and are currently undergoing user testing within the FILE office.
FILE also worked to ensure that networks were in place in the courts to support
CMS. HJPC has executed a Memorandum of Understanding pursuant to which
the CIPS network is expected to provide the required CMS connectivity.
Currently, FILE and ICITAP personnel are unsure that CIPS can provide a
reliable backbone for court automation. As an initial test of connectivity, a CIPS
connection was established between FILE and Mostar Municipal Court. A
select group of computer terminals in the court are now able to access the
CMS system via this connection.
Efforts to provide a similar connection for Konjic Municipal Court, however, met
with significant technical difficulties. FILE, ICITAP, HJPC and CIPS personnel
continue to work to resolve these issues.
b. Data Collection.
The court administration team completed
development of its backlog tracking software and supporting documentation,
which it previously piloted in Mostar Municipal Court. The team visited Banja
Luka, Derventa, and Konjic first instance courts to install the software and
provide operational training. The software was also installed at JSDP, and their
staff was trained on its operation. With the installation of these sites and the
turnover of code to JSDP, FILE considers development of this system to be
complete. FILE staff will continue to provide troubleshooting support to JSDP
as it utilizes the system to meet the objectives outlined in its court
administration intervention plan.
The court administration team also continued to work with select courts in their
efforts to capture backlog data. At the same time, testing is underway on
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transferring the data captured into the CMS application. Preliminary tests of
the conversion programs are very encouraging. At this time, over 4,000 cases
from Mostar Municipal Court have been converted into CMS format. As a
result of this success, Mostar Municipal Court has decided to increase its
efforts to capture case data. Beginning in mid-September, all new cases
entering the court are being captured, providing a base of cases that can be
converted when CMS is installed in November. Konjic has also started
capturing case information, so that all cases are captured and converted into
the CMS application when it goes live.
c. Study Visit to US Courts. A highlight of August was a participant
training program funded by USAID and organized by World Learning. Effective
roll-out of CMS to pilot and additional courts requires knowledge and
management of, and communication about, the introduction of technology to
the courts and resulting changes in court practice. For example, those tasked
with introducing CMS to the courts, including members of the CMS User Group,
need to understand: how to implement court automation systems and the
impact that it has on their organizational structure and operations; how CMS
systems function; how case processing is changed and improved by
automation; and related issues.
The program was organized so that
participants could see how other courts have prepared for and implemented
CMS in their courts, and could learn from the experiences – both positive and
negative – of other court personnel who have been through the automation
process.
Eleven participants associated with the CMS Users Group departed for
Williamsburg, Virginia, where they participated in three days of classroom
sessions conducted by National Center for State Courts staff. From there, they
visited multiple courts in Minnesota and New York to gain first hand exposure
to the process of automation and to exchange ideas on CMS implementation.
Participants took this opportunity to discuss the issues of automation, including
changes in process, requirements for training, and managing change (and the
people affected thereby). By all accounts the group found the experience not
only informative, but motivational. They returned to BiH with new-found
enthusiasm for CMS implementation and the complete automation of the
courts.
d. Comprehensive Court Report. Judicial quality directly affects the
costs and risks of doing business in a country, and thus the levels and rates of
economic growth.
Streamlining the ability of the courts to adjudicate
commercial claims is critical to establishing an environment that promotes and
protects creditors’ and investors’ rights, and that provides business interests
with assurance that their disputes will be adjudicated in a timely, efficient and
predictable manner.
BiH courts are currently burdened by substantial case backlogs, with hundreds
of thousands of cases awaiting attention in Sarajevo alone. Adding additional
resources to the courts, however, is not a long-term or even short-term solution
to the backlog problem. Instead, recent legislative reforms must be turned into
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behavioral reforms combined with re-engineering and streamlining of
processes.
FILE has been working with a wide range of BiH counterparts to address these
challenges. In this regard, FILE submitted its Comprehensive Court Report to
USAID on September 30, 2005. The report captures lessons learned to date
and proposes practical solutions to the problems facing the courts. First and
foremost, changes are needed to reduce the number of claims – especially
small claims and utility bills – that are overwhelming the system. In addition,
the recommendations provided in the report emphasize effective means of
reducing the burden of the remaining, legitimate claims through improved
processes and procedures, both with and without new technology.
Many of the recommendations are budget neutral but with high impact. For
example, the single most important reform requires no additional funding or
equipment, but rather a change in judicial practice to implement existing law:
simply by enforcing claims without delay, judges could have a dramatic and
immediate impact in reducing the number of appeals and groundless objections
and increasing payment of outstanding debts prior to being sued. This requires
a change in policy and procedures to conform to existing law at no cost.
Other solutions require ongoing support and funding. For example, the
successful implementation of FILE’s CMS in pilot courts will lead logically to the
roll out of this technology to other courts. This will take time, training, and
equipment, but it certainly can be achieved in the near term, with immediate
improvements in judicial efficiency and capacity.
Importantly, the report includes recommendations and potential pilot
interventions that provide a roadmap of practical, implementable solutions that
will have a measurable impact in the near term.
e. Creation of Enforcement “Auction Center”. Seizure, transportation
and storage of seized assets are problematic. The enforcement divisions of
BiH’s courts typically do not have enough room to warehouse seized property.
As a result, they identify property to be sold, but leave it at the premises of the
debtor. It is very difficult to sell assets on the premises of the debtor, so the
lack of storage space lowers the recovery, while also raising costs and
complications by having auctions at numerous locations.
Working with the Bankers Association and Sarajevo Municipal Court, FILE is
helping to establish a private sector “auction center.” The Bankers Association
will assist the courts in setting up a privately funded center that can store
seized goods, provide information about the goods (through internet and media
publications), and hold regularly scheduled judicial auctions. By creating a
single point of activity for sale of seized property in Sarajevo, the auction center
will help the courts to establish a regular, predictable system of judicial
auctions. At the same time, it will help to develop the market for repossessed
goods by taking the sale out of homes and offices, where social pressures
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depress demand for the goods. Finally, it is expected that the auction center
will enable the banking community and debtors to obtain higher value from the
sale of seized goods.
The Bankers Association and Sarajevo Municipal Court have agreed in
principle to the terms of a Memorandum of Understanding describing their
respective roles in establishing and maintaining the auction center. FILE will
provide technical assistance in establishing the center. A signing ceremony is
being scheduled for November 8, 2005.
5. Task Order Modification
In June, USAID and Chemonics executed a Task Order Modification that,
among other things, formally deleted the WTO component from Task Order in
its entirety and required FILE to (1) complete all work under the collateral law
component by June 30, 2005 and adjust project staffing accordingly and (2)
close its Banja Luka office on or about May 31, 2005. FILE has complied with
both of these requirements. As suggested in the Task Order Modification, FILE
has embedded its Banja Luka staff within the offices of the RS JTC to facilitate
the sustainability of reforms in the RS.
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1. Background
Chemonics International, Inc. (Chemonics) and its subcontractors, Emerging Markets
Group, Ltd. and the National Center for State Courts, were selected to implement
USAID’s Fostering an Investment and Lender-Friendly Environment (FILE) commercial
law project. The project, which will run approximately three years, was established to
address a variety of commercial law issues, including bankruptcy and collateral law,
court administration, and World Trade Organization (WTO) accession. Project
activities are described more fully in the related Task Order (TO) and in FILE’s
previously submitted workplans.
In June 2005, USAID and Chemonics executed a Task Order Modification that, among
other things, formally deleted the WTO component from the TO in its entirety and
required FILE to complete all work under the collateral law component by June 30,
2005 and adjust project staffing accordingly. FILE’s work is now focused on
bankruptcy (Component One) and court administration (Component Two), and this
report reflects only activities from those two project components.
The lack of investments and long-term lending is impeding the growth of the private
sector in Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH). It also impedes the country’s recovery from
the war and transition from a command to a market economy. FILE’s bankruptcy
component is designed to make the bankruptcy and liquidation laws and procedures
work by providing training and resource materials to relevant stakeholders (including
judges, trustees, lawyers and appraisers), and by shepherding a number of pilot
bankruptcy cases through the judicial process. Its court administration component is
designed to streamline the ability of BiH courts to adjudicate commercial cases in a
timely, predictable, and efficient manner by improving caseflow management and
providing case management software.
Each of the following sections corresponds to a TO component. Within each section,
FILE describes the specific activities undertaken and accomplished during the
reporting period.

2. Component One: Bankruptcy Law
A. Introduction
Following the successful completion of Unis Tadiv’s reorganization and of FILE’s
training program for bankruptcy trustees, FILE continued to provide technical
assistance to bankruptcy practitioners, including extensive support on numerous,
ongoing bankruptcy cases. The first reorganization plan in BiH was confirmed on
appeal in the Unis Tadiv case, and the FILE team provided assistance in drafting the
trustee’s final report and amending the reorganization plan to register the new legal
entity after the closing of the case. New rules on public auction, drafted by the
bankruptcy team, were successfully applied in the Livnica liquidation case and FILE
helped develop a plan for the partial distribution of auction proceeds. In addition, at the
request of local counterparts, FILE also helped draft several reorganization plans and
participated in various meetings and roundtables relating to bankruptcy implementation
in particular cases.
At the same time, the bankruptcy team continued to develop and deliver training
programs and resource materials to bankruptcy practitioners. A summary of FILE’s
training, resource material development, and pilot case activities follows.

B. Training Activities
During the quarter, the bankruptcy team conducted numerous training conferences
and roundtables, including sessions related to bankruptcy’s legislative framework,
models for reorganization, principles of bankruptcy, and labor issues.
Having trained judges on reorganization issues in September, the bankruptcy team
provided parallel training for trustees in October 2005. Training sessions were held in
Sarajevo, Tuzla, Banja Luka, and Doboj on October 19th, 20th, 26th, and 27th,
respectively, with a total of 106 trustees participating in the sessions. Mr. Howard
Sumka, USAID Mission Director, and Ms. Biljana Maric, Director of the RS Judicial
Training Center (JTC), welcomed participants at the Banja Luka session and provided
introductory remarks.
Topics of discussion at the training sessions included: the legal framework for
reorganization; models and methods for reorganizing a bankruptcy debtor; practices
and procedures for drafting a reorganization plan; and issues relating to confirmation
and dismissal. In addition to instruction by FILE staff, the trainings featured a lively
dialogue between trustees on practical issues arising during the drafting of a
reorganization plan.
The bankruptcy team also conducted a day long hands-on training for all three Mostar
bankruptcy judges, reviewing six cases and suggesting solutions to problematic issues
raised by the judges. In addition, FILE organized a roundtable for trustees and trade
unions, to address common labor issues arising in bankruptcy. After much discussion,
the parties agreed to develop a strategy to make procedures more efficient, especially
with regards to trustees’ communication with workers affected by bankruptcy. Their
first meeting is scheduled for January 2006.
During December, FILE conducted a series of seminars and roundtables aimed at
educating future attorneys and commercial law practitioners on bankruptcy practice. In
this regard, FILE provided lectures to law students at Sarajevo and Banja Luka
universities, and conducted a seminar on bankruptcy for Sarajevo Law School
graduate students specializing in commercial and business law. The bankruptcy team
also began working with professors from the Sarajevo and Banja Luka law and
economic faculties to develop improved bankruptcy curricula.
Similarly, FILE established a working relationship with an Austrian law firm with offices
in Sarajevo, pursuant to which FILE’s bankruptcy team provides the firm’s legal interns
with training on the principles of bankruptcy, with emphasis on the application of the
BiH’s bankruptcy laws. This ongoing relationship is designed to increase knowledge of
and interest in bankruptcy among younger practicing attorneys.
C. Resource Materials
Over the past two years, FILE has designed and delivered various training programs
and resource materials to its local partners, in its effort to further develop the
competency and efficiency of bankruptcy professionals. FILE’s efforts have been, and
continue to be, well-received.
FILE has also worked to identify a local institution with the potential and capacity to
continue training activities over the long term. In this regard, FILE conducted all of its
judicial bankruptcy training programs in conjunction with the JTCs, in order to
centralize and institutionalize the trainings and pave the way for their eventual transfer
to the JTCs.

To ensure the effective dissemination of and reliable access to its training and
resource materials, and to augment the JTCs’ ability to continue training activities after
FILE’s closing, FILE and the JTCs agreed that all training and resource materials
would be posted on the JTCs website. The website, jointly developed by the JTCs and
UNDP, was officially unveiled on December 1, 2005. FILE’s resources for trustees will
be available to all users on the website’s “public pages,” while materials designed for
judges will likely have password-restricted access. In addition, the materials will be
posted on the High Judicial and Prosecutorial Council (HJPC) website, thereby
becoming available to an even broader market.
In addition, the bankruptcy team updated, finalized and published several resource
materials and other deliverables during the reporting period, including: the second
edition of the Judges’ Benchbook; the second edition of Trustees’ Manual; the second
edition of the Bilingual Version of the Bankruptcy Law; a Final List of Proposed
Amendments to the Bankruptcy Law and Related Laws; a Modified Version of the
Bankruptcy Restructuring Model; and bankruptcy brochures for company
management, creditors and trade unions.
D. Pilot Bankruptcy Cases and Interventions
1. Unis Tadiv. The reorganization of Unis Tadiv, which manufactures
nuts and bolts for export to European auto makers, demonstrates how bankruptcy can
help solve the economic problems confronting BiH (e.g., unemployment, external
current accounts deficit, mounting liabilities for social costs, etc.). For the first time in
three years, workers started receiving and spending their paychecks, and 160 jobs are
guaranteed for five years, directly impacting unemployment issues in Konjic. The
company’s production – entirely for export, which helps the current accounts deficit –
was increased 30%. Finally, bankruptcy completely and affordably resolved the
workers’ claims for back wages and social benefits, which were exchanged for 67%
ownership of the company.
The Unis Tadiv case represents the most successful demonstration to date of
bankruptcy reorganization’s power to salvage productive assets, improve efficiency,
save jobs, and help to revitalize local communities, all in the course of privatizing a
state-owned enterprise. Based on the experience and lessons learned from Tadiv,
FILE has derived, assessed, and formulated approximately forty model solutions,
sixteen of which have already arisen in eleven other bankruptcy cases. This valuable
experience helps bankruptcy trustees and judges to recognize situations and issues
and to apply ready-made and replicable model solutions (tested responses), thereby
saving considerable time and significantly improving the efficiency of bankruptcy
proceedings in BiH.
On July 26, 2005, three appeals were lodged against the decision on confirmation of
the plan. In early October, a panel of three appellate judges rejected all appeals,
effectively removing the final barrier to successful reorganization and delivering the
case back to the Municipal Court for closing procedures.
The bankruptcy team met several times with company management, representatives
of its trade unions, investors, and creditors to discuss issues related to the
establishment of the new Unis Tadiv company upon implementation of the
reorganization plan. In December, the new Unis Tadiv company, which will take over
all assets of the bankrupt Tadiv company, was established and its registration papers
filed with the court. The closing hearing will be held in early February 2006, after
submission of the trustee’s final report.
2. Livnica. Livnica, an iron casting facility from Sarajevo, is a pilot
liquidation case. Common BiH practice in the liquidation process is to use the public
auction procedures mandated by BiH’s enforcement laws.
This three-auction

procedure encourages collusive bidding, discourages attendance by serious bidders,
and often results in the sale of valuable assets for far less than they are worth.
FILE’s bankruptcy team convinced Livnica’s trustee and creditors to use the flexibility
offered by the bankruptcy law to design new procedures that prevent collusive bidding
to sell Livnica’s assets, which have been appraised at 10 million KM. These new rules
for bankruptcy auctions were tested on October 1, 2005, with very favorable results of
two lots of Livnica’s property being sold for 66% above the appraised value. The two
buyers plan to utilize their newly acquired property to expand existing business
operations, thereby creating more employment opportunities in the local community.
The proceeds from sale of the first two lots will cover 23% of approved claims of
creditors.
The third lot, appraised at 604,000 KM, had no interested buyers. The success of the
October sale provoked the interest of a consortium of local companies led by
“Unipromet” d.d, Sarajevo, to reorganize the core business (the casting facility) of
Livnica. The consortium asked for an extra month and a half to perform due diligence,
but the trustee and board of creditors decided not to cancel the auction for the core
business and instead planned a two stage public sale (collection of bids in closed
envelopes, followed by a public auction). The consortium of investors was invited to
participate in the public sale. The bankruptcy team developed the rules for public
bidding and, at the end of November, these rules were presented to the bankruptcy
trustee, judge and board of creditors. Tender was published in newspapers in
December and the auction for the remaining part of Livnica will take place on January
21, 2006.
The innovations developed by FILE to address disadvantages of the auction
procedures under the enforcement law included a requirement of 10% deposit to bid,
which was nonrefundable if the bidder failed to go through with the purchase, and
starting the auction at the appraised value and then raising the price in small
increments for as long as more than one party agreed to that price.
Another innovation was to work with the municipality to determine the status of the
property. In most cases, buyers are left to their own devices and bear the entire risk.
With assistance from FILE, the trustee approached the municipality and received a
copy of the municipal plan that showed permitted, uses as well as a letter from the
municipality clearly stating that it considered the land as owned by Livnica. This
information was provided to bidders in advance of the auction. Reducing risk to the
buyers increased the value of the property.
This example demonstrates that properly developed rules for bidding could attract the
interest of more buyers and investors, even in situations where liquidation is more
likely than reorganization.
3. Alatnica. Previously, Alatnica’s trustee drafted a reorganization plan “in
the alternative,” taking into account two different offers for Alatnica’s property, and
asked FILE to review and comment on the plan. After the bankruptcy team pointed out
that the law, while not explicitly prohibiting plans in the alternative, seemed to
contemplate a single plan, the trustee reconsidered and, with FILE’s assistance,
redrafted the plan.
In September 2005, Alatnica’s trustee submitted a revised reorganization plan that
would allow the employees, as new owners of the company, to sell part or all of the
assets (or their shares) to interested parties after plan confirmation. The plan
underwent several revisions since then, and was finally submitted to the court on
November 15th. The court sent the plan to creditors, the Chamber of Commerce and
the Ministry of Industry for their comments and revisions. In mid-December, after
intensive discussion between the trustee and creditors, a reorganization plan that

provides workers with co-ownership of the company was approved. Of the 44 workers
considered in the plan (prior to bankruptcy proceedings, there were 75 workers), 29
will continue working in the reorganized company and 15 will begin working for a
company that will buy a part of the production facility for 766,000 KM. Creditors will be
paid 64% of their claims from the proceeds and the remainder of their claims will be
converted into shares. The only exception is workers who will keep their jobs, whose
claims for unpaid salaries will be paid though shares.
The biggest obstacle to the reorganization plan was the request by the Pension Fund,
Alatnica’s biggest creditor, to be paid in cash. After the hearing, the bankruptcy judge
commented to a journalist, “Does the Pension Fund want to have operating companies
that are able to pay pension contributions, or is that not their goal?”
4. Energovinvest. The experience of Energoinvest, a producer of lowvoltage products in Doboj, demonstrates the importance of accurate appraisals in
helping creditors decide correctly whether liquidation or reorganization best serves
their interests. Energoinvest’s creditors first voted to liquidate the debtor, based on a
flawed appraisal of 8.6 million KM that led them to expect that their 4.4 million KM in
approved claims could be repaid in full by selling the assets. Creditors reversed
course, choosing reorganization, when an accurate appraisal by FILE-trained
appraisers showed the liquidation value of the assets was actually only 1.2 million KM.
FILE also assisted the trustee, judge and creditors in formulating a reorganization
strategy. On September 22, 2005, the reorganization plan was completed and
delivered to Doboj Basic Court. Copies of the plan were also distributed to the debtor,
Chamber of Commerce, Ministry of Economy, and Board of Creditors. Both the
Ministry and Chamber of Commerce responded positively to the proposed plan, and
the Board of Creditors considered the proposal in early November.
On December 21, 2005, a majority of creditors voted to accept the reorganization plan,
which contemplates satisfying all workers’ claims from the general payment rank
through shares in a new company, with workers becoming the sole equity holders.
The confirmation hearing is scheduled for January 4, 2006.
5. Maglic; Stakorina. Two FILE-trained trustees working on bankruptcy
cases pending at the Trebinje Basic Court requested technical assistance on
reorganization cases they were administering in October. The first case involved
Maglic Holding, once the biggest wood processing conglomerate in Eastern
Herzegovina, and nine of its specialized subsidiaries, which were also in bankruptcy.
The second case involved Stakorina, a producer of solid wood furniture. The company
was organized into five units: a saw mill and initial processing facility; a final wood
processing center; a parquet manufacturing unit; a furniture unit; and an auto-depot
and machinery and equipment maintenance center.
In consultations with FILE, the trustees realized that these companies complement
each other, and create synergies that enhance the current value of the bankruptcy
estate of each company. They agreed to test the interest of foreign investors in
purchasing the two companies as a package, since the sale of both as a combined
wood processing and manufacturing complex could create the highest value for
creditors of both companies.
This creative approach was rewarded by a conditional offer from a Swedish company,
Plena, to buy both companies in bankruptcy for 5.3 - 6.8 million KM, invest an
additional 5.5 - 8 million to upgrade facilities, and employ 300 workers. Plena
requested a long-term, fixed price supply contract, although this term was negotiable.

FILE discussed the request for technical assistance in the reorganizations of Maglic
and Stakornia with USAID due to potential inconsistency with USAID’s market and
pricing strategies and its Cluster Competitiveness Activity (CCA). Due to U.S.
Government restrictions on working with Republika Srpska wood industry, the
bankruptcy team ceased in November all activities relating to these bankruptcy cases.
Meanwhile, negotiations between the Swedish company Plena and the RS
government continued, with no major breakthrough being reported by the trustee.
Hearings on the reorganization plan of four Maglic companies took place in midNovember, and the bankruptcy trustee suggested a public tender for all four
companies due to interest from two international investors: the Italian Arena group and
the Swedish Plena group. The proposal was not accepted by the majority of creditors,
so a new reorganization plan was proposed.
In December, while gathering data from Trebinje's Basic Court, FILE learned that the
voting hearing on the plan for four of Maglic’s companies was held on December 14th
and that creditors accepted the plan. Discussion hearings for the other six Maglic
companies were held on December 26th. More information on the outcome of these
hearings will be obtained in January 2006.
6. Majevica. Majevica is snack foods company that has continued
operations since the opening of bankruptcy proceedings. The bankruptcy team helped
the trustee and the majority shareholder of Majevica develop a joint strategy for
reorganization. The shareholder subsequently sold his shares to “Bingo,” a trade
company from Tuzla, for 1.2 million KM, due to his inability to eliminate the holdings of
minority shareholders (that hold 47% of Majevica) who constantly opposed his
decisions.
Bingo, however, expressed continued interest in reorganizing the debtor. At a meeting
held on October 19, 2005, the parties agreed that two reorganization plans would be
submitted to the court – one by the debtor and one by the trustee. In November, the
bankruptcy team, the trustee, and the main shareholder developed a plan of
reorganization that would pay 60% of creditor claims and keep the company
operational. Two options were offered regarding the sale of property that was
unnecessary for continued operations: 1) to sell it within bankruptcy, before voting on
the plan of reorganization; or 2) to authorize the debtor to sell the property after
adoption of the plan and closure of the bankruptcy procedure. On November 16th, the
Creditors Committee chose to sell the extra property within bankruptcy, after which it
would vote on the plan. As a consequence, voting on the plan was postponed by at
least 6 months - the time required to sell the property and distribute proceeds.
7. Robne Kuce. Robne Kuce is a reorganization case involving a trade
company with eight department stores in Sarajevo. FILE assisted the trustee in
drafting the reorganization plan, ensuring that it addressed key issues relating to
supervision of the plan’s implementation, e.g., appointing a management board,
creating operating documents, establishing restrictions on and responsibilities for
certain extraordinary transactions, establishing security measures, and similar matters.
The plan was originally submitted to the court on October 11, 2005. A day after its
submission, the judge asked FILE to assess whether the plan met the minimal legal
requirements for processing, which FILE confirmed. In November, the judge sent the
plan to creditors, the Chamber of Commerce, and Ministry of Industry for their review,
and scheduled a hearing for discussion and voting on the plan on December 15th. The
hearing was canceled, however, due to a claim filed by a creditor for separate
recovery. FILE advised the trustee and court to examine the underlying validity of this
claim.

8. Bosna Express. Bosna Express is a transportation services company
that is still operational, with active and profitable bus lines. The reorganization plan
originally submitted to the Court in 2003 could not be realized because of unresolved
property issues. Since then, the company began incurring losses due to the trustee’s
hiring more workers than necessary for business operations.
Following the failure of the reorganization plan, the trustee organized a tender to sell
the company. Three bids were received, and the trustee asked FILE for assistance in
resolving issues relating to the bids.
After an initial review of the bidders’
documentation, FILE discovered an error in the criteria used to determine the best
offer, and agreed to assist the judge and trustee in resolving the error.
The trustee and judge announced the failure of the tender at a December 15th hearing,
and the judge asked FILE to outline alternatives for improved selling procedures. The
bankruptcy team suggested that the trustee discuss company prospects for both
liquidation and reorganization at a new General Assembly of creditors, which will be
held on January 12, 2006.
E. Other
1. Formalized Model Solutions. On May 31, 2005, FILE submitted a
comprehensive set of Hypothetical Model Solutions relating to the implementation of
the Federation and RS bankruptcy laws.
These model solutions provided
recommended procedures for resolving recurring issues at each stage of the
bankruptcy process based on lessons learned from FILE’s experience in actual cases.
The solutions have already been applied in at least 16 pending bankruptcy cases, and
can be utilized to replicate successes achieved in FILE’s pilot bankruptcy cases.
On October 15, 2005, FILE submitted a report restating the model solutions and
supplementing them with additional solutions developed in conjunction with FILE’s
local partners during the intervening months. As before, these model solutions will
help key practitioners and participants in BiH’s bankruptcy system to build confidence
and participate directly in the implementation of the system. This material may be
used as a learning tool addressed to a wider audience because the identified issues
and solutions contain straightforward explanations and references to the law that will
help a public audience to learn more about overcoming obstacles in bankruptcy
proceedings and be better informed about the possibilities for resolving day-to-day
difficulties faced in the application of the bankruptcy system.
2. Bankruptcy Data Collection. The bankruptcy team undertook data
collection and reviewed all bankruptcy cases filed in Doboj, Tuzla, Mostar, Trebinje,
and Sarajevo. Data will be obtained from the remaining bankruptcy courts in early
2006.

3. Bar Association. On November 30, 2005, FILE met with the President
of the Federation Bar Association to discuss development of an education program on
bankruptcy for the Federation bar. A similar meeting is being scheduled with the
President of the RS Bar Association.
4. Trustee Certification. In December, the first group of five trustees
completed the Federation’s trustee certification program. The Federation’s Ministry of
Justice has also indicated that it will recognize trustees who have been certified in the
RS. FILE anticipates that the RS will establish a similar right of reciprocity.
5. “Embassy” Report. At an August 2005 Embassy Rule of Law
meeting, the DCM suggested that FILE prepare a memorandum for the Ambassador
regarding the status of bankruptcy implementation in BiH. To meet this request, FILE

fielded short-term bankruptcy expert who prepared a summary report detailing
bankruptcy’s power to unleash frozen productive capacity, providing an overview of
FILE’s bankruptcy component and technical achievements to date, identifying
remaining obstacles to an effective bankruptcy regime, and providing
recommendations for increasing bankruptcy impacts. The report supplements an
executive summary describing, among other things, how USAID and the Embassy can
jointly address certain cultural and political constraints to establishing a healthy
bankruptcy regime. The report and executive summary were reviewed by USAID in
September, and the executive summary was submitted to the Embassy in early
October 2005.
6. RS Efforts to Amend Bankruptcy Law. The RS government formed a
working group to develop amendments to the RS bankruptcy law and scheduled a
roundtable discussion on October 4, 2005. FILE attended the session to encourage
appropriate amendments and otherwise monitor developments.
The main purpose of the roundtable was to enlist judges and trustees to assist the
four-member working group in drafting amendments to the RS bankruptcy law based
on proposals made by the RS government, as well as to learn more about experiences
in implementing the law. During discussions, FILE advised against systemic changes
to the law and highlighted the need to include representatives of the banking sector
and business community in the ongoing dialogue. FILE also noted that the creation of
a code of ethics for trustees should be considered.
All proposals submitted by the RS government related to the role, work and
compensation of trustees.
The participants agreed that regulating trustee
compensation was a priority issue, as were other items necessary to establish a true
trustee profession.
By the end of October, there were no other significant activities by the working group.
Mr. Nikola Kovacevic of the Ministry of Justice was reportedly drafting the text of
amendments for certain articles of the law. The other three members of the working
group have not been actively involved in this activity.

3. Component Three: Court Administration
A. Development of Case Management Software
FILE’s court administration activities include developing case management software
(CMS) for the courts. CMS will provide the courts with a set of tools significantly
enhancing the efficiency of case processing operations. In particular, CMS can accept
and register cases, assign judges, docket events, and maintain a log of upcoming
events. For the first time, courts will have a systematic way to monitor the progress of
each case, event by event, and to ensure that cases will move forward on schedule
and not get unnecessarily delayed or “lost” in the system.
CMS helps to eliminate duplicate cases through its ability to search records and collate
information. With current backlogs in some courts, there are multiple filings by a
plaintiff against the same defendant over several years, a problem that can be
eliminated through CMS data processing. Moreover, CMS enables courts to schedule
hearings and enforcement actions more effectively. It can be used to identify small
claims and schedule them for “bundled” hearings, allowing a judge to dispose of large
quantities of these claims – which are usually uncontested – in a single hearing.
Service, hearing dates, and even appeal dates can be better organized to reduce the
amount of resources currently needed to address these claims.
The CMS is a modular, event-driven application designed to meet the needs of BiH’s
courts. Modules 1 (case opening functions), 2 (scheduling and tracking of events,

documents and tasks, and work assignment functions), and 9 (case closing functions)
comprise the core engine of the CMS system, and provide the vast majority of
functionality requested by the courts. Production versions of these modules were
delivered in September 2005 by FILE’s software development partner, PING.
Designing the CMS application required staff from FILE, the HJPC, USAID’s JSDP
project, and the courts to determine (1) which case events, by case type (civil,
commercial, criminal, etc.), should by tracked by CMS and (2) which tasks – discrete
assignments that various individuals must complete for a case to move from one event
to the next – should be assigned and monitored. These efforts were critical to data
compilation and CMS design, as they provided foundation for CMS functionality and
efficiency. Thus, considerable effort was expended to ensure that data compilation is
done correctly in the pilot courts. In this regard, court staff continues to be consulted in
the process of loading and testing data tables, and feedback from the court is being
used by FILE to further refine its product.
1. Software Development. At the beginning of the reporting period, the
court administration team focused its resources on completing coding and testing of
Modules 1, 2 and 9 of the CMS. Work continued on loading and testing tables relating
to case processing, and on defining the events, tasks, documents, role definitions and
other data necessary to launch CMS in FILE’s pilot courts.
In early October, FILE met with the HJPC to show the Council how the CMS
application works. In this regard, FILE provided a brief demonstration of some of the
software’s functionality to show how many manual processes have been streamlined
by automation and give Council members a sense of the efficiencies the software can
help create. The meeting also afforded FILE the opportunity to identify some of the
critical changes to case workflow that accompany the transition to automation; FILE is
working closely with the JSDP project to document the workflow changes and
transition from current practice, to streamlined manual processes, to automated
practice. Finally, FILE enlisted the Council’s support, not just for the workflow changes
and automation process, but for the courts themselves, emphasizing that the courts
need to know that the HJPC stands behind them and their efforts to improve practice.
The demonstration and presentation were well received and follow-up meetings with
Council members showed strong support for the CMS application and pilot courts.
During November, the court administration team continued CMS testing and began
training court staff on its use. The testing identified several issues relating to the
application’s technical structure, most notably CMS’ ability to reliably generate various
court forms utilizing information captured in the CMS database. Further testing and
modifications to the application resolved this issue (a matter of compatibility between
the Oracle database and Microsoft Word), as well as other technical issues.
In December, the court administration team deployed the CMS in Mostar Municipal
and Konjic Municipal Courts and completed intensive classroom and one-on-one
training for court staff. Judges training was also well underway in both courts, with
judges in Mostar having completed classroom training and receiving hands-on training
on issues of specific interest.
CMS “went live” in Mostar on a limited basis, with approximately 200 new cases being
entered into the system as and when filed with the court. The system is fully
functional, and all future cases filed in Mostar Municipal Court will be processed
through CMS. Konjic Municipal Court will “go live” in early January 2006.
In preparation for CMS deployment, the court administration team worked with
USAID’s JSDP project in support of the remodeling of Konjic Municipal and Mostar
Municipal Courts. Several issues arose during the remodeling of Mostar Municipal
Court, including the location of power and network connections in relationship to the
placement of workstations. To ensure timely software deployment, FILE installed
temporary wiring measures to provide the required connectivity. These issues and

measures were communicated to JSDP, which should adopt long-term solutions to the
issues.
2. CMS Documentation. To maximize the benefit of, and pave the way
for the transition to, CMS implementation, CMS users require adequate resource
materials describing the systemic and practice changes being introduced by the CMS.
In this regard, FILE and JSDP jointly developed a desk reference manual for CMS
users. FILE completed its sections of the manual and submitted them to JSDP. JSDP
will complete and distribute the manual in January 2006.
3. CMS Training. During November, FILE began training Mostar and
Konjic Municipal Court staff on CMS installation and use. The training was conducted
by a team of six trainers retained as short-term experts for this purpose. The training
team was bolstered by the pro bono services of a short-term expert who provided
training and guidance to the training team, observing, critiquing and, as necessary,
revising the training program to ensure that future installations are efficient and
incorporate lessons learned from the pilot experience.
To conduct CMS training in Mostar Municipal Court and other courts, FILE created a
“mobile classroom” with its own computer resources. The use of a mobile classroom
minimizes interference with the court’s day-to-day activities and eliminates various
dependencies that could otherwise slow down the installation process (e.g.,
dependence on the location of and access to court computers, space limitations,
availability of appropriate software, etc.).
The court administration team also continued to refine its training materials for all
levels of court staff. The refinements allowed FILE to complete the training of court
staff in a significantly shorter period of time, and these gains should continue to be
realized in future trainings (FILE fully expects, however, that certain courts/staff will
require significantly more training than others). The level of existing computer skills
and acceptance of change (working with automation) will be important factors in
determining the amount of time required to train court staff at future courts.
4. Connectivity Issues. Although the mobile classroom has eliminated
many dependencies, CMS training has been hampered by connectivity issues. The
HJPC is pursuing a centralized architecture to support CMS, which requires a wide
area network (WAN) that links all courts to a centralized computing capacity located at
HJPC headquarters. A de-centralized architecture would require having such
computing capacity within each court, with the resulting multiplier of cost,
maintenance, and other support requirements.
HJPC has always envisioned that CIPS will provide the wide area network, and the
HJPC and CIPS have entered into a Memorandum of Understanding pursuant to
which CIPS is to provide connectivity for the courts. During the first testing of
connectivity to Mostar and Konjic Municipal Courts, FILE quickly determined that there
were holes in CIPS connectivity. Specifically, CIPS could not provide reliable access
between the court building in Konjic and the HJPC computing facility.
To date, HJPC has been unable to effectively manage these operational issues with
CIPS, leaving FILE to find its own technical solutions to provide the necessary linkages
from the courts to HJPC’s facilities. For example, FILE established ADSL connections
in Mostar and Konjic Municipal Courts to access CIPS. When the connection to
Mostar experienced periods of slow performance in October, CIPS attributed the
problem to a bad router, which it intended to replace but never did.
Given the continuing performance shortfalls, FILE necessarily re-evaluated its CMS
implementation strategy for pilot and additional courts. FILE relocated computer
equipment from Sarajevo to Mostar and Konjic and installed the CMS in a stand-alone
server environment that is not dependent on the CIPS connection. While this is a

workable solution, it has multiple impacts on CMS deployment, including significant
hardware, licensing and maintenance costs. Installing a stand-alone server in each
court will require in excess of $400,000 for hardware and initial Oracle licenses, and
ongoing maintenance and recurring operating costs will likely exceed $50,000 per
year. If and when CIPS can establish a reliable connection to the courts and a
decision is made to again pursue a centralized database, there may be significant
costs associated with transferring data from local servers to the central server.
The ability to leverage work between courts is also restricted in a stand-alone
environment. In a centralized database environment, updates to data tables can be
entered once and made available to all automated courts. In a stand-alone
environment, the changes have to be implemented separately in each court. As a
result, the HJPC’s ability to produce management statistics and reports could be
compromised – it would require data to be submitted from each individual court and
then compiled into consolidated reports.
Detailed discussions with CIPS management confirmed that while the physical network
components exist to deliver CMS through the WAN, certain portions of the network are
either overburdened by existing application traffic, subject to frequent failure, or
inoperative. FILE and ICITAP will continue to work with HJPC to evaluate long-term
network options for delivering CMS to the courts via a WAN, but for now a local server
strategy will be pursued. This decision has long range implications for CMS and for
HJPC and will be revisited at the end of the pilot court implementations.
5. IT Assistance to HJPC. Effective roll-out of CMS requires knowledge
and management of, and communication about, the introduction of technology to the
courts and resulting changes in court practice. Similarly, effective maintenance of the
CMS system requires a long-term information technology (IT) strategy that addresses
issues such as planning, software development, IT infrastructure management, enduser help desk support, and operational readiness.
As the future “caretaker” of the CMS application, the HJPC needs to have an IT
strategy in place immediately. At HJPC’s request, FILE fielded a pro bono IT expert to
assist the HJPC in developing its strategy and provide training on how to execute the
strategy and manage change to support future needs. The expert’s findings identified
the tactical delivery weaknesses of HJPC’s IT team and outlined recommendations for
correcting those weaknesses. While HJPC’s IT staff greeted the report with
skepticism, HJPC council members and Secretariat staff agreed with FILE’s
assessment and asked that FILE provide IT management assistance. FILE and
USAID have taken this request under advisement.
6. CMS Data Capture. The court administration team continued to
support select courts in capturing backlog data using FILE’s data capture software.
During October, a project was begun in Konjic Municipal and Mostar Municipal Courts
to capture all active cases in preparation for the launch of CMS. Two law volunteers in
Konjic and three in Mostar were hired to augment efforts of court staff in capturing
relevant data. By the end of November, Konjic Municipal Court had captured data
relating to its entire case load (5,616 cases) and Mostar Municipal Court had captured
data on over 18,000 cases (estimated to be 60% of the active case load). Captured
data includes the case number, parties, assigned judge, claims, amounts in dispute,
and current case status.
7. Creation of Enforcement “Auction Center”. Seizure, transportation
and storage of seized assets are problematic. The enforcement divisions of BiH’s
courts typically do not have enough room to warehouse seized property. As a result,
they identify property to be sold, but leave it at the premises of the debtor. It is very
difficult to sell assets on the premises of the debtor, so the lack of storage space
lowers the recovery, while also raising costs and complications by having auctions at
numerous locations.

In response to this issue, FILE recommended the creation of a private sector “auction
center” that can store seized goods, provide information about the goods (through
internet and media publications), and hold regularly scheduled judicial auctions. By
creating a single point of activity for sale of seized property in Sarajevo, the auction
center will help the courts to establish a regular, predictable system of judicial
auctions.
On November 8, 2005, the Bankers Association, Sarajevo Municipal Court, and FILE
executed a Memorandum of Understanding pursuant to which the association and
court will establish a private sector “auction center” that can store seized goods,
provide information about the goods (through internet and media publications), and
hold regularly scheduled judicial auctions. In December, FILE fielded a short-term
expert to work with the association and court to develop an action plan for establishing
and maintaining the auction center.
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1. Background
Chemonics International, Inc. (Chemonics) and its subcontractors, Emerging Markets
Group, Ltd. (EMG) and the National Center for State Courts (NCSC), were selected to
implement USAID’s Fostering an Investment and Lender-Friendly Environment (FILE)
commercial law project in Bosnia-Herzegovina (BiH). The project, which will run
approximately three years, was established to address a variety of commercial law
issues, including bankruptcy and collateral law, court administration, and World Trade
Organization (WTO) accession. Project activities are described more fully in the related
Task Order (TO) and in FILE’s previously submitted workplans.
In June 2005, USAID and Chemonics executed a TO Modification that, among other
things, formally deleted the WTO component from the TO in its entirety and required
FILE to complete all work under the collateral law component (Component One) by June
30, 2005 and adjust project staffing accordingly. FILE’s work is now focused on
bankruptcy (Component Two) and court administration (Component Three), and this
report reflects only activities from those two project components.
The lack of investments and long-term lending is impeding the growth of the private
sector in BiH. It also impedes the country’s recovery from the war and transition from a
command to a market economy. FILE’s bankruptcy component is designed to make the
bankruptcy and liquidation laws and procedures work by providing training and resource
materials to relevant stakeholders (including judges, trustees, lawyers and appraisers),
and by shepherding a number of pilot bankruptcy cases through the judicial process. Its
court administration component is designed to streamline the ability of BiH courts to
adjudicate commercial cases in a timely, predictable, and efficient manner by improving
caseflow management and providing case management software.
Each of the following sections corresponds to a TO component. Within each section,
FILE describes the specific activities undertaken and accomplished during the reporting
period.
2. Component One: Collateral Law
As indicated above, Chemonics and USAID executed a Task Order Modification in June
2005 that, among other things, required FILE to complete all work under the collateral
law component by June 30, 2005. FILE completed its collateral law work in June 2005,
demobilized its expatriate technical specialist, and reassigned its local technical
specialists to support ongoing project components.
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3. Component Two: Bankruptcy Law
A. Introduction
FILE’s bankruptcy’s activities have continued to have notable success over the last
quarter. Specifically, our bankruptcy team has continued to provide technical assistance
to bankruptcy practitioners, including extensive support on numerous, ongoing
bankruptcy cases. In addition, our team successfully tested new auction procedures in
the Livnica liquidation case, generating 32% more in auction proceeds than expected;
conducted intensive preparations for training events; provided ongoing advice and
attended hearings relating to ongoing bankruptcy pilot cases and interventions; and
provided assistance to local organizations interested in promoting bankruptcy. The FILE
team conducted a train-the-trainers program for bankruptcy judges and bankruptcy
training for first and second instance judges; preparing training and user materials
relating to the Bankruptcy Restructuring Model (BRM) and executing training for a focus
group of trustees on the topic. Finally, the team continued to provide technical guidance
on issues arising in its pilot cases and in other bankruptcy cases.
At the same time, the bankruptcy team continued to develop and deliver training
programs and resource materials to bankruptcy practitioners. A summary of FILE’s
training, resource material development, and pilot case activities follows.
This quarter also marked an upturn in media coverage of bankruptcy, with several
articles published about companies and creditors benefiting from bankruptcy. The
highlight was USAID’s dissemination in local newspapers of an article about the
successful reorganization of Unis Tadiv, the first reorganization under BiH’s new
bankruptcy laws. Journalists also reported favorably on developments in other
bankruptcy cases, including Energoinvest TNNO and CAJAVEC Elektromehanika,
writing articles on trustees’ successes and highlighting obstacles to more efficient
implementation of the bankruptcy law.

B. Training Activities
Since its inception, FILE has designed and delivered training programs to develop the
competency and efficiency of bankruptcy professionals. FILE has also worked to identify
a local institution with the potential and capacity to continue such trainings after FILE
closes. In furtherance of this effort, all judicial bankruptcy training programs have been
conducted in conjunction with BiH’s entity-level judicial training centers (JTCs) to
institutionalize the trainings and pave the way for their eventual transfer to the JTCs. In
addition, FILE has also provided copies of its training materials and related training
curricula to the JTCs for use in future training.
During the last quarter, our bankruptcy team has taken key steps to institutionalize
bankruptcy training and prepare for its eventual transfer to the JTCs. On February 13,
2006, FILE conducted a train-the-trainers program in Doboj for five experienced
bankruptcy judges. Each judge had expressed interest in leading future bankruptcy
trainings sponsored by the JTCs; similarly, each had attended FILE’s prior training
sessions and worked closely with FILE on various bankruptcy cases.
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While the session included discussion of some technical issues, the focus was on
providing the future trainers with necessary adult learning, facilitation, and presentation
skills. Participants received copies of training and resource materials previously
developed by FILE, including training curricula and teaching methodologies.
The five judges put their training skills to work on February 23-24, 2006, leading a
training session for other bankruptcy judges, as well as second instance judges, on
bankruptcy issues commonly arising in appellate practice. The session, held in
Sarajevo, was attended by thirty bankruptcy and seven appellate judges, and addressed
topics such as: the different phases of the bankruptcy proceeding; the roles and
relationships of the judge, trustee, creditors’ committee and creditors’ assembly; the
rights of secured creditors and creditors with the right to separate recovery; liquidation of
the bankruptcy estate; distributions; and experiences in reorganization. The training was
very well-received, with participants requesting that additional sessions be held before
FILE closes.
The FILE team also held focus group trainings in Sarajevo and Banja Luka on March 67, 2006 and March 13-14, 2006, respectively, at which it trained thirteen trustees on the
bankruptcy restructuring model (BRM) functionality and use. The BRM was well
received by the focus groups, which also provided helpful feedback that will be
incorporated into the software. Once these updates are complete, country-wide training
of bankruptcy professionals will take place in May 2006.
In addition, the bankruptcy team began preparations for a media roundtable on
bankruptcy, scheduled to be held on April 7, 2006. The roundtable is designed to
educate media on the benefits of, and success stories created through, BiH’s bankruptcy
system. Judges, trustees, labor representatives, and FILE staff will provide insights into
the progress made in implementing BiH’s new bankruptcy laws and describe the impact
achieved through successful reorganizations and liquidations under these laws.
Success stories, bankruptcy pamphlets and similar materials will also be provided to
attendees in a press kit.
Finally, after several delays the Federation Ministry of Justice has begun its formal
certification of trustees. Over 150 persons have applied for certification, and fifteen have
already been examined and certified. Those trustees on “provisional lists” remain
eligible to work on bankruptcy cases. FILE’s training programs have received high praise
from trustees seeking certification, with many indicating that lessons learned in FILE’s
sessions more than adequately prepared them for the certification exam.
C. Resource Materials
Over the past two years, FILE has designed and delivered various training programs and
resource materials to its local partners, in its effort to further develop the competency
and efficiency of bankruptcy professionals. FILE’s efforts have been, and continue to
be, well-received.
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The last quarter has also seen great progress in FILE’s development of resource
materials, both to bankruptcy practitioners and to the public at large. In January, the
bankruptcy team continued to update its Judges’ Benchbook, adding templates of
common judicial orders and decisions. The updated benchbook was distributed to
bankruptcy and appellate judges at the February 23–24, 2006 training session. Several
judges commented on the high quality of the materials and the underlying benefits of
documenting and encouraging best practices.
In addition, FILE’s team continues to seek ways to make resource materials available to
the public at large. The project’s resource and training materials are currently being
posted on the JTCs’ website, thereby becoming available to the broader public. And, to
broaden the market for assets available for sale in bankruptcy, FILE – at the request of
several trustees - has reached agreement with the Foreign Investment Promotion
Agency of BiH (FIPA), pursuant to which FIPA will add bankruptcy content to its website.
The bankruptcy materials will include a description of investment opportunities available
through bankruptcy, a brief explanation of the bankruptcy process, a copy of the bilingual
bankruptcy law developed by FILE, a feature story on investment opportunities
recommended by trustees, and a list of assets available for purchase. Ultimately, its
quality will depend on the continuing submission by trustees of quality information in a
timely and structured manner.
FILE’s work in resource material development is also giving tools to trustees. Our team
previously determined that implementation of BiH’s bankruptcy laws could benefit greatly
from an efficient and simple software tool for trustees. Such a software tool would
generate required reports and assist in modeling reorganization plans and liquidation
strategies. A corporate restructuring application incorporating many of the desired
functionalities was previously developed and deployed in USAID-funded projects in the
Ukraine and in West Bank/Gaza. In Fall 2005, FILE modified and adapted the corporate
restructuring model, creating a bankruptcy restructuring model (BRM) tailored to the
specific needs and legal requirements of BiH bankruptcy practice.
The next phase of BRM development is now underway. In February, short-term experts
finalized a user manual, designed related training materials, and prepared to train a
focus group on the BRM. Such training will took place in early March 2006. Thereafter,
the BRM will be adjusted by integrating the group’s feedback, the user manual and
training materials will be modified accordingly, and a country-wide training of bankruptcy
professionals will take place.
D. Pilot Bankruptcy Cases and Interventions
1. Unis Tadiv
As previously reported, the Unis Tadiv reorganization, which has been approved and
confirmed, marks a key success for FILE and for USAID’s efforts in bankruptcy reform.
This case continues to represent the most successful demonstration to date of
bankruptcy reorganization’s power to salvage productive assets, improve efficiency,
save jobs, and help to revitalize local communities, all in the course of privatizing a stateowned enterprise. Based on the experiences and lessons learned from Tadiv, FILE has
derived, assessed, and formulated approximately forty model solutions, sixteen of which
have already arisen in eleven other bankruptcy cases. This valuable experience
continues to help bankruptcy trustees and judges to recognize situations and issues and
to apply ready-made and replicable model solutions (tested responses), thereby saving
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considerable time and significantly improving the efficiency of bankruptcy proceedings in
BiH.
In December, the new Unis Tadiv company, which will take over all assets of the
bankrupt Tadiv company, was established and its registration papers filed with the court.
However, a series of procedural steps must still be taken for the case to be officially
closed. The major procedural hurdle to closing the case is a perceived conflict between
the bankruptcy law and the company registration law and lack of specific instruction on
how to resolve the conflict.
FILE has been working with the company, its creditors and investor, as well as the
cantonal and municipal courts, to address the registration issue. Unless resolution can
be reached quickly, Tadiv’s reorganization could be at risk. More than four months have
passed since the reorganization plan was approved. Operations continue, but the
company’s margins continue to decrease. The investor, who is also the company’s
primary customer, is only placing “subsistence” orders; he plans to purchase the
controlling share of the new company, once registered, and is minimizing orders until he
takes control. His strategy, however, jeopardizes the company’s ability to meet its
payment requirements under the reorganization plan.
The parties continued to work on registration of the new, successor company in March.
On March 6th, the bankruptcy judge issued a supplemental decision on confirmation of
the reorganization plan, which included the information necessary for registration (e.g.,
company seat, company representative, amount of capital, etc.). This supplemental
decision was announced in the Official Gazette on March 13th, and the deadline for
appeals against the decision expired on March 24th. Three appeals were filed, claiming
that the new company is insufficiently capitalized. The trustee is currently filing his
responses with the court.
Further delays in registration could play havoc with the reorganization plan: labor,
creditors and customers are all troubled by the delay, with workers threatening to picket
in front of the court if the issue is not soon resolved. Similarly, the main customer –
which also intends to acquire a controlling block of shares once the reorganization is
complete - has begun issuing ultimatums, threatening to reduce its orders unless the
situation is quickly resolved.
2. Livnica
Livnica, an iron casting facility from Sarajevo, is a pilot liquidation case. Common BiH
practice in the liquidation process has been to use the public auction procedures
mandated by BiH’s enforcement laws. This three-auction procedure encourages
collusive bidding, discourages attendance by serious bidders, and often results in the
sale of valuable assets for far less than they are worth. At FILE’s urging, new auction
rules were successfully tested in the liquidation of Livnica’s real property in auctions held
in October 2005 and January 2006. At the first auction, two of three lots offered for sale
were sold for 66% more then the appraised value. On January 21, 2006, the third lot
was sold for 32% more than its reserve price. The Sarajevo bankruptcy judge, who
attended the auction, was extremely satisfied with the results and highly praised the new
auction rules.
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Proceeds from the October 2005 sale will cover 23% of approved claims of creditors.
With the addition of proceeds from the January 2006 sale, the creditors’ recovery rate
has increased to 38%. Two real property parcels, comprising the majority of the
company’s operating assets, were offered for sale in March 2006. The bankruptcy team
assisted the trustee in disseminating information about the sale to interested parties. In
addition, FILE arranged for FIPA to publish information about the forthcoming sale on its
website, as part of its effort to market bankruptcy investment opportunities to potential
investors and to attract foreign capital. These parcels failed to sell at prior auction
because bidders were unwilling to offer the reserve price - the minimum bid price set by
the trustee.
Written offers for this remaining property were submitted by March 18th. Livnica’s
creditors committee rejected a bid worth 3.1 million KM, with which creditors might have
recovered 91% of the recognized claims in bankruptcy, instead insisting that the property
should not be sold for less than 4.5 million KM. FILE made clear to the creditors
committee in advance of the auction that it was unrealistic in its expectations and may
have missed a golden opportunity to sell the assets and satisfy creditors’ claims.
A new auction was announced for April 21, 2006, with a reserve price of 3.36 million KM.
The trustee’s and creditor committees’ justification for this price is that it is 30% of the
appraised value; essentially, the number is meaningless. FILE has again voiced its
concern that the reserve price is too high, but will assist the trustee in marketing the
assets to potential investors.
FILE’s intent in Livnica was to conduct a straightforward liquidation demonstrating the
advantages of FILE’s new auction rules. Unfortunately, bad decisions by the trustee and
creditors committee are delaying completion of the liquidation and potentially
undermining its results.
3. Alatnica
Alatnica’s reorganization plan was approved by creditors on December 14, 2006 at a
combined hearing for discussing and voting on the plan. The court confirmed the
reorganization plan on January 17, 2006, and the deadline to file appeals expired in mid
February. Only one appeal was filed by a worker who felt her rights were undermined by
not offering her job in the new company established through bankruptcy. Both the judge
and trustee agreed that there was no legal basis for the appeal.
However, prospects for the successful reorganization of Alatnica significantly diminished
in March. Previously, the trustee drafted a sales contract that was submitted to Zlato,
the buyer under the reorganization plan. One condition in the contract was that Zlato
pay the agreed upon consideration upon executing the contract. Zlato sought a bank
loan to finance the acquisition price, but its loan application was rejected. Without a
loan, Zlato does not have the financial resources to complete the deal. The judge has
called for a creditors' assembly within 30 days. If Zlato fails at that time to provide the
funds needed to purchase Alatnica, the reorganization plan will fail and the company will
likely be liquidated. FILE believes Zlato’s ability to obtain the necessary funds from
other sources within 30 days is minimal.
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4. Energovinvest “TNNO”
Energoinvest, based in Doboj, was the only manufacturer of low-voltage electrical
equipment in the former Yugoslavia, exporting 98% of its output to Serbia and
Montenegro. It once employed 312 skilled workers, but loss of markets after the war led
to mounting debt. Labor unrest over unpaid wages resulted in all production shutting
down, and management filed a bankruptcy petition in October 2004. At the request of
the bankruptcy judge and trustee, FILE has provided advice on numerous issues arising
during the course of the proceedings.
Energoinvest’s experience demonstrates the importance of accurate appraisals in
helping creditors decide correctly whether liquidation or reorganization best serves their
interests. Creditors first voted to liquidate the debtor, based on a flawed appraisal of 8.6
million KM that led them to expect that their 4.4 million KM in approved claims could be
repaid in full by selling the assets. Creditors reversed course, choosing reorganization,
when an accurate appraisal by FILE-trained appraisers showed the liquidation value of
the assets was actually only 1.2 million KM.
FILE assisted the trustee, judge and creditors in formulating a reorganization strategy.
Creditors voted in favor of Energoinvest’s reorganization plan on December 21, 2005.
The plan was confirmed by the court on January 4, 2006. Two appeals were filed within
the statutory deadline, which expired on January 31, 2006. The bankruptcy team
assisted in preparing responses to these appeals, and both appeals were rejected by the
appellate court on March 24th.
This is a very positive development, allowing the bankruptcy judge to proceed with
closing the bankruptcy case. Interestingly, Energoinvest and Unis Tadiv have similar
issues relating to registration of the new, successor company. In Energoinvest,
however, the bankruptcy judge also serves as Doboj’s registry judge, and she has made
clear that she will immediately register the company upon completion of the new
company’s general assembly meeting, which is scheduled for April 26th.
After his appointment, the trustee, with advice and technical assistance from FILE,
restarted production, bringing 86 employees back to work. New markets were identified,
and new contracts for 1.93 million KM were signed. Employee wages and social
contributions have been paid regularly, in full, and prospects are good for increasing
production and hiring more workers.
The reorganization plan, developed with assistance from FILE, provides for the company
to continue operations and employ approximately 80 workers. The workers, at their
election, will also receive cash or equity in satisfaction of their claims. Other creditors
will be repaid approximately 20% of their claims over the next five years. This is
considerably more than they would receive if the company’s assets were sold in
liquidation.
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5. Maglic & Stakorina
FILE received requests for technical assistance last year from Maglic Holding, once the
biggest wood processing conglomerate in Eastern Herzegovina, and nine of its
specialized subsidiaries, which were also in bankruptcy. The project also received a
request from Stakorina, a producer of solid wood furniture organized into five units: a
saw mill and initial processing facility; a final wood processing center; a parquet
manufacturing unit; a furniture unit; and an auto-depot and machinery and equipment
maintenance center.
In consultations with FILE, the trustees realized that these companies complement each
other, and create synergies that enhance the current value of the bankruptcy estate of
each company. They agreed to test the interest of foreign investors in purchasing the
two companies as a package, since the sale of both as a combined wood processing
and manufacturing complex could create the highest value for creditors of both
companies. This creative approach was rewarded by a conditional offer from a Swedish
company, Plena, to buy both companies in bankruptcy for 5.3 - 6.8 million KM, invest an
additional 5.5 - 8 million to upgrade facilities, and employ 300 workers. Plena requested
a long-term, fixed price supply contract, although this term was negotiable.
FILE discussed the request for technical assistance in the reorganizations of Maglic and
Stakornia with USAID due to potential inconsistency with USAID’s market and pricing
strategies and its Cluster Competitiveness Activity (CCA). Due to U.S. Government
restrictions on working with Republika Srpska’s wood industry, the bankruptcy team
ceased in November all activities relating to these bankruptcy cases.
Meanwhile, negotiations between the Swedish company Plena and the RS government
continued, with no major breakthrough being reported by the trustee. Hearings on the
reorganization plan of four Maglic companies took place in mid-November, and the
bankruptcy trustee suggested a public tender for all four companies due to interest from
two international investors: the Italian Arena group and the Swedish Plena group. The
proposal was not accepted by the majority of creditors and a new reorganization plan
was proposed.
In February, FILE received several requests for assistance from the bankruptcy judge
and Maglic’s two trustees. The judge seeks guidance on issues relating to the sale of
the debtor’s real estate holdings in Serbia. Similarly, creditors are expressing concern
about certain actions of one trustee. Privredna banka complained about irregularities in
the bankruptcy proceeding, asking that the trustee be replaced, and requesting that
voting on the draft reorganization plan be postponed. In response, the judge canceled
the voting hearing. Subsequently, the bankruptcy judge, the trustees, and Privredna
banka collectively requested FILE’s involvement on various technical issues.
FILE 's involvement with Maglic remains suspended until policy issues relating to the RS
wood sector are addressed. The bankruptcy team is currently evaluating potential
appropriate interventions and means of limiting FILE technical assistance while
discussions continue with USAID.
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6. Polihem
The Polihem case further demonstrates the success and impact of FILE’s training
efforts. Polihem, as a part of “Soda So Tuzla Holding” was the leading chemical
producer in BiH before the war. At its peak, Polihem generated 120 million KM in annual
sales and employed nearly 1,200 people. Sales and profits diminished after the
company’s privatization, and the company ceased operations in 2000. The company’s
assets and workers sat idle for years. Bankruptcy proceedings were not opened until
after hundreds of workers protested their condition. They and other creditors submitted
claims for over 42 million KM against the company, which had appraised assets of
approximately 12 million KM.
After years of sitting idle, the company’s assets were offered for sale in bankruptcy. This
was processed under the old bankruptcy law since proceedings were opened before the
new laws came into effect. The trustee, a regular participant in FILE’s training sessions,
utilized the project’s advice on selling strategies to maximize sale proceeds and create a
working relationship between the buyer and Polihem employees. Specifically he used
proceeds from the sale of non-operational assets to restart production of organic
chemicals and re-employ over 200 workers, with plans for additional production and
employment. This revitalization and future business prospects attracted the attention of
Organika, the third largest sponge producer in the world. And, following FILE’s advice,
the judge and trustee used the flexibility of the bankruptcy law to create a bidding war
between two interested buyers. Through a series of competitive bids and direct
negotiations orchestrated by the trustee, Organika topped the other bidder, purchasing
Polihem for 10.5 million KM and committing 30 million KM more in investments over a 3
½ year period.
The sale represents a victory for all parties: Organika obtains an experienced producer
of raw materials; Polihem’s 260 skilled workers gain secure jobs; Polihem’s creditors will
receive a reasonable return on their claims once all assets are sold; and the Tuzla
region gains a company that provides jobs and tax revenues, and will invest in new
technologies to improve environmental conditions.
7. CAJAVEC Elektromehanika
Elektromehanika is a well known producer of electrical equipment for the car industry.
The company’s financial condition has continually declined, as liabilities continue to
mount. Bankruptcy proceedings for Elektromehanika were opened in February 2005. In
accordance with the creditors’ instructions, the trustee developed a reorganization plan
that was discussed on December 16, 2005, revised based on comments received at the
hearing, redistributed to creditors, and approved in January 2006.
The reorganization plan assumes that a buyer, currently unidentified, will restart
production in one of the existing production facilities, using the necessary minimum of
equipment and workers. It further assumes that creditors will be paid from sales
proceeds after production is restarted and requires the buyer to continue operating
Elektromehanika’s core business for at least two years and employ an “optimum”
number of workers. The plan fails to provide details on the percentage of claims that
creditors will be paid, but calls for realization within two years.
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FILE believes that the plan fails to answer two main questions that are relevant for
creditors: when their claims will be paid and in what amount. It is not an appropriate
model for other reorganizations; instead, it puts off the hard decisions required in
bankruptcy and unduly delays the creditors’ realization of claims. Certain aspects of the
reorganization plan could be reworked and developed into a model for a limited number
of insolvent companies; however, the proposed plan incorporates elements that go
beyond good practice, making the outcome dependent on future, unknown and
unidentified events. FILE does not support this practice.
8. Bosna Express
Bosna Express is a key player in passenger transportation services due to its location
and route licenses. Currently, the company has 92 licensed routes (local, regional,
country-wide and international). It has incurred losses to maintain these licenses, which
may have been avoided if the trustee had heeded FILE’s earlier advice to terminate
excess workforce. An auction for the sale of all assets and associated rights was held on
November 21, 2005. The auction failed, however, because all three bidders placed
conditions on their bids, which was not allowable under the auction rules.
An auction for the sale of all assets and associated rights was held on November 21,
2005. The auction failed, however, because all three bidders placed conditions on their
bids, which was not allowable under the auction rules. The Creditors’ then pushed the
trustee to sell the assets anyway and suggested the company be reorganized based on
one of the bids. The deepening conflict between the committee and trustee led to a
FILE-brokered agreement that the general assembly of creditors determine the future
course of proceedings.
The general assembly met on January 12, 2006, rejected the reorganization option, and
instructed the trustee to hold another auction on or before February 14, 2006. FILE
advised the trustee and the Creditors Committee on appropriate auction procedures, and
they agreed to follow the procedures FILE developed and successfully implemented in
the sales of Livnica’s property (see above). The result was the sale of Bosna Express’s
assets in February to Centrotrans of Sarajevo for 2,600,100 KM. Creditors in the highest
payment rank will be repaid 100% and others will be repaid between 60-70% of their
claims.
Centrotrans paid the purchase price deposit, but never released the funds due to
questions about Bosna Express’ ability to transfer the route licenses. The deadline for
payment expired on March 16th, which passed without Centrotrans releasing the funds.
Ultimately, Centrotrans will not pay until the trustee registers it as a new “subcontractor”
for the route licenses.
A creditors’ assembly is scheduled for April 26, 2006, during which other solutions for
Bosna Express will be discussed.
9. Alhos
Alhos was a garment and textile company that ultimately ended up in bankruptcy. The
bankruptcy team has worked with the judge and trustee for the past several months,
providing advice on various issues and helping to structure auction rules for sale of
company assets. In March, Alhos’ land and buildings were sold to Dnevni Avaz for 4.7
million KM, using auction rules developed by FILE. These sales proceeds are sufficient
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to cover 47% of recognized claims against the company, with movable assets still to be
sold.
10.
Podgradci - Postscript
FILE identified “Podgradci,” a wood processing company in Gornji Podgradci, as a
potential pilot case in February 2005, based on the recommendations of the RS Ministry
for the Economy, the chief bankruptcy judge in Banja Luka, several different trustees
with experience in the wood-processing industry, and other RS wood industry experts.
After significant research, FILE recommended and USAID approved Podgradci as a pilot
case in March 2005. FILE’s role ended in April 2005 when the petitioning creditor, under
pressure by the RS government, filed a written request to withdraw its petition. The
government appointed new management, replaced the representative of the stateowned capital in the shareholders’ assembly, and met with stakeholders to develop a
plan for resolving Podgradci’s insolvency outside of bankruptcy.
FILE’s Chief of Party and the USAID CTO held a meeting with the RS Minister of
Economy on April 25, 2005 to discuss the government’s reversal of its previous
commitment to support Podgradci as a pilot bankruptcy case. The Minister made it clear
that the RS government preferred to provide local government and Podgradci’s new
management an opportunity to restructure the company outside bankruptcy. The change
in the RS government's position from actively supporting Podgradci’s bankruptcy to
actively discouraging it led to the decision, taken in collaboration with USAID, to
discontinue further efforts on the company’s behalf.
Since FILE's withdrawal, no progress has been made in implementing the RS
government's plan to resolve the insolvency outside of bankruptcy; no debt has been
restructured, and no new investments attracted. The worsening situation was confirmed
by the RS Chamber Commerce, which indicated that production had decreased below
2004 levels. The Government's only intervention was to approve a special privatization
program for sale of its shares. The deadline for offers expired on January 18, 2006, with
no expressions of interest.
In March, Podgradci’s workers requested dismissal of the company’s supervisory board
and general manager. According to a March 14 article in “Glas Srpske,” the company
now owes over 1.5 million KM to its workers, who have not been paid for over four years.
E. Other Activities
1. Bankruptcy Related Law(s)
A draft law on financial restructuring was rejected at the Federal Government’s Session
on January 19, 2006. A similar law has been drafted in the RS and is awaiting review by
the RS Ministries of Justice and Finance before being submitted to the RS Government.
Due to the current “crisis” in the RS Government, it is unlikely that the draft law will be a
priority in the near future.
The goal of these draft laws is to avoid bankruptcy by offering distressed companies
another opportunity for out-of-court restructuring.
The proposed legislation is
fundamentally flawed, however, as it offers no realistic or legally enforceable
mechanisms for accurately determining the number and value of creditor claims, and no
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mechanism for forcing creditors to compromise their claims. Pursuing such legislation
will undermine the efficacy of bankruptcy.
2. Bankruptcy Data Collection
FILE continued to collect information on the number of bankruptcy cases filed since the
new laws came into effect and the status of such cases in proceedings. This information
will be reported in detail as part of FILE’s Performance Monitoring Plan. A summary of
the number of cases filed in each bankruptcy division, sorted by the party filing the
petition is provided in Annex 1.
3. Embassy Presentation
On January 30, 2006, FILE provided a bankruptcy presentation to Embassy and USAID
officials. The presentation described project objectives and successes, reviewed the
ongoing dilemma and economic impact of corporate insolvency, illustrated how
bankruptcy can be used to effectively address insolvency, and examined constraints that
currently prevent bankruptcy from being utilized to its fullest effect.
4. Component Three: Court Administration
A. Court Administration
In December 2005, the court administration team deployed FILE’s case management
software (CMS) in Mostar Municipal and Konjic Municipal Courts and trained judges and
court staff on its use. CMS “went live” in Mostar and Konjic in December 2005 and
January 2006, respectively.
During the next few months, the court administration team continued to provide technical
support to the staff of these two pilot courts, helping them adjust to using CMS as part of
their daily work. FILE also used this initial deployment phase to continue refining court
processes to better align them with the capabilities of CMS. All incoming cases in each
court are now being processed through CMS.
A ceremony was held on February 2nd at Mostar and Konjic Municipal Courts to mark
their automation, with the USAID Mission Director and US Ambassador providing
introductory remarks. The ceremony was conducted jointly with USAID’s JSDP and the
High Judicial and Prosecutorial Council (HJPC), giving USAID the opportunity to
showcase the accomplishments of both projects in these courts.
Additionally, FILE began training staff of its third and final pilot court, Capljina Municipal
Court, on CMS utilization and CMS installation took place in February.
Several bugs have been detected during this initial deployment stage. These bugs are
being chronicled, sorted into relevant categories (IT, legal, administrative, etc.), and
addressed by the relevant subject matter expert. The fixes are then communicated to
the court staff and related training provided.
The largest remaining hurdle to successful implementation is not software-related,
however, but results from the parallel processing of older cases under prior, manual
practices and new cases under CMS. The parallel procedures currently place an
additional burden on intake and registry staff (the effect on judges is minimal); as a
result, they are reluctant to fully embrace CMS. FILE, in conjunction with the pilot
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courts, is exploring ways to fully integrate older cases into CMS as and when the next
case processing step in each such case occurs.
In addition, FILE worked with USAID and the High Judicial and Prosecutorial Council
(HJPC) to determine the additional courts to be automated prior to FILE’s closure.
1. Software Development
During January and February, FILE continued to refine software functionality based
upon the experiences and input of users within the pilot courts. For example, case types
and phases were further differentiated, allowing court staff and management to more
readily track events, tasks and actions relating to the specific phase of each case. This
modification was coded, tested and implemented in February.
At the same time, FILE staff identified and pursued several functionality improvements
from the original software design, such as a process to close and re-start repetitive
phases within a case. The original design contemplated a “one phase per case”
structure common in European courts; change was necessary, however, to reflect
current BiH systems and practices. Additional functionality changes have been identified
and will be evaluated for inclusion in future CMS releases. System review meetings were
held in Konjic and Mostar Municipal Courts to gain insight from key court staff regarding
functionality they believe would enhance the productivity of CMS. PING, FILE’s software
development subcontractor, has submitted a bid to complete coding and testing of the
additional functionality and provide maintenance services until FILE closes.
2. Deployment of CMS to Pilot Courts
During the quarter, the court administration team conducted formal training activities in
all three pilot courts - Mostar, Konjic, and Capljina Municipal Courts. In addition to
classroom training, individual training sessions were held for staff with special learning
needs or whose schedules did not allow them to attend scheduled training sessions.
The court administration team has now completed formal training in all three pilot courts.
As noted above, FILE continued to provide technical support to the staff of all three
courts and thus training staff remain in the courts to provide technical support on an as
needed basis, addressing specific questions and concerns as they arise. CMS trainers
will be available for the remainder of the project term to provide continuing support to all
three pilot courts.
In addition, FILE continued to refine its training materials and training curriculum,
completing revisions to the CMS User’s Manual. Theses revisions were reviewed with
key members of the pilot courts and HJPC to ensure that they adequately reflect user
needs.
Efforts also focused on finalizing entry of all backlog cases into the CMS application in
all three pilot courts. FILE is funding the short-term services of five data entry clerks (3
in Mostar and 2 in Konjic) to assist the courts in entering all such cases into the CMS
database.
3. Deployment of CMS to Additional Courts
FILE has previously identified several shortcomings in terms of the hardware and
communications infrastructures needed to support CMS, which limit the number of
courts in which CMS can be effectively deployed and maintained. In particular, HJPC
has pursued a centralized architecture to support CMS, which requires a wide area
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network (WAN) that links all courts to centralized, software application and database
servers located at HJPC. The CIPS system is supposed to provide the WAN for the
courts, but has been unable to provide reliable connectivity between the pilot courts and
HJPC headquarters. As a result, FILE has been operating CMS in a stand-alone
environment in each of its three pilot courts (the software can be used in either a
centralized or stand-alone environment). As stated in previous reports, the CIPS
infrastructure, if properly maintained, is capable of providing a reliable connection to
most, if not all, courts in BiH. Currently, however, CIPS is not adequately maintaining
the network. As a result, it has been unable to provide a reliable connection between
the HJPC and the pilot CMS courts.
Providing reliable connectivity was one of HJPC’s major obligations in the draft MOU.
Given its problems in doing so, HJPC expressed reservations about deploying the
software into multiple courts. After several meetings and discussions, culminating with a
meeting on February 20, 2006, HJPC stated its desire to limit the future deployment of
CMS to a small number of large courts. This desire was documented in its February 21,
2006 letter in which HJPC insisted that FILE “deploy [CMS] in a limited number of larger
courts where a reliable CIPS link to the HJPC centralized server can be
established,” and recommended the commercial divisions of Sarajevo Municipal Court
and Banja Luka Basic Court.
In subsequent discussions, HJPC, USAID and FILE agreed that FILE would conduct a
CMS readiness assessment of Sarajevo Municipal and Banja Luka Basic Courts to
determine if, in fact, these courts were viable candidates for automation. Discussions
also centered on automating a limited number of divisions, rather than the entirety, of
each court.
FILE and HJPC jointly conducted the readiness assessment in early March, concluding
that both courts were appropriate candidates for automation. Successful implementation
is dependent, however, on HJPC meeting critical technical support requirements and
being able to provide sustainable communication links between the courts and the
server facility at the HJPC.
USAID, HJPC, and Chemonics/FILE discussed HJPC’s request at length, and all agreed
that automating the commercial divisions of the Sarajevo and Banja Luka courts in lieu
of 20 smaller courts was the optimal technical solution. After further discussion with
USAID and in accordance with FAR 52.243-07 Notification of Changes (Apr 1984),
Chemonics therefore sent a notification of change letter to the project’s Contracting
Officer (CO), requesting a change in quantity for one of the deliverables of FILE’s Task
Order (TO). Specifically, the Court Administration and Case Management component of
the TO, as amended, currently requires that FILE:
“…select (in close coordination with HJPC) and automate at least an additional
twenty first instance or second instance courts.”
Chemonics requested that the contract language be amended to require FILE to
“…automate at least an additional two first instance or second instance courts,” in
accordance with HJPC’s request and the CMS reality on the ground.
Chemonics is confident that the change from automating 20 smaller courts throughout
the country to the two largest courts in the country can be done within the existing
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parameters of the TO. The tasks are essentially equal. Automating a large number of
smaller courts requires multiple CMS deployments affecting a limited number of users,
with significant expenditures on logistical support. Comparatively, automating the two
largest courts affects a higher number of CMS users (i.e., court staff), with greater
emphasis on training than logistics. Further, it allows for the effective use of train-thetrainers methodologies due to user concentration, thus facilitating future CMS usage and
deployment. Consequently this change would not entail any cost adjustments or
extension of the TO.
4. Creation of Enforcement “Auction Center”
The working group for establishing the auction center met several times in February,
making significant progress in startup activities.
The formal incorporation and
registration of the center was completed in February. In addition, advertisements were
published and candidates were sought for the position of the center’s director
(applications were accepted through March 8th). Bids were also solicited for
warehousing and office space.
The working group reviewed director applications and analyzed proposed office and
warehouse space, and will make recommendations on appropriate candidates and sites.
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Annex 1:

Summary of number of cases filed in each bankruptcy division
(sorted by the party filing the petition)

Cases filed (2003-2005)
Creditor Debtor Liquidator
0
2
5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Livno
Orasje
Siroki Brijeg
Gorazde
Travnik
Bihac
Zenica
Mostar
Sarajevo
Tuzla
Total FBiH

0
3
2
0
6
6
6
3
12
7
45

0
0
0
0
2
4
3
10
16
22
57

0
0
0
3
1
0
2
2
5
3
16

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
3
3
8
15

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
0
3

Total
7
0
0
3
2
3
10
10
11
19
38
40
136

11
12
13
14
15

Doboj
Trebinje
Bijeljina
Sokolac
Banja Luka
Total RS

5
0
12
28
42
87

13
22
18
37
65
155

1
0
4
0
11
16

1
1
4
0
6
12

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

20
23
38
65
124
270

132
32%

214
52%

37
9%

27
7%

0
0%

3
1%

413
100%

1

Brcko

Total BiH
%

Workers
0

Tax/SF
0

State
0
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1. Background
Chemonics International, Inc. (Chemonics) and its subcontractors, Emerging Markets
Group, Ltd. (EMG) and the National Center for State Courts (NCSC), were selected to
implement USAID’s Fostering an Investment and Lender-Friendly Environment (FILE)
commercial law project in Bosnia-Herzegovina (BiH). The project, which will run for three
years, was originally established to address a variety of commercial law issues, including
bankruptcy and collateral law, court administration, and World Trade Organization
(WTO) accession. Project activities are described more fully in the related Task Order
(TO) and in FILE’s previously submitted workplans.
In June 2005, USAID and Chemonics executed a TO Modification that, among other
things, formally deleted the WTO component from the TO in its entirety and required
FILE to complete all work under the collateral law component (Component One) by June
30, 2005 and adjust project staffing accordingly. FILE’s work is now focused on
bankruptcy (Component Two) and court administration (Component Three), and this
report reflects only activities from those two project components.
The lack of investments and long-term lending is impeding the growth of the private
sector in BiH. It also impedes the country’s recovery from the war and transition from a
command to a market economy. FILE’s bankruptcy component is designed to make the
bankruptcy and liquidation laws and procedures work by providing training and resource
materials to relevant stakeholders (including judges, trustees, lawyers and appraisers),
and by shepherding a number of pilot bankruptcy cases through the judicial process. Its
court administration component is designed to streamline the ability of BiH courts to
adjudicate commercial cases in a timely, predictable, and efficient manner by improving
caseflow management and providing case management software.
Each of the following sections corresponds to a TO component. Within each section,
FILE describes the specific activities undertaken and accomplished during the reporting
period.
2. Component One: Collateral Law
As indicated above, Chemonics and USAID executed a Task Order Modification in June
2005 that, among other things, required FILE to complete all work under the collateral
law component by June 30, 2005. FILE completed its collateral law work in June 2005,
demobilized its expatriate technical specialist, and reassigned its local technical
specialists to support ongoing project components.
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3. Component Two: Bankruptcy Law
A. Introduction
FILE’s bankruptcy’s activities have continued to have notable success over the last
quarter. Specifically, our bankruptcy team has continued to provide technical assistance
to bankruptcy practitioners, including extensive support on numerous, ongoing
bankruptcy cases. In addition, our team successfully finalized the sale of remaining
assets in the Livnica liquidation case, generating 39% more in auction proceeds than
expected; conducted intensive preparations for training events; provided ongoing advice
and attended hearings relating to ongoing bankruptcy pilot cases and interventions; and
provided assistance to local organizations interested in promoting bankruptcy.
Our team also held a media roundtable during the quarter to inform the media of
“success stories” achieved through bankruptcy since the new laws took effect in 2003;
prepared for a May 17, 2006 bankruptcy conference; and worked to finalize its
Bankruptcy Restructuring Model (BRM) software for delivery to trustees.
The FILE team conducted a train-the-trainers program for bankruptcy trustees; two
training sessions on the Bankruptcy Restructuring Model (BRM) for a focus group of
trustees on the topic; and a roundtable for journalists to educate them on the role of
bankruptcy in modernizing BiH’s economy. Finally, the team continued to provide
technical guidance on issues arising in its pilot cases and in other bankruptcy cases. A
summary of FILE’s training, resource material development, and pilot case activities
follows below.

B. Bankruptcy Conference
The main event this quarter for the FILE Bankruptcy Team was the Bankruptcy
Conference conducted in Sarajevo. On May 17, 2006, over 130 judges, trustees,
bankers, labor union representatives, government officials, investors, consultants, and
law professors attended a conference organized by FILE and the Foreign Investment
Promotion Agency (FIPA) on the bankruptcy system in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The
conference, entitled “Bankruptcy: Building a Better Economy” was designed (a) to
summarize the current status of the bankruptcy system, (b) to identify ways in which it
does not yet function well, (c) to explore the likely causes of those deficiencies, and (d)
to exchange thoughts on how problems with the system might be solved. A major
purpose of the conference was to provide an opportunity for bankruptcy stakeholders to
meet each other, to hear their respective views on the bankruptcy system, and to begin
or develop relationships through which they can continue to cooperate in creating a
system that efficiently processes the claims of creditors against insolvent companies and
returns unproductive capital assets to the main stream of the economy. USAID FILE’s
objective was for the conference to provide the impetus for a sustained and multidisciplined process of improving the structure and increasing the use of the bankruptcy
system.
Various conference participants mentioned more and better education — broad public
education as well as targeted outreach to specific interest groups — as a potential
solution to various of problems, including failure to file, attracting more and better
qualified investors, getting skilled support professionals involved in bankruptcy,
correcting inaccurate cultural attitudes, building support for amendments to the laws, and
helping government officials and politicians understand the role bankruptcy can play in
revitalizing the BiH economy.
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All conference participants came to the same basic conclusion: thanks to the hard work
of the judges, trustees, appraisers, and other professionals and stakeholders, solid
progress has been made in less than three years using the new bankruptcy system.
FILE has helped to develop the technical capacity of stakeholders and institutions tasked
with implementing the law and to help demonstrate how these laws can be effectively
used to address insolvency. They have achieved remarkable success given their point
of departure. The average time to process cases has dropped from five years under the
previous law to less than two under the current laws. Creditor claims are being paid at
rates equal or better to recovery rates in similarly situated countries. And moribund
companies have been returned to active participation in the economy through
reorganization, providing new and better jobs to workers and increasing the flow of
money through the economy. By providing manuals and bench books on the law for
trustees and judges together with reorganization software and other software, FILE has
played an important role in making this result possible.
Despite this notable progress, much remains to be done. The participants in the May 17
Conference have expressed a desire to continue with the work of creating and
developing a bankruptcy system that will help BiH realize its economic potential as
quickly as possible. In particular, they repeatedly expressed the view that public
education is the single most important strategy for bringing about desired changes in the
use and operation of the bankruptcy system. As more people understand that
bankruptcy can help not only the economy in general but workers in particular, popular
support will emerge for efforts to get cases filed, attract investors, compensate trustees
properly, develop a professional infrastructure, and make the suggested changes to the
law.
In addition to general education, different speakers and roundtable groups stressed the
importance of targeting education and information to specific stakeholder groups such as
workers, bankers, investors, and people active in support professions. Most importantly,
several people from different stakeholder groups stated their willingness to participate in
working groups to develop strategies and action plans for improving and increasing
understanding of the bankruptcy system. Through such working groups, judges,
trustees, labor leaders, lawyers, bankers, appraisers, government officials, investors,
financial analysts, and other stakeholders can work together to (a) deepen their
respective understandings of the constraints and challenges to the existing system, (b)
analyze the likely causes of these problems, (c) assess the probable impact of potential
solutions, (d) devise a plan of action, and (e) help implement a plan of action.
The “Building a Better Economy” Conference Report summarizes all conclusions made
and recommendations given to achieve the main goal of the conference.

C. Training Activities
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Since its inception, FILE has designed and delivered training programs to develop the
competency and efficiency of bankruptcy professionals. FILE has also worked to identify
a local institution with the potential and capacity to continue such trainings after FILE
closes. In furtherance of this effort, all judicial bankruptcy training programs have been
conducted in conjunction with BiH’s entity-level judicial training centers (JTCs) to
institutionalize the trainings and pave the way for their eventual transfer to the JTCs. In
addition, FILE has also provided copies of its training materials and related training
curricula to the JTCs for use in future training.
During the last quarter, our bankruptcy team has taken key steps to institutionalize
bankruptcy training, including holding a “train the trainers” workshop for bankruptcy
trustees in Banja Luka and Sarajevo on June 13th and 15th 2006, aimed at educating
the most talented bankruptcy trustees to continue training and education efforts after
FILE’s mandate expires. In total, 24 trustees from Bosnia attended these trainings and
learned about teaching skills that would be used in further education of adults. The
training included suggestions and tips on teaching/lecturing; practical examples and
experiences; qualitative and unconventional approaches to lecturing; development of an
organizational plan; communication with participants; facilitating exchange of knowledge
and experiences; tips on how to handle difficult and sensitive situations and questions;
preparation of trainings; introduction of modern adult education methods; introduction of
techniques in implementation of bankruptcy laws; and the activities necessary for
organization of a seminar. The 24 trustees that completed this workshop are aware of
their responsibility to undertake a major effort educate bankruptcy professionals and are
willing to do it.
On April 7, 2006 FILE held a roundtable for journalists to educate them on the role of
bankruptcy in modernizing BiH’s economy. An overview of the law, its practical
implementation, trends in bankruptcy practice, social perspectives on bankruptcy
implementation, and practical examples of positive experiences in bankruptcy were
presented by FILE staff and a panel of local experts including judges, trustees and trade
union representatives. The session was attended by twelve media representatives,
many of whom subsequently wrote positive articles about bankruptcy.
The roundtable also served to inform the media of “success stories” achieved through
bankruptcy since the new laws took effect in 2003. In this regard, participants were
provided with a press kit that included, among other things, a compilation of success
stories detailing how several companies had been saved through reorganization and
how assets of many other companies were being put back to productive use – and new
jobs and opportunities being created - through bankruptcy liquidation. Journalists were
most interested in the reorganization of Unis Tadiv, one of FILE’s pilot cases (see
below). As a result of the conference, televised media reports lauding the positive
impact of bankruptcy were aired, and favorable articles subsequently ran in print media.
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The FILE team also held two training sessions on BRM in May. These sessions
extremely successful primarily due to the very enthusiastic approach of the 43
participants. Between the March Focus Group training and the May trainings trustees
had already begun to use the BRM for their bankruptcy cases. Key comments gathered
from the training evaluation sheets included: “BRM makes things easier and streamlines
the activities of bankruptcy trustees to the schedule as prescribes by the Law; the BRM
model is very useful and enables time saving and decreases the possibility of mistakes;
the BRM is completely adjusted to the work of bankruptcy trustees and to bankruptcy
proceeding.”
Lastly, on May 09, 2006 FILE delivered a lecture on the Bankruptcy Law at the Law
Faculty in Banja Luka. This presentation on experiences achieved in the implementation
of the Bankruptcy Law in Bosnia and the comparison with the developed bankruptcy
system in the United States was attended by over 120 students of the Economic and
Law Faculties. After the training, a group of professors asked whether USAID could help
provide more foreign professors and experts for single lectures or teaching classes.
FILE subsequently contacted Mr. John Stocker of the Sarajevo Graduate School of
Business (SGSB). He confirmed that it would be possible to arrange the occasional
lecture in Banja Luka and that the SGSB would be open to explore possible ways of
cooperating with Banja Luka professors. Mr. Stocker and other representatives of
Sarajevo Business School are coming to Banja Luka early July 2006, and the
Bankruptcy Team has arranged for the Banja Luka professors to meet with them and
develop a plan for the fall 2006 semester.
D. Resource Materials
Over the past two years, FILE has designed and delivered various training programs and
resource materials to its local partners, in its effort to further develop the competency
and efficiency of bankruptcy professionals. FILE’s efforts have been, and continue to
be, well-received.
FILE has previously developed and distributed many resource materials to bankruptcy
practitioners, including a judges’ benchbook, trustees’ manual, bilingual bankruptcy law,
model solutions to common issues arising in bankruptcy practice, and others. During
April, the bankruptcy team updated these resource materials, and these were distributed
to all attendees of the May 2006 Bankruptcy Conference.
FILE’s team also continues to seek ways to make resource materials available to the
public at large. As of May 2006 copies of FILE’s training and resource materials can be
found on the website for BiH’s Judicial and Prosecutorial Training Center, at
www.rs.cest.gov.ba and www.fbih.cest.gov.ba. Similarly, information on assets available
for sale through bankruptcy can be found on the website for the Foreign Investment
Promotion Agency (FIPA), at www.fipa.ba. These materials include a description of
investment opportunities available through bankruptcy, a brief explanation of the
bankruptcy process, a copy of the bilingual bankruptcy law developed by FILE, a feature
story on investment opportunities recommended by trustees, and a list of assets
available for purchase. Ultimately, its quality will depend on the continuing submission
by trustees of quality information in a timely and structured manner
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FILE’s work in resource material development is also giving tools to trustees. Our team
previously determined that implementation of BiH’s bankruptcy laws could benefit greatly
from an efficient and simple software tool for trustees. Such a software tool would
generate required reports and assist in modeling reorganization plans and liquidation
strategies. A corporate restructuring application incorporating many of the desired
functionalities was previously developed and deployed in USAID-funded projects in the
Ukraine and in West Bank/Gaza. In Fall 2005, FILE modified and adapted the corporate
restructuring model, creating a bankruptcy restructuring model (BRM) tailored to the
specific needs and legal requirements of BiH bankruptcy practice.
The BRM is now a software tool tailored to the specific needs and legal requirements of
BiH bankruptcy practice. In February 2006, short-term experts finalized a user manual,
designed related training materials, and prepared to train a focus group on the BRM.
Focus group training took place in March, with feedback from the training being used to
improve the software in April. The related user manual and training materials were also
updated in April. Updated BRM and resource materials were distributed to a broader
group of trustees during the upcoming BRM training sessions in May. The latest version
of the BRM (and Manual) and related training materials can be obtained upon request
from FILE.
The cooperation with local university faculties, described above, will be continued in the
future. FILE’s proposal to draft Bankruptcy Curricula for students was positively
accepted by professors of the Economic and Law Faculties at both Universities, and the
final curriculum was delivered to USAID on June 30.
The Bankruptcy Creditors’ Manual was also delivered to USAID on June 30. This
represents a new FILE resource material and as soon as translation of this material is
completed the manual for creditors will be placed on the BiH’s Judicial and Prosecutorial
Training Centers websites, at www.rs.cest.gov.ba and www.fbih.cest.gov.ba
E. Pilot Bankruptcy Cases and Interventions
1. Unis Tadiv
As previously reported, the Unis Tadiv reorganization, which has been approved and
confirmed, marks a key success for FILE and for USAID’s efforts in bankruptcy reform.
This case continues to represent the most successful demonstration to date of
bankruptcy reorganization’s power to salvage productive assets, improve efficiency,
save jobs, and help to revitalize local communities, all in the course of privatizing a stateowned enterprise. Based on the experiences and lessons learned from Tadiv, FILE has
derived, assessed, and formulated approximately forty model solutions, sixteen of which
have already arisen in eleven other bankruptcy cases. This valuable experience
continues to help bankruptcy trustees and judges to recognize situations and issues and
to apply ready-made and replicable model solutions (tested responses), thereby saving
considerable time and significantly improving the efficiency of bankruptcy proceedings in
BiH.
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In December, the new Unis Tadiv company, which will take over all assets of the
bankrupt Tadiv company, was established and its registration papers filed with the court.
A series of procedural hurdles originally prevented the case from officially closing, with
the major hurdle being registration of the new, successor company created through
bankruptcy. This hurdle was finally cleared in April, with the new company being
registered on April 25th.
FILE is pleased to report that after a 20-month bankruptcy proceeding the reorganization
is proceeding as planned and the case is expected to be closed in July 2006.
On June 14, 2006 German company, Graewe, and workers of Tadiv signed a contract
that sets forth the details of Graewe’s takeover of the company, and on the following day
the Creditors’ Committee had its meeting to give their consent to this contract. The
contract stipulates that all of the workers will be employed by Graewe starting July 1,
2006, the necessary assets to organize the production process will be transferred to
Graewe and Graewe will pay monthly payments to the new Unis Tadiv Co., to cover the
debt repayment plan of the company.
2. Livnica
Livnica, an iron casting facility from Sarajevo, is a pilot liquidation case. Common BiH
practice in the liquidation process has been to use the public auction procedures
mandated by BiH’s enforcement laws. This three-auction procedure encourages
collusive bidding, discourages attendance by serious bidders, and often results in the
sale of valuable assets for far less than they are worth. At FILE’s urging, new auction
rules were successfully tested in the liquidation of Livnica’s real property in auctions held
in October 2005 and January 2006. At the first auction, two of three lots offered for sale
were sold for 66% more then the appraised value. On January 21, 2006, the third lot
was sold for 32% more than its reserve price. The Sarajevo bankruptcy judge, who
attended the auction, was extremely satisfied with the results and highly praised the new
auction rules.
Proceeds from the October 2005 sale will cover 23% of approved claims of creditors.
With the addition of proceeds from the January 2006 sale, the creditors’ recovery rate
has increased to 38%. Two real property parcels, comprising the majority of the
company’s operating assets, were offered for sale in March 2006. The bankruptcy team
assisted the trustee in disseminating information about the sale to interested parties. In
addition, FILE arranged for FIPA to publish information about the forthcoming sale on its
website, as part of its effort to market bankruptcy investment opportunities to potential
investors and to attract foreign capital. These parcels failed to sell at prior auction
because bidders were unwilling to offer the reserve price - the minimum bid price set by
the trustee.
A new auction was set for April 21, 2006, with a reserve price of 3.36 million KM. Instead
Lot 4 sold for 4,700,000 KM. The total proceeds from the sale of the bankruptcy estate
amounts to 6,680,000 KM and the total recognized debt is 5,400,000KM. Thus,
depending on the outcome of the litigation described below, the creditors of Livnica will
receive 100% recovery of their claims and the shareholders would get the difference
once all taxes are paid.
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The investor that purchased Lot 4 has filed a law suit against Livnica for the difference
between 3,550,000 KM (the minimum auction bid) and 4,700,000 KM (the winning bid).
This investor claims that the second bidder’s bid (4,600,000KM) was procedurally flawed
and caused him to overbid. The investor argues that the second bidder should not have
been allowed to participate in the auction because they were late with the payment of
required deposit. FILE has just received a copy of the appeal and our team is examining
it. The judge has decided in favor of the plaintiff and Livnica has lost the first part of this
case, which means that the amount of 1,150,000KM is blocked and cannot be
distributed. Our team has assisted Livnica’s attorney in filing an appeal against that
decision. We expect the appellate court to review this case in September and to find in
favor of Livnica.
FILE’s intent in Livnica was to conduct a straightforward liquidation demonstrating the
advantages of FILE’s new auction rules. Unfortunately, bad decisions by the trustee and
creditors committee are delaying completion of the liquidation and potentially
undermining its results.
3. Alatnica
Alatnica’s reorganization plan was approved by creditors on December 14, 2005 at a
combined hearing for discussing and voting on the plan. The court confirmed the
reorganization plan on January 17, 2006, and the deadline to file appeals expired in mid
February. Only one appeal was filed by a worker who felt her rights were undermined by
not offering her job in the new company established through bankruptcy. Both the judge
and trustee agreed that there was no legal basis for the appeal.
However, prospects for the successful reorganization of Alatnica significantly diminished
in March. Previously, the trustee drafted a sales contract that was submitted to Zlato,
the buyer under the reorganization plan. One condition in the contract was that Zlato
pay the agreed upon consideration upon executing the contract. Zlato sought a bank
loan to finance the acquisition price, but its loan application was rejected. Without a
loan, Zlato did not have the financial resources to complete the deal.
A new interested buyer emerged in June 2006: F.R.T. doo (established by local
company Omnicom and and Slovenian company FIRST-Rototehnika). A Creditors’
Assembly session is scheduled for July 10, 2006 and the trustee will inform creditors
about Zlato’s failure to obtain money and about the alternative solution for the company.
A FIRST Rototehnika is one of Alatnica’s clients and F.R.T. is offering KM 880,884
(Zlato offered KM 766,848) because they are interested in part of its facilities. F.R.T. is
willing to accept all liabilities and terms set forth in the plan, the most important of which
is the requirement to continue with Alatnica’s production. According to their Letter of
Intention, F.R.T. is ready to make a 100% deposit to Hypo Bank seven days before
Creditors’ Assembly session.
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4. Energovinvest “TNNO”
Energoinvest, based in Doboj, was the only manufacturer of low-voltage electrical
equipment in the former Yugoslavia, exporting 98% of its output to Serbia and
Montenegro. It once employed 312 skilled workers, but loss of markets after the war led
to mounting debt. Labor unrest over unpaid wages resulted in all production shutting
down, and management filed a bankruptcy petition in October 2004. At the request of
the bankruptcy judge and trustee, FILE has provided advice on numerous issues arising
during the course of the proceedings.
Energoinvest’s experience demonstrates the importance of accurate appraisals in
helping creditors decide correctly whether liquidation or reorganization best serves their
interests. Creditors first voted to liquidate the debtor, based on a flawed appraisal of 8.6
million KM that led them to expect that their 4.4 million KM in approved claims could be
repaid in full by selling the assets. Creditors reversed course, choosing reorganization,
when an accurate appraisal by FILE-trained appraisers showed the liquidation value of
the assets was actually only 1.2 million KM.
FILE assisted the trustee, judge and creditors in formulating a reorganization strategy.
Creditors voted in favor of Energoinvest’s reorganization plan on December 21, 2005.
The plan was confirmed by the court on January 4, 2006. Two appeals were filed within
the statutory deadline, which expired on January 31, 2006. The bankruptcy team
assisted in preparing responses to these appeals, and both appeals were rejected by the
appellate court on March 24th.
The assembly session of the new shareholders was successfully conducted in the first
half of May 2006 and all related documents are ready for registration of the “new”
company. However, a member of the Board of Creditors (a worker) was not satisfied
with the legality of the conducted assembly session and submitted an appeal to the
court. The bankruptcy judge returned the appeal to him and asked for necessary
changes. The worker did not submit a corrected appeal, so the bankruptcy judge
rejected the appeal. However, this case is at the second instance court and as soon as it
is finally resolved (in favor of TNNO), the judge will officially close the proceeding.
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5. Bosna Express
Bosna Express is a key player in passenger transportation services due to its location
and route licenses. The petition was filed by the general manager on February 11,
2003 and the case was opened on May 28, 2003. An initial auction for the sale of all
assets and associated rights was held on November 21, 2005. The auction failed,
however, because all three bidders placed conditions on their bids, which was not
allowable under the auction rules.
The Creditors’ then pushed the trustee to sell the assets anyway and suggested the
company be reorganized based on one of the bids. The deepening conflict between the
committee and trustee led to a FILE-brokered agreement that the general assembly of
creditors determine the future course of proceedings.
The general assembly met on January 12, 2006, rejected the reorganization option, and
instructed the trustee to hold another auction on or before February 14, 2006. FILE
advised the trustee and the Creditors Committee on appropriate auction procedures, and
they agreed to follow the procedures FILE developed and successfully implemented in
the sales of Livnica’s property (see above). The result was the sale of Bosna Express’s
assets in February to Centrotrans of Sarajevo for 2,600,100 KM. Creditors in the highest
payment rank will be repaid 100% and others will be repaid between 60-70% of their
claims.
Centrotrans paid the purchase price deposit, but never released the funds due to
questions about Bosna Express’ ability to transfer the route licenses. The deadline for
payment expired on March 16th, which passed without Centrotrans releasing the funds.
Centrotrans indicated that it would not pay until the trustee registers it as a new
“subcontractor” for the route licenses. The bankruptcy team attempted to “mediate” the
dispute without success.
With this latest failure, the trustee for Bosna Express has now undertaken three
unsuccessful auctions. Autoexport, one of the bidders in the second failed auction, filed
an appeal under the belief that it should have been declared the successful bidder in the
second auction (and therefore, the third auction should have never taken place). The
trustee subsequently proposed that creditors settle Autoexport’s claim by accepting the
terms of its previous bid. Voting on the trustee’s proposal was scheduled to take place
in May.
On April 26, 2006 the representative of the Pension Fund (major creditor) did not receive
clear voting instructions and voting was not completed. As a result, on May 10, 2006
there was a second part of Creditors’ Assembly Hearing.
Despite the Bankruptcy Team’s previous instruction that reorganization of the company
would solve all issues related to transfer of bus lines to the new owner, the Creditors’
Committee and Trustee accepted settlement with Autoexport (the best offer was
submitted by them at second auction) because at third auction Centrotrans (the winner)
did not pay within the deadline. According to Centrotrans, the trustee was not
cooperative at all, while the trustee stated that Centrotrans was looking for ways to avoid
its obligation from the rules defined for the sale process. The Bankruptcy Team
attempted to mediate this situation, but it was too late.
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Due to all of the above-described issues during the sale of this company and other
complaints about the Trustee’s work in this case, on June 07, 2006 (at the latest
Creditors’ Assembly session) the Trustee was replaced. The new trustee asked for
additional time to analyze the situation in the company and prepare an adequate
strategy. All previously interested buyers will be contacted again in order to identify their
serious willingness and readiness to purchase Bosnaekspres.
F. Other Activities
1. Study Trip to France
Program Title: Reorganization and Revitalization of Companies through Bankruptcy
Program Location: France
Program Dates: June 25 – July 1, 2006
A group of judges and trustees recommended by FILE traveled to France on a World
Learning Study Trip to learn more about best practices in other bankruptcy systems that
allow for reorganization, and about how such practices can be adapted in BiH. The
program exposed participants to the bankruptcy law, procedures, and practices of the
judiciary, trustees, and other parties (including debtors and creditors) in France.
Participants had an opportunity to see the system in action, attending court hearings and
participating in various presentations. In addition, they had an opportunity to meet
experienced bankruptcy judges, court clerks, trustees, and other key players in the
bankruptcy system and to query and exchange views on effective bankruptcy practices.
The program provided the participants to see the bankruptcy system in France in
practice and to observe ways to introduce, apply, and develop practices and practical
skills in handling bankruptcy cases efficiently using the full power of BiH’s laws.
2. Meeting with representatives of USAID Serbia BES (Bankruptcy and
Enforcement Strengthening Activity) Project.
The newly-awarded Serbia BES Project has a similar scope of work, and Mr. Milo
Stevanovic, Chief of Party and his assistant visited FILE in Sarajevo (on June 09, 2006)
and shared our experiences and lessons learned in implementation of the bankruptcy
law in BiH.
3. Staff Relocation
FILE staff in Banja Luka moved out of JTC’s premises in Banja Luka and are now using
a space borrowed to FILE by USAID LAMP’s office.
4. Component Three: Court Administration
A. Court Administration
During the quarter, FILE’s court administration team finalized deployment of case
management software (CMS) in Mostar, Konjic, and Capljina Municipal Courts and
trained judges and court staff on its use. FILE continued to provide technical support to
the staff of these three pilot courts, helping them adjust to using CMS as part of their
daily work. Additionally, during the period FILE deployed CMS in Derventa Basic Court
and Banja Luka Basic Court and began final preparations to automate Sarajevo
Municipal Court.
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During the month of May the CMS team began implementation efforts in Banja Luka
Basic Court. At the same time, the teams in Derventa Basic Court, Konjic, Mostar, and
Capljina Municipal Courts continued the daily support provided to these courts as they
move toward more efficient utilization of CMS. May was also spent creating development
strategies for Version II of CMS, as well as defining a model with which FILE could attain
approval from all 6 of the existing and planned CMS courts in BiH.
In the last week of May, the ICITAP project installed 11 computers in Derventa Basic
Court. These installations were the result of coordination between the FILE Project and
ICITAP. ICITAP has pledged continued support to the implementation of CMS
throughout BIH.
During the month of June, the CMS implementation team in Sarajevo began making fullscale preparations for CMS implementation in the commercial department of Sarajevo
Municipal Court. These preparations included the introduction of Case Capture
Software to capture information on all active cases in the commercial registry, as well as
the re-jacketing and re-labeling of all case files within the division. Efforts are being
overseen by CMS management staff, as well as the implementation management team
from the court. Go-live is scheduled for early July for the commercial division of the
court.
During the month of June, the implementation management team also spent time
assisting the JSDP in prioritizing, securing, and delivering their orders of case file folders
and case file numbers for Sarajevo, Banja Luka, and Mostar Courts. These case file
numbers and folders were necessary to continue CMS operations in the courts, and the
ordering of these folders was a sign of inter-project cooperation.
Also in regards to JSDP, the 3rd joint change management committee meeting was held
in Sarajevo Municipal and Banja Luka Basic courts. These meetings are aimed at
increasing the effectiveness of FILE and JSDP activities in the respective courts by
coordinating activities. Although many of the project activities do not have any direct
overlap in the court, FILE will continue to coordinate with JSDP and the courts on
relevant issues.
Considerable obstacles to the implementation of CMS in the courts of BIH continued to
be present during this quarter. These obstacles include, but are not limited to, a
continuing lack of necessary file folder and related supplies from both the JSDP and the
HJPC, an inability to provide a remote link between many of the CMS courts and the
HJPC headquarters by the HJPC, and a low level of cooperation on behalf of the HJPC
in the CMS implementation process.
1. Software Development
During the quarter, FILE, the HJPC, and the courts continued to discuss additional
functionality to be included in the next version of CMS software. System review
meetings were held in Konjic and Mostar Municipal Courts to gain insight from key court
staff regarding functionality they believe can enhance CMS productivity. During May the
CMS team developed strategies for Version II of CMS, as well as defined a model with
which FILE could attain approval from all 6 of the existing and planned CMS courts in
BiH. The decision was reached to conduct a CMS Retreat for representatives from each
of the respective courts, as well as representatives of various local counterparts (PING,
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HJPC, JSDP, USAID) to identify the each courts individual needs from Version II of the
software. The seminar was held on June 5, 2006, at Hotel Masal on Bijelasnica
Mountain, and was focused on giving each of the individual courts an opportunity to
present their own priorities for the development needs of Version II of CMS.
During the month of June, FILE subcontractor PING finalized a major software update
release. This update included many of the enhancements to the software which were
discussed at the one day seminar with the courts. The release of the first CMS update in
June corresponds to the development schedule agreed upon by USAID FILE and PING
for the development of CMS version II priorities.
In addition, during June FILE and PING negotiated terms and executed a new
subcontract under which PING would complete coding and testing of the additional
functionality and provide maintenance services until FILE closes.
2. Deployment of CMS to Pilot Courts
During the quarter, the court administration team continued to conduct formal training
activities in all three pilot courts - Mostar, Konjic, and Capljina Municipal Courts. Efforts
focused on completing the entry of backlogged cases into CMS in FILE’s three pilot
courts to ease the current burden of having parallel manual and automated case
processing systems. All incoming cases are being processed through CMS.
During April, FILE initiated and completed CMS deployment in Derventa Basic Court. In
May and June, CMS teams in Derventa Basic Court, Konjic, Mostar, and Capljina
Municipal Courts continued the daily support provided to these courts as they move
toward more efficient utilization of CMS. In accordance with the aftercare plan created by
Edis Brkic, Mostar Municipal Court has begun a rigorous case processing routine, which
is aimed at accomplishing 100% integration of CMS into the court’s daily functions by
June 2, 2006. The FILE project is also funding 8 fulltime staff (4 in Mostar, 2 in Konjic,
and 2 in Capljina) to assist the courts in entering all old cases into the CMS database.
Specific updates per court include:
Mostar Municipal Court:
•
•

All training activities are complete in this court. Training Staff is providing support
on an as needed basis to the three pilot courts
Activities have been completed in the court to implement a plan created by Edis
Brkic to implement the full CMS process integration. This plan involved the
condensing of the 5 court registries into one, the reassignment of staff to more
effectively accommodate CMS, and the introduction of “best practices” to the
court regarding the use of CMS.

Konjic Municipal Court:
•

All training activities are complete in this court. Training staff is providing support
on an as needed basis. Currently, Konjic Municipal Court receives a weekly visit
from a regional trainer.

Capljina Municipal Court:
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•

Capljina now receives a weekly visit from a regional trainer, as well as phone
support for any issues which may arise.

Derventa Basic Court:
•
•

CMS basic training has been completed, and CMS training staff has initiated
one-on-one training sessions with all court staff.
CMS trainers are training and supporting a live software environment in
Derventa.

In addition, the CMS development and implementation team began making
arrangements in April for the provision of file folders and case number labels for each of
the three newest CMS courts (Derventa, Banja Luka, and Sarajevo) for the introduction
of the new HJPC case numbering and storage requirements for all incoming cases. To
date, the HJPC is still reliant on donor organizations to supply all of the necessary
material to support ongoing CMS implementations and has been unable to provide
supply on their own as previously agreed. Initial meetings with representatives of the
HJPC have indicated that this material will be ready sometime during August, although
due to the nature of the tender, provider, and procuring agency, it is not unreasonable to
expect delays in the delivery of these materials. The HJCP has also indicated that they
have no intention of supplying Derventa Basic Court with any assistance in the
procurement or usage of the newly required case file folders, or sequential case
numbering system. The CMS development team must continue to pursue a means to
provide file folders and case number labels to encompass the court’s current active case
load.
3. Deployment of CMS to Additional Courts
As reported in our previous quarterly report, after numerous discussions with the HJPC
and USAID concernin the readiness of the original 20 additional courts to be automated
per the original TO, all parties agreed in March of 2006 that automating the commercial
divisions of the Sarajevo and Banja Luka courts in lieu of 20 smaller courts was the
optimal technical solution. After further discussion with USAID and in accordance with
FAR 52.243-07 Notification of Changes (Apr 1984), USAID modified the existing FILE
TO in order to require FILE to “…automate at least an additional two first instance or
second instance courts,” in accordance with HJPC’s request and the CMS reality on the
ground.
In order to carry out the mandate of the TO modification, FILE immediately held
meetings with key members of each court as well as with USAID, HJPC, JSDP and
ICITAP to promote full understanding and coordination of future CMS actions. FILE
began implementation efforts in Banja Luka Basic Court in May 2006. In addition,
implementation of CMS began in Sarajevo Municipal Court in June 2006 (Commercial
Division only). All implementation plans were coordinated and designed with the
assistance of the implementation management teams in each of the court.
As stated in our monthly reports to USAID, the success of CMS implementation in Banja
Luka and Sarajevo is dependent upon HJPC meeting critical technical support
requirements and being able to provide sustainable data communication links between
the courts and the ICT Department’s Server facility at HJPC. To this end, FILE renewed
discussions with HJPC about a Memorandum of Understanding that formally documents
each party's commitment to ensuring the effective implementation of court administration
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reforms, particularly JSDP’s Model Court Initiative and FILE’s CMS deployment. It is
expected that the memorandum will be executed in July 2006.
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1. Background
Chemonics International, Inc. (Chemonics) and its subcontractors, Emerging Markets
Group, Ltd. (EMG) and the National Center for State Courts (NCSC), were selected to
implement USAID’s Fostering an Investment and Lender-Friendly Environment (FILE)
commercial law project in Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH). The project, which will run for
three years, was originally established to address a variety of commercial law issues,
including bankruptcy and collateral law, court administration, and World Trade
Organization (WTO) accession. Project activities are described more fully in the related
Task Order (TO) and in FILE’s previously submitted workplans.
In June 2005, USAID and Chemonics executed a TO Modification that, among other
things, formally deleted the WTO component from the TO in its entirety and required
FILE to complete all work under the collateral law component (Component One) by June
30, 2005 and adjust project staffing accordingly. FILE’s work is now focused on
bankruptcy (Component Two) and court administration (Component Three), and this
report reflects only activities from those two project components.
The lack of investments and long-term lending is impeding the growth of the private
sector in BiH. It also impedes the country’s recovery from the war and transition from a
command to a market economy. FILE’s bankruptcy component is designed to make the
bankruptcy and liquidation laws and procedures work by providing training and resource
materials to relevant stakeholders (including judges, trustees, lawyers and appraisers),
and by shepherding a number of pilot bankruptcy cases through the judicial process. Its
court administration component is designed to streamline the ability of BiH courts to
adjudicate commercial cases in a timely, predictable, and efficient manner by improving
caseflow management and providing case management software.
Each of the following sections corresponds to a TO component. Within each section,
FILE describes the specific activities undertaken and accomplished during the reporting
period.

2. Component One: Collateral Law
As indicated above, Chemonics and USAID executed a Task Order Modification in June
2005 that, among other things, required FILE to complete all work under the collateral
law component by June 30, 2005. FILE completed its collateral law work in June 2005,
demobilized its expatriate technical specialist, and reassigned its local technical
specialists to support ongoing project components.

3. Component Two: Bankruptcy Law
A. Introduction
FILE’s bankruptcy’s activities have continued to have notable success over the last
quarter. Specifically, our bankruptcy team has continued to provide technical assistance
to bankruptcy practitioners, including extensive support on numerous, ongoing
bankruptcy cases.
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The bankruptcy team organized and conducted all scheduled training sessions for
bankruptcy trustees and judges with final advanced training sessions. Also the team
initiated cooperation between professors of Banja Luka University and Sarajevo
Graduate School of Business and continued ongoing activities related to shepherding
pilot cases and interventions.
In addition, Energoinvest TNNO, a successful FILE pilot case, was officially closed in
August. There were no major pilot case interventions during the quarter because the
Livnica case had already reached closing phase after successful liquidation, the Alatnica
case has final public auctions scheduled for October 26, 2006, and the UNIS Tadiv case
was closed after a successful reorganization.
Our team also organized and facilitated Bankruptcy Working Group meetings of judges,
trustees, trade unions, bankers, investors, and other stakeholders. The bankruptcy team
delivered to USAID a Report on Streamlining the Bankruptcy System and a Report on
Institutional Capacity of Key Bankruptcy Support Institutions. Two short-term experts
helped to complete all these activities according to the Workplan (Joseph Lowther and
Thomas Pellerin).
The bankruptcy team also focused on administration issues related to the upcoming end
of the project. Krassin Dimitrov, Bankruptcy Team Financial Analyst, left the project in
August 2006.

B. Working Groups Meetings
After the FILE Bankruptcy Conference in May, the bankruptcy team undertook many
activities aimed at finding modalities to sustain the efforts of the FILE Project. Before,
during, and after the conference, different stakeholders expressed their willingness to
participate in working groups to improve the bankruptcy system (“working groups”). The
FILE Project agreed to assist with formation of the working groups. Thus, FILE invited a
total of 40 participants to the first meetings of five different working groups - judges,
trustees, trade unions, bankers, and investors.
The meetings of the working groups were held as follows:







September 20 (Banja Luka) – trustees;
September 21 (Banja Luka) – trade union leaders;
September 25 (Sarajevo) – bankers;
September 26 (Sarajevo)– investors;
September 28 (Sarajevo) – judges;
September 29 (Sarajevo) – joint working group (consisting of representatives from
the five above-mentioned groups).

The working groups, through their meetings, concluded that there were several key
areas that need to be addressed immediately, including changes and amendments to
the bankruptcy laws, education of professionals and of general public, and development
of professional associations and related infrastructure.
As a first step in their activities, each working group developed recommendations for
amendments to the bankruptcy laws and for public education and training initiatives.
They also developed means for organization of and action plans for further joint work.
The joint working group was unsure who should organize future meetings, and it was
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agreed that the FBiH and RS Ministries of Justice should take up the organization role.
However, the RS Ministry failed to appear at the working group meeting, and the FBiH
Assistant Minister of Justice was unwilling or unable to commit the Ministry to organizing
the working group meetings. As a result, the working group will send letters to the
Ministries of Justice asking them to take over the organization of the group. The Joint
Working Group also asked the FILE project to send such letters, which the bankruptcy
team and Chief of Party did.
C. Training Activities
Since its inception, FILE has designed and delivered training programs to develop the
competency and efficiency of bankruptcy professionals. FILE has also worked to identify
a local institution with the potential and capacity to continue such trainings after FILE
closes. In furtherance of this effort, all judicial bankruptcy training programs have been
conducted in conjunction with BiH’s entity-level judicial training centers (JTCs) to
institutionalize the trainings and pave the way for their eventual transfer to the JTCs. In
addition, FILE has also provided copies of its training materials and related training
curricula to the JTCs for use in future training.
C.1 Methods of Sale of Bankruptcy Estate
FILE bankruptcy team continued providing training to BiH’s bankruptcy trustees and
organized four training seminars focused on “Methods of Sales of Bankruptcy Estates.”
The seminars were held in Sarajevo (July 11), Tuzla (July 13), Banja Luka (July 18), and
Doboj (July 19), and conducted by the bankruptcy team and Mr. G. Michael Newton, an
International Financial Advisor. Seventy-nine Bankruptcy Trustees from throughout BiH
participated in the training seminars. The following topics were covered: General Rules
Applied on Method and Conditions of Bankruptcy Debtor’s Property Sale; Management
and Sales Approach in Bankruptcy; Guidelines for Auction Sales; Pre-qualifying Bidders
at Bankruptcy Auctions; Role of the Trustee in Bankruptcy Auctions; and Due Diligence
Issues in Bankruptcy Sales and Auctions.
C.2 Training for Bankruptcy Judges
The last Judges’ Training Session was conducted in Teslic on September 14 and 15,
2006. Currently, there are 31 bankruptcy judges in BiH. Twenty-three of them attended
this session covering seven specific topics on the interpretation of certain provisions
from the bankruptcy laws, procedures, and practices:








Supervision of the bankruptcy trustee during the bankruptcy proceeding;
Sales of bankruptcy estate;
Legal consequences of opening a bankruptcy proceeding;
Avoidance of legally binding transactions;
Preconditions and contents of the bankruptcy plan;
Courts’ decisions in the course of reorganization procedure; and
International bankruptcy proceedings.

The trainers were bankruptcy judges trained by FILE at “train-the-trainers” sessions for
future training sessions organized by the JTCs in both entities. All bankruptcy judges
received certificates from FILE as acknowledgement of their work and commitment to
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contribute to efficient implementation and further development of the bankruptcy system
in BiH.
C.3 BRM training for Bankruptcy Trustees
A Bankruptcy Restructuring Model (“BRM”) training session for trustees was conducted
in Sarajevo on September12-13, 2006. Six more participants were trained to use the
BRM (which was developed by FILE in March 2006). Thomas Pellerin, developer of this
program, also had a meeting with three trustees in Sarajevo and eight trustees in Banja
Luka. These trustees were previously trained on BRM and had opportunities to test it in
practice. Their comments regarding the BRM were very positive. The trustees said that
the BRM simplifies their every-day work because it compiles all relevant data for a
bankruptcy proceeding in one place and can be used as a powerful negotiation tool with
creditors. Mr. Pellerin also trained one trustee from the RS Trustees Association on
modifying the BRM and adjusting training modules to ensure that BRM training and
resource materials are effectively used.

D. Resource Materials and Institutional Capacity of Key Bankruptcy Support
Institutions
Over the past two years, FILE has designed and delivered various training programs and
resource materials to its local partners, in its effort to further develop the competency
and efficiency of bankruptcy professionals. FILE’s efforts have been, and continue to
be, well-received.
As of May 2006 copies of FILE’s training and resource materials can be found on the
website for BiH’s Judicial and Prosecutorial Training Center, at www.rs.cest.gov.ba and
www.fbih.cest.gov.ba. Similarly, information on assets available for sale through
bankruptcy can be found on the website for the Foreign Investment Promotion Agency
(FIPA), at www.fipa.ba. The latest version of the BRM and related training materials and
Bankruptcy Creditors’ Manual were sent to both JTCs and FIPA and will be posted on
their websites.
Short-term bankruptcy consultant, Joseph Lowther, and the bankruptcy team prepared
and delivered to USAID a Report on Institutional Capacity of Key Bankruptcy Support
Institutions. This report includes an overview of each key FILE institutional counterpart,
a description of the bankruptcy team’s technical assistance to and cooperation with each
institution, and a recommendation for further activities by the institution.
The bankruptcy team and FILE’s Public Education Specialist contacted all partners once
again to ensure that all training and resource materials are updated and distributed
among FILE’s partners. Based on further requests for materials, the project provided
additional copies to several of our institutional and individual counterparts. The project
also distributed the new Creditors Manual.
In addition, the bankruptcy team, with Mr. Lowther, had a final meeting with
representatives of the Sarajevo and Banja Luka Universities Economy and Law
Faculties and provided them with the latest version of draft lecture notes for a
bankruptcy course and discussed the contents of the course.
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D. 1 Report summarizing recommendations for streamlining hearings
In July, Mr. James Hargreaves provided short-term technical assistance to FILE to
develop recommendations for streamlining hearings and procedures utilized by BiH
courts in handling bankruptcy cases. Mr. Hargreaves conducted interviews with
stakeholders (i.e., judges, trustees, attorneys) and observed court hearings on
bankruptcy cases to identify unnecessary procedures and reasons for delays. He then
analyzed the current processes and procedures utilized by BiH courts, and identified
areas, in which processes could be streamlined. Finally, he prepared specific
recommendations for streamlining processes and procedures utilized by BiH courts in
handling bankruptcy cases. The results of this analysis and recommendations were
delivered to USAID.
D. 3 Bankrupcty Conference Report
The bankruptcy team, along with STTA expert Michael Palmer, delivered to USAID and
our stakeholders a comprehensive report from the May 17, 2006 bankruptcy conference
“Building a Better Economy” that was organized by FILE and FIPA. The report
describes accomplishments, remaining challenges, and the road forward after three
years of implementation of BiH’s bankruptcy laws. The report reflects the views of the
participants, summarizing the problems, solutions, and next steps to ensure that the
bankruptcy system continues to develop in BiH to help improve the economy. As agreed
at the conference, the Bosnian version of this 30-page document was delivered to all
participants of the bankruptcy conference.

E. Pilot Bankruptcy Cases and Interventions
E. 1

Unis Tadiv

UNIS Tadiv, FILE’s first pilot reorganization case, has been successfully reorganized
and continues to work as a new legal entity. After 22 months of intensive work by the
bankruptcy team and its counterparts from Konjic, the case has been officially closed.
The decision on official closing of the case was rendered on September 12, 2006 by
bankruptcy judge Divna Bosnjak at Mostar Municipal Court.
UNIS Tadiv marks a key success for FILE and for USAID’s efforts in bankruptcy reform.
This case continues to represent the most successful demonstration to date of
bankruptcy reorganization’s power to salvage productive assets, improve efficiency,
save jobs, and help to revitalize local communities, all in the course of privatizing a stateowned enterprise. Based on the experiences and lessons learned from Tadiv, FILE has
derived, assessed, and formulated approximately forty model solutions, sixteen of which
have already arisen in eleven other bankruptcy cases. This valuable experience
continues to help bankruptcy trustees and judges to recognize situations and issues and
to apply ready-made and replicable model solutions (tested responses), thereby saving
considerable time and significantly improving the efficiency of bankruptcy proceedings in
BiH.
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E. 2

Livnica

Livnica, an iron casting facility in Sarajevo, is FILE’s pilot liquidation case. The Public
Attorney’s Office, as creditor, filed the petition for bankruptcy on September 16, 2004 at
Sarajevo Municipal Court. The bankruptcy was opened on December 23, 2004. FILE
has since helped the trustee develop and conduct a very successful liquidation process.
On August 15, 2006, after much discussion, consultation with FILE project and approval
of Board of Creditors and bankruptcy judge, the trustee signed a purchase contract with
a Bosnian-Turkish joint-venture. The following day, the investors entered into
possession of the purchased property and took control over it. Thus, by these two acts,
all property of the bankruptcy debtor was sold and handed over to new investors for their
use.
The proceeds from the sale of the bankruptcy estate were 6,680,000 KM. Total
recognized debt is 5,400,000 KM. On August 20, 2006, the trustee filed the preliminary
distribution list with the court. Creditors had 21 days to file objections before the court
gives final approval for distribution of 4.5 million KM that is available for disposal (1.1
million KM “frozen” by court injunction is not calculated here). According to the trustee’s
projections, this amount would provide a 90 percent recovery of claims in this case.
In the meantime, the Second Instance Court in Sarajevo remanded the injunction
rendered by First Instance Sarajevo court in June. The injunction had halted disposal of
1.1 million KM in the bankruptcy debtor’s account (for details see July monthly report).
The hearing that was scheduled for September 13, 2006 was postponed for two more
weeks because documentation from the Second Instance Court was not returned to the
First Instance Court. If the injunction is denied at the First Instance Court as expected,
the trustee will be able to make an additional distribution of the 1.1 million KM.
E. 3

Alatnica

Alatnica, a producer of machine tools in Banja Luka, is a pilot intervention bankruptcy
case that was originally structured as a reorganization but will be finalized by liquidation
of the debtor’s assets.
The petition was filed by the General Manager on November 29, 2004, and the
bankruptcy was opened on March 22, 2005. On December 14, 2005, creditors voted in
favor of the reorganization plan. That plan was never carried out, however, because the
buyer (“Zlato MM” company from Banja Luka) was unable to obtain funding and failed to
pay the debtor. Therefore, the bankruptcy trustee searched for and found a new buyer.
At the Creditors Assembly session on July 10, 2006, the trustee informed the creditors of
Zlato’s failure to obtain funding. The trustee also provided an alternative solution
involving the new buyer, on which the creditors were required to vote. FIRST
Rototehnika (F.R.T.), one of Alatnica’s clients, offering 880,884 KM for part of Alatnica’s
building and was willing to accept all liabilities and terms set forth in the plan. It was
agreed that if F.R.T. failed to pay, the trustee would advertise the sale of the bankruptcy
estate according to the Law on Enforcement (starting in September 2006).
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The creditors voted in favor of the amended reorganization plan and the trustee was
given a 15 day deadline to carry out the plan. Due to unexpected circumstances
however (death in the buyer’s family), F.R.T. was unable to pay by the July 25 deadline.
At the request of the buyer the judge postponed the deadline for an additional seven
days, until the beginning of August, 2006. During August 2006, however, there were no
new developments in this case. F.R.T. failed to pay 880,884 KM within the agreed time.
Accordingly, the company will be liquidated. A public auction will be held on October 26,
2006 to sell the property described in the reorganization plan. The opening price at the
auction will be 880,884 KM. Alatnica’s trustee is disseminating information on the
auction to a wide audience through chambers of commerce in BiH and neighboring
countries, as well as though FIPA.
E. 4

Energovinvest “TNNO”

After 20 months of intensive work, the bankruptcy proceeding has been successfully
concluded and officially closed on August 15, 2006.
The case is a positive example of how a company can be saved through bankruptcy. As
the political election campaign in the RS (and BiH) includes very bad messages by the
media about the duration of bankruptcy proceedings and quality of trustees’ work in
general, this case could be used as example of the benefits of bankruptcy proceedings
for both creditors and workers. During the proceeding, 86 workers were brought back to
work and the plan provides for workers to be the sole equity holders in the company.
Other creditors will be repaid approximately 20% of their claims over the next five years,
while in liquidation they could not get more than 15%.
Energoinvest, based in Doboj, was the only manufacturer of low-voltage electrical
equipment in the former Yugoslavia, exporting 98% of its output to Serbia and
Montenegro. It once employed 312 skilled workers, but loss of markets after the war led
to mounting debt. Labor unrest over unpaid wages resulted in all production shutting
down, and management filed a bankruptcy petition in October 2004. At the request of
the bankruptcy judge and trustee, FILE has provided advice on numerous issues arising
during the course of the proceedings.
Energoinvest’s experience demonstrates the importance of accurate appraisals in
helping creditors decide correctly whether liquidation or reorganization best serves their
interests. Creditors first voted to liquidate the debtor, based on a flawed appraisal of 8.6
million KM that led them to expect that their 4.4 million KM in approved claims could be
repaid in full by selling the assets. Creditors reversed course, choosing reorganization,
when an accurate appraisal by FILE-trained appraisers showed the liquidation value of
the assets was actually only 1.2 million KM.
E. 5

Bosna Express

Bosna Express is a transportation services company. The petition was filed by the
General Manager on February 11, 2003 and the bankruptcy case was opened on May
28, 2003. FILE has actively participated in developments for several months.
Due to accumulated issues from the previous four years of the bankruptcy proceeding
(conflict between trustee and creditors, as well as misunderstandings between the
Creditors’ Committee, potential buyer, and trustee) the bankruptcy team supported the
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judge’s decision to replace the trustee in this case. Despite the bankruptcy team’s
previous instruction that reorganization would solve the issues related to the transfer of
Bosna Express to the new owner, the Creditors Committee and trustee accepted
settlement with Autoexport, which submitted the best offer at the second auction.
Unfortunately Autoexport did not pay within the agreed deadline, rendering the trustee
helpless.
The newly appointed trustee has been actively working on this case and presented his
report to the creditors’ assembly on August 9, 2006. At this reporting hearing, creditors
gave approval to the trustee to continue business operations until the next hearing and
accepted his proposal to try to solve the company’s title issues with bus lines through a
reorganization plan within 45 days. One of the decisions made at that hearing was to
allow the potential partner, Autoexport (previously interested buyer), to make payment of
1,450 million KM within 45 days after the hearing, as a precondition for the
reorganization plan. The rest of the 1,750,000 KM would be paid in three years.
The last creditors’ assembly session took place September 26, 2006. Due to the failure
of Autoexport to pay the 1,750,000 KM within the specified deadline (September 30), the
trustee, according to the Board of Creditors’ previous instructions, is now obliged to
prepare an auction for sale of all assets of the bankruptcy debtor.

F. Other Activities
FILE and USAID’s CCA project have initiated cooperation between Sarajevo Graduate
School of Business (SGSB) and the Economic and Law Faculties from Banja Luka.
An introductory meeting was conducted in Banja Luka on July 21, 2006 for the purpose
of initiating contact between these two institutions hoping that it will grow into continuous
cooperation. Participants included professors and assistants from both institutions and
they explored the following activities:
•

Organizing lecturing (e.g., professors from SGSB will come to Banja Luka and
provide lectures to Banja Luka students and vice versa);

•

Joint development of the teaching methods;

•

Exchange of literature; and

•

Joint research.

The cooperation was continued in September 2006, when professors from SGSB held a
lecture for Banja Luka post graduate students of the Economic Faculty focused on
raising capital.

4. Component Three: Court Administration
A. Court Administration
The primary focus for the month of July was ”going live” with the case management
software (CMS) in Banja Luka Basic Court and Sarajevo Municipal Court. Now that CMS
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is live in Banja Luka, all cases have been entered into the system, and efforts have
begun to assist the court in the repacking all 18,000 of their active commercial cases
within the commercial registry office. In Sarajevo Municipal Court, implementation
training continued during the summer although progress was slowed by the annual leave
schedule.
Also during the month of July, FILE organized a one day study tour to Basic Court
Derventa. This study tour included members of the implementation management team
from Sarajevo Municipal Court, as well as key members of the HJPC, including
President of the Standing Council Branko Peric, and Director of the Secretariat Elmira
Pasagic. The study tour was well received by the attendees and seems to have made a
strong impression on all who attended.
The last quarter was devoted to gradual transition of CMS from USAID/FILE to the HJPC
and for the full withdrawal of FILE staff from all CMS courts by September 30, 2006,
ensuring effective and efficient transfer.
Throughout August, staff and consultants from FILE have consulted with the HJPC to
assist in the formation of the “Court Administration Department” and make it an
appropriately structured location for CMS. With the recent formation of the department,
the HJPC has begun the process of hiring CMS trainers, which will staff the department
and be responsible for rolling out CMS to further courts in BiH.
Short-term consultants Patrick Wujcik and Jim McMillan were involved in the creation of
a final software manual which will serve as the end user’s manual for CMS. This manual
is comprised of excerpts from currently existing training material, as well as original
material, and is to be distributed to USAID, HJPC, and our 6 pilot courts. In addition, all
material contained in the manual will be posted on the internal Knowledge Database (a
function within CMS).
The month of September was used to begin finalizing tasks for the CMS component of
FILE. Close out tasks included the full withdrawal of CMS trainers from FILE’s six pilot
courts, creation and finalization of the CMS User Manual, testing and finalization of
version 2.0 of CMS, and final visits to all CMS counterparts. Close out work for the CMS
component will continue until the first week of October 2006.
Final meetings are currently being held with all CMS component counterparts. Meetings
have been held with all CMS Court Presidents, as well as with PING. A final meeting is
planned with the HJPC for closing out the project, and official meetings will be held for
the hand-over of CMS source code. Meetings with the courts have been focused on
providing advice on how to obtain resolution for issues that will arise with CMS in the
future, as well as how to obtain technical maintenance and further training. The close
out meeting with the HJPC will focus on the provision of recommendations for the
continuation of CMS activities
A. 1

Software Development

During the month of July, PING completed the initial code for planned CMS
enhancements. Although there are very few new functions included in this release,
many of the currently existing functions were fine tuned and enhanced to meet the
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needs of the courts more efficiently. The release also included patches for
functionalities which needed modification to function properly within each court.
During the month of August, PING finalized CMS version 2, which was tested and
installed immediately after completion. The release included many of the functionalities
which were identified as necessary by the June CMS user’s group retreat. New
functionalities include the “super calendar”, enhanced calendaring functions, advanced
management reports as defined by the courts, and the new case merging functionality.
All of these functionalities have been live-tested in the courts, and appear to be working
correctly.
PING has also been working with our CMS team to finalize transition materials for
inclusion in the CMS End-User Manual.
A. 2

Deployment of CMS to Pilot Courts

FILE’s court administration team worked on implementation of its plan to select and train
“super users” in each of the six CMS courts. These super users are intended to fulfill
many of the court’s day to day needs for the maintenance of and training on CMS within
the court. These super users will also cover much of the CMS support needs that will
fall on the HJPC and which the organization at this point does not have the capacity to
support. Finally, super users will be utilized to enhance communication between the
courts and the HJPC. This will be accomplished by using the super user as the primary
contact point for HJPC personnel when addressing CMS issues with each court.
FILE is pleased to announce that CMS is now fully live and implemented in both Banja
Luka Basic and Sarajevo Municipal Courts. To date, Banja Luka has 80% of old cases
entered into CMS and is currently operating with only one registry. To date Sarajevo has
60% of old cases entered into CMS. FILE anticipates Sarajevo will complete entry of all
cases into CMS in October 2006.
No new implementations took place during the month of September. CMS trainers were
instructed to train in-court trainers in each CMS court and provide final close-out
information to the court staff. CMS training was completed in all courts on September
22, 2006. Specifics by court include:
Sarajevo Municipal Court:
• Training has been completed;
• The court has hired 2 FILE CMS trainers as full time employees of the court; and
• The court has achieved 100% integration of its commercial cases into CMS
Banja Luka Basic Court:
• Training has been completed;
• The court is working to retain one FILE CMS trainer as a volunteer to the court;
and
• The court has achieved 100% integration of its commercial cases into CMS.
Mostar Municipal Court:
• Training has been completed;
• The court has entered all active cases, except for its enforcement cases; and
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•

The court will retain two data entry staff to continue the entry of enforcement
cases into CMS.

Konjic Municipal Court:
• Training has been completed;
• The court has achieved 100% integration of its active case load, except for
enforcement cases; and
• The court will not retain any FILE CMS staff.
Capljina Municipal Court:
• Training has been completed;
• The court has achieved 100% integration of its active case load, except for
enforcement cases; and
• The court will not retain any FILE CMS staff.
Derventa Basic Court:
• Training has been completed;
• The court has achieved 100% integration of its active case load, except for
enforcement cases; and
• The court will not retain any FILE staff
A. 3

Deployment of CMS to Additional Courts

As described in earlier reports, the USAID FILE TO has been modified to “…automate at
least an additional two first instance or second instance courts,” rather than twenty
additional courts. FILE has completed this requirement. No future CMS deployments
are planned at this time.

B.

Auction Center

The Auction Center was officially opened by Mr. Howard Sumka, USAID Mission
Director. This represented a major accomplishment for both the FILE team and FILE
partners in both the Bankers Association and the Sarajevo Municipal Court. The Auction
Center is now fully operational and is open for business.
In July 2006 our team hosted a training session on “Sales in Auction” for in-house
counsels. This session was intended to train participants on the use of the auction
center and on specific procedures required. In addition, during the month of August,
FILE conducted a first-ever auctioneer training held in Sarajevo.
Also, FILE team met with the judges of the Sarajevo Municipal Court to discuss the
possibilities of more efficient collection through sale of collateral in enforcement
procedures. FILE worked closely with court staff to design informational materials
geared at disseminating knowledge on the benefits and use of the new Auction Center.
On August 10, 2006 the first auction at the Auction Center was successfully held. The
Auction Center’s Web site has also been finalized and relevant information can be found
at www.aukcijskicentar.ba.
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BANKRUPTCY SUCCESS STORIES
Introduction
In 2003 new Bankruptcy Laws were enacted in BiH. The new laws have worked
extremely well, and have dramatically speeded proceedings and increased creditor
recoveries.
Prior to 2003, there were very few bankruptcy cases filed, and those that were filed took
over three years to process; under the new law, more than 400 cases have been filed and
it takes less than two years to process them. The beneficial effect of these laws – and the
BiH trustees, courts, and creditors’ efforts to implement them – cannot be overstated.
Creditors have recovered an average of 33 percent of their claims, over 250 million KM
has been resolved, and thousands of jobs have been saved.
The increasing number of successes that bankruptcy is generating is already causing more
cases to be filed, as creditors realize that it is the best way to maximize their recovery.
Workers who have recovered unpaid wages and are now regularly paid through
bankruptcy procedures are promoting the benefits of bankruptcy to union officials and
workers at other companies, who then file for bankruptcy proceedings in their own
insolvent companies. The successful cases also provide judges and trustees with best
practices on various issues.
The success stories set forth in this section demonstrate how bankruptcy works, prove its
beneficial effect, and provide insight into practices that can maximize recoveries,
preserve jobs, and speed restructuring and liquidation proceedings. These cases are in a
variety of industries and a variety of regions and courts in BiH:
•

Unis Tadiv, a car hardware (nuts and bolts) factory in Konjic, emerged from
restructuring with 160 jobs and 67 percent employee ownership. Its major creditor
received the remaining 33 percent of the company. Workers filed the bankruptcy case
and were paid throughout the proceedings. Their jobs are now guaranteed for five
years.

•

Uniglas, an auto glass maker in Bosanski Šamac, went through liquidation procedures
that repaid all the company’s creditors, and the purchases of its assets enabled two
other companies to employ 300 workers — more than twice the Uniglas workforce at
its peak.

•

Energoinvest TNNO, a maker of low-voltage equipment in Doboj, was restructuring
successfully when an appraisal overvalued its assets, leading its creditors to move to
liquidate. The trustee convinced them that the appraisal was incorrect and that
liquidation would be a mistake. The company then went through bankruptcy
restructuring and stayed in business. As a result, creditors were repaid more than
twice what they would have received in liquidation.

•

When Energoinvest Livnica, an iron-casting facility in Sarajevo, opted for liquidation,
the trustee, with help from the USAID FILE Project, redesigned auction procedures to
prevent collusive bidding. This raised the selling price of three industrial lots to
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between 32 and 66 percent higher than their appraised value. A furniture maker used
the lot it purchased to expand its business.
•

After several failed privatization attempts, Polihem, a chemical plant in Tuzla, found
a buyer through bankruptcy proceedings. A leading Polish sponge producer paid more
than $6 million for Polihem’s organic chemistry production assets and plans to invest
an additional $2 million over the next three years while creating 260 jobs.

ENERGOINVEST TNNO
Creditors Choose Reorganization, Based on Accurate Appraisal of Debtor’s Assets
The experience of Energoinvest
TNNO demonstrates the importance
of accurate appraisals in helping
creditors decide correctly whether
liquidation or reorganization best
serves their interests.
Energoinvest’s creditors first voted
to liquidate the company, based on a
flawed appraisal of 8.6 million KM
that led them to expect that their 4.4
million KM in approved claims
could be repaid in full by selling the
assets. Creditors reversed course,
choosing reorganization, when an accurate appraisal by qualified appraisers showed the
liquidation value of the assets was actually only 1.2 million KM.
Energoinvest, based in Doboj, was the only manufacturer of low-voltage electrical
equipment in former Yugoslavia, exporting 98% of its output to Serbia and Montenegro.
It once employed 312 skilled workers. Loss of markets after the war led to mounting
debt. Labor unrest over unpaid wages resulted in all production shutting down, and
management filed a bankruptcy petition in October 2004.
After his appointment, the Trustee, Lazo Djurdjevic, restarted production, bringing 86
employees back to work. New markets were identified, and new contracts for 1.93
million KM were signed, producing a 160,000 KM net profit in the first five months of
2005. Employee wages and social contributions have been paid regularly, in full, and
prospects are good for increasing production and hiring more workers.
The foundations for a successful reorganization were coming together when the results of
the first, flawed appraisal of the company’s assets were delivered, and creditors voted to
liquidate. The problem with the appraisal was that it was based on an inappropriate
methodology for the circumstances. The appraiser, provided an appraisal based on
replacement cost, the cost to replace the assets using the same materials at current prices.
What creditors needed to know, however, was the liquidation value – what they could
expect to receive from forced sale of the assets.
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The USAID FILE Project (FILE) worked with the Trustee to educate the Creditors’
Committee about the problems with the first appraisal and to contract with two trained
appraisers to provide new appraisals based on liquidation value. When the appraisals
came back showing a liquidation value of only 1.2 million KM, creditors reversed course
and authorized the Trustee to develop a reorganization plan.
The plan provides for the company to continue operations and employ approximately 80
workers. The workers, at their election, will also receive cash or equity in satisfaction of
their claims. Other creditors will be repaid approximately 20% of their claims over the
next five years. This is considerably more than they would receive if the company’s
assets were sold in liquidation. In December 2005, the majority of creditors voted in
favor of the reorganization plan, giving the company the opportunity to continue
operations and contribute to the economy.

LIVNICA
New Bankruptcy Auction Rules Result in Sales Above Appraised Value
New auction rules were successfully tested in the liquidation of Livnica’s real property in
auctions held in October 2005 and January 2006. At the first auction, two of three lots
offered for sale were sold for 66% more then the appraised value. At the second auction,
another lot was sold for 32% more than its reserve price. As a result, the company’s
creditors will receive at least 38% of the value of their claims, with additional assets yet
to be sold that will increase their recovery significantly.
Energoinvest Livnica, an iron casting facility from Sarajevo, once part of
Energoinvest, was not in operation at the time of opening of bankruptcy proceeding.
There were no secured creditors, but in addition to two other unsecured creditors,
workers had substantial claims for unpaid wages. Because the workers wanted their
pension gap paid, they asked the Government to file the case. The case was filed by the
Office of the Public Attorney and on September 16, 2004. Creditors decided in favor of
straightforward liquidation.
Common BiH practice in the liquidation process is to use the public auction procedures
mandated by the BiH Law on Enforcement Procedure. This three-auction procedure
encourages collusive bidding, discourages attendance by serious bidders, and often
results in sales of valuable assets for far less than they are worth.
Livnica Trustee Refik Biber and creditors agreed to use the flexibility offered by the new
bankruptcy law to design new procedures that prevented collusive bidding to sell
Livnica’s assets, which have been appraised at 10 million KM.
The new rules resulted in three lots selling for significantly more than their appraised
value:
•

Lot 1, appraised at 577,000 KM, sold for 920,000 KM

•

Lot 2, appraised at 285,000 KM, sold for 400,000 KM

•

Lot 3, appraised at 500,000 KM, sold for 660,000 KM
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The proceeds from sale of the three lots will cover 38% of approved claims of creditors.
Remaining assets will be sold in the same manner.
The auction procedures under the enforcement law have a number of disadvantages,
including:
•

•

The maximum deposit a bidder can be
required to pay is 10,000 KM, and the
deposit must be returned to the high
bidder even if it fails to go through with
the purchase.

“Although very experienced in public
competitions and tenders, we have never
before attended a public auction that was
better organized and more transparent.”.
- Penny Plus, Construction Company from
Sarajevo, one of the auction bidders

Bidding rules permitted collusive bidding.
Often, the ultimate buyer would open bidding with a low bid, with two accomplices
successively raising the initial bid by extravagant amounts that precluded any
seriously interested party from bidding. With these highest bids set, the auction
would end. The two highest bidders would then refuse to go through with the
purchase, and the initial bidder would buy the property for far below its value.

The innovations to address these deficiencies included:
•

A 10% deposit was required to bid, and it
was nonrefundable if the bidder failed to
go through with the purchase.

•

At the October 2005 auction, the trustee
started the auction at the appraised value
and then raised the price in small
increments for as long as more than one
party agreed to that price.

•

“I’m pleased to have taken part in the
Livnica auction since it was run extremely
professionally. Had things been different, I
mean done the old way, I would never win
the bidding process because it probably
would have been sold before the real
auction.”
“MOS” Sarajevo, winning bidder for Lot 2.

At the January 2006 auction, sealed offers were submitted by bidders. If one or more
of the offers matched or exceeded the “reserve price” for the property previously
determined by the auction committee, the highest offer became the auction price,
which was then raised in small increments for as long as more than one party agreed
to that price.

Another innovation was to work with the municipality to determine the status of the
property. In most cases, buyers are left to their own devices and bear the entire risk. In
the case of Livnica, the trustee approached the municipality and received a copy of the
municipal plan that showed permitted uses, as well as a letter from the municipality
clearly stating that it considered the land as owned by Livnica. This information was
provided to bidders in advance of the auction. Reducing risk to the buyers increased the
value of the property.
The two buyers plan to utilize their newly acquired property to expand existing business
operations, thereby creating more employment opportunities in the local community. Mr.
Enver Zornic, the Director of MOS company, a furniture manufacturer from Sarajevo
which purchased one of the properties at auction, has many ideas on how to broaden
production and expand business, such as opening a production-service center at the new
location that would employ about 20 people.
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MAJEVICA COMPANY
Reorganization Restores Profits, Pays Creditors, and Saves Jobs
Majevica company from Srebrenik is a snack producer that at one time produced over
140 different products. A bankruptcy petition was filed by the workers due to mounting
debts (almost 9 million KM) and unpaid salaries.
After the bankruptcy petition was filed, the trustee operated the business. The trustee
focused on production and sale of profitable products, scaling back to ten products. This
resulted in the company retaining around 120 workers who are regularly getting paid,
with all social contributions, throughout the bankruptcy proceeding. Confirmation of
successful operations during bankruptcy proceedings came in April 2006, when Majevica
was awarded a gold medal for a new product – ketchup flavored potato chips –- at the
food fair Promo International in Tuzla. During bankruptcy, the majority owner of the
company sold his equity interest in Majevica to the owner of the Bingo chain of retail
stores, who plans to expand Majevica. The trustee is working with the creditors and new
owner to create a plan of reorganization of the company. The plan provides for all
creditors to be repaid in full over period of five years. The creditors also agreed that
property not needed for the continuation of production should be sold through public
auctions, allowing the profitable part of the company to continue working without the
burden of additional maintenance costs and debt payments for unnecessary property.
Majevica currently has annual revenues of 4,338,285 KM, with 17% percent from export,
and these are projected to increase to 8,500,000 KM within five years. With current
annual profit of 560,000 KM and the prospect of it reaching 1 million KM after
reorganization, Majevica will keep operating and keep its presence on the market. Thus,
creditors will be fully repaid within a relatively short period of time and at least 100
workers, and probably many more, will be employed in the company.

POLIHEM
Foreign Investor Expands Operations by Acquiring Company in Bankruptcy
Organika, the third largest sponge producer in the world, found an investment worth
fighting for in Tuzla’s Polihem, a chemical company. Using the flexibility of the
bankruptcy law, the bankruptcy judge and trustee oversaw a series of competitive bids
and direct negotiations, culminating in Organika’s purchase of Polihem for 10.5 million
KM. Organika, a Polish firm, also committed to make 30 million KM in investments
over a 3 ½ year period.
The sale represents a victory for all parties:
Organika obtains an experienced producer of raw
materials; Polihem’s 260 skilled workers secure
jobs; Polihem’s creditors will receive a
reasonable return on their claims once all assets
are sold; and the Tuzla region gains a company
that provides jobs and tax revenues and will
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“Timely filing for bankruptcy is a remedy
for most domestic companies in financial
difficulties. In such cases bankruptcy
offers solutions that are as good or better
than any other option for financial
recovery of a company.”
Dževad Bečić, bankruptcy trustee for
“Polihem” Tuzla

invest in new technologies to improve environmental conditions.
Polihem, as a part of Soda So Tuzla Holding was the number one chemical producer in
BiH before the war. At its peak, Polihem generated 120 million KM in annual sales and
employed nearly 1,200 people. Sales and profits diminished after the company’s
privatization, and the company ceased operations in 2000. The company’s assets and
workers sat idle for years. Bankruptcy proceedings were not opened until after hundreds
of workers protested their condition. They and other creditors submitted claims for over
42 million KM against the company, which had appraised assets of approximately 12
million KM.
After years of sitting idle, the company’s assets were offered for sale in bankruptcy.
Dzevad Becic, the bankruptcy trustee for Polihem, maximized sale proceeds using astute
negotiating skills and the flexibility of the bankruptcy law. He used proceeds from the
sale of non-operational assets to restart production of organic chemicals and re-employ
over 200 workers, with plans for additional production and employment. This
revitalization and future business prospects attracted the attention of Organika, which
outbid other companies to purchase the assets of Polihem for 10.5 million KM. Organika
also intends to build on the trustee’s business plan by restarting production of nonorganic chemicals, and will make 30 million KM in investments over the next 3 ½ years.
The Polihem bankruptcy demonstrates how the bankruptcy law can effectively resolve
corporate insolvency, maximize the economic value of companies in financial distress,
and transfer assets to a new investor free and clear of the distressed company’s
unmanageable debt load. Rather than sitting idle, Polihem’s workers are now at work,
and its assets are back in productive use.

UNIS TADIV
Workers File Bankruptcy and Save Jobs Through Restructuring
After months of negotiation, agreement has been reached in the first confirmed company
reorganization under Bosnia and Herzegovina’s new bankruptcy laws.
As a result, workers at Unis Tadiv in Konjic are getting paid for the first time in three
years and the company is producing monthly revenues of 200,000 euros by exporting its
products to the European Union. This case demonstrates bankruptcy’s power to salvage
productive assets, improve efficiency, save jobs, privatize state-owned enterprises to
attract foreign investment, and help revitalize local communities.
Frustrated and with few options in October 2004, the factory’s workers filed the
bankruptcy petition and started planning for the company’s reorganization, with the
assistance of USAID’s FILE project.
After the bankruptcy petition was submitted, all 160 Unis Tadiv workers received their
first paychecks in three years. They continued to get paid, including all social
contributions, during the entire 11-month bankruptcy and reorganization process. Also,
Unis Tadiv’s assets of 3.5 million KM were put back into productive use, and production
increased 30 percent above pre-bankruptcy levels.
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Now, under the reorganization plan reached in
October 2005, Unis Tadiv’s 160 workers own
67 percent of the company. The remaining 33
percent of shares were transferred to the
company’s major creditor and supplier in
satisfaction of debt, leaving the company
completely privatized despite earlier failed
attempts to do so outside of bankruptcy. In
addition, secured creditors agreed to
repayment of principal without interest over
two to five years, while general creditors
accepted repayment of 10.5 percent of their claims over five years.
In the end, Unis Tadiv has emerged as a new, healthy producer that fights for its place on
the market by continuing to produce recognizable, quality products. Its workers, now
owners, not only provide for their families, but also have taken ownership of their jobs
and future.
BITAS
Liquidation Gets Assets Back to Productive Use and Pays Creditors
Bitas was a Sarajevo-based construction business that employed 60 people before
encountering financial difficulties. Lacking prospects for restructuring or new capital,
the company’s general manager filed petition for bankruptcy, and bankruptcy
proceedings were opened in July 2004.
While there were no real prospects for reviving the business, the company owned
valuable real estate in Sarajevo and Rajlovac that housed its production and
administration facilities. The company’s creditors decided that this property should be
sold through public auction in bankruptcy to partially repay creditors’ claims of 2.4
million KM.
Given the attractive location of the property, it was successfully sold at the first public
auction for more than one half of its appraised value. The administrative building in
Sarajevo was purchased by the owner of a Sarajevo-based hotel and his business partners
for 780,000 KM. It is to be refurbished and transformed into hotel. The production
facility in Rajlovac was sold for 260,000 KM to two business partners who are building a
warehouse and new production facilities for their construction company.
The Bitas bankruptcy effectively demonstrates how bankruptcy can transfer assets of a
distressed company to others who can put the assets back to productive use, thereby
creating new jobs and businesses. Bitas creditors were also pleased with the results of
bankruptcy: ex-employees were paid 100% of their claims against the company, and
other creditors were paid approximately 40% of their claims.
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UNIGLAS
Liquidation Pays Creditors 100% and Creates New Jobs
The BiH Bankruptcy Law is designed to help creditors obtain the greatest possible
repayment of the debts they are owed. Total satisfaction of all creditors’ claims is rare,
but in one liquidation case – the Uniglas company in Samac – creditors, including
workers, achieved that and more. Not only were creditors paid in full, but the two
companies that purchased the Uniglas assets have both started new production. About 60
workers are already on the job, including many former Uniglas employees, with plans to
increase employment to 300 in the next year.
Uniglas was registered as a joint-venture company between UNIS Sarajevo (75%
domestic capital) and VEGLA, Germany (25% foreign capital) in 1981. It consisted of
two production facilities: one for production of automobile glass and the other for
production of metal parts. More than 70% of its total production was exported, mostly to
Germany and Russia. Uniglas employed 140 workers when fully operational, and had 78
employees on its books at the time bankruptcy was opened in April 2004. However, the
company ceased production – and payment of workers – in mid 2002 due to several
reasons: outdated equipment, lack of working capital, and loss of markets due to the war.
When management filed for bankruptcy, Uniglas and its productive assets were sitting
idle, while it continued to accrue liabilities, especially to workers and social funds.
Based on unrealistic appraisals of the value of Uniglas assets, creditors decided to
liquidate part of the company to repay creditors, and to reorganize the remainder. The
trustee briefly restarted auto glass production, but stopped because there was no market.
Creditors finally agreed to liquidate the company. Based on advice from the USAID
FILE Project that the appraisals were unrealistic, a common problem in BiH
bankruptcies, creditors agreed to auction procedures designed with assistance from FILE
to sell all Uniglas assets for what they could get, rather than holding out for the
unattainable appraised prices.
The company’s assets were sold for 1.9
million KM in June 2005, less then one fifth
of the appraised value of 11 million KM, but
more than enough to repay 100% of all
approved claims. The trustee had enough
left to cover any additional claims that might
result from appeals by creditors whose
claims were disallowed in the bankruptcy
case.
Both of the two companies that purchased
Uniglas assets have already begun production. A domestic furniture producer has 20
workers employed in setting up new production facilities and plans to add 230 employees
in the next year. A metal industry company from Holland now employs 40 workers and
plans to add 10 more in the near future. If both go through with their plans, the Uniglas
liquidation will produce total employment of 300 workers, more than twice the 140
employed when it was in peak production.
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VELEFARMACIJA
Liquidation pays Creditors and Creates Employment
Velefarmacija was a Sarajevo-based seller of pharmaceutical products and equipment that
employed 27 workers before encountering financial difficulties. Although the company
continued to operate, workers and other creditors were not being paid, and the company’s
financial condition continued to deteriorate. Lacking prospects for restructuring or new
capital, the company filed a bankruptcy petition in February 2003.
While there were no prospects for reviving the business, the company owned valuable
land and buildings in Sarajevo and Foča. The company’s creditors decided that this
property should be sold through public auction in bankruptcy, in accordance with the
Law on Enforcement Procedure, to partially repay creditors’ claims of 2.7 million KM.
The land and buildings were successfully sold for 2 million KM. The property in
Sarajevo was purchased by the owner of one Sarajevo based hotel and has been
refurbished as a hotel. It is now one of the leading hotels in Sarajevo, employing
approximately 30 people. The property in Foča was purchased by another domestic
businessman who plans to use the site for a commercial parking lot.
The Velefarmacija bankruptcy effectively demonstrates how bankruptcy can transfer
assets of a distressed company to others who can put the assets back to productive use,
thereby creating new jobs and businesses. Velefarmacija’s creditors were also pleased
with the results of bankruptcy: ex-employees were paid their claims in full (8 salaries,
including social contributions and taxes), while other creditors recovered 70% or more of
their claims.
ALHOS
Assets of bankrupt company returned to productive use
The former textile giant Alhos company from Sarajevo deteriorated in the 1990s, mainly
because of old technologies and lost markets. A failed privatization attempt only
worsened the situation. By the time the bankruptcy petition was filed by its owner, the
Sarajevo cantonal authorities, Alhos was not operating. Out of 570 workers that worked
in Alhos during its peak production, only 273 where still employed by the company when
the bankruptcy petition was filed.
The bankruptcy proceeding was opened in November 2004. Claims against the company
almost reached the appraised value of its assets (12,4 million KM). Workers showed no
interest in continuing their employment if the company could be reorganized through the
bankruptcy. Thus the trustee, as instructed by creditors, started liquidating the assets.
6,3 million KM were collected through public sale of the company’s property and there is
still 3,5 million KM of disputed claims that wait for the outcome of court litigations.
The trustee’s prognosis is that creditors, at the end of the proceeding, will be repaid 70%
of their claims. On top of that, the buyer of the main Alhos facility in Sarajevo plans to
open a business center that will generate hundreds of new jobs.
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MEBOŠ
Bankruptcy stops - Production continues
Meboš company from Šamac, was once a recognizable Yugoslav brand for electrical
water-boilers. But it faced financial difficulties after the war due to loss of its market and
bad management. Although they never stopped production, the company's management
filed for bankruptcy of the company and the proceeding was opened in March 2005.
93 workers continued working through the bankruptcy, hoping that they could recover
their claims against Mebos. The trustee concluded that there were no prospects to
reorganize the company, which had assets appraised at 3,3 million KM and accepted
claims of 1,8 million KM.
This case, among several others, demonstrates
that the appraised value is often unrealistic
and cannot be achieved through sale. After
two failed auction attempts where no buyers
showed interest in buying the assets at prices
prescribed by the law based on appraised
value, the experienced and qualified trustee
advised the creditors to agree to a more
realistic market price. This resulted in the
third, successful auction at which Mebos'
assets were sold for 1,1 million KM to a
Slovak company that aims to continue operations and engage around 50 workers in new
production.

MRAKOVICA
Construction Company continues to build with new owner and free of debts
Mrakovica is a 50-year old construction company from Prijedor that had projects
throughout the former Yugoslavia and in Germany. But due to poor management,
outdated technologies, lost markets and a loss of skilled workers, its General Manager
filed a bankruptcy petition for the company in early 2005. At that time the company
employed 138 workers.
The appraised value of company’s assets was 2,8 million KM against accepted creditors
claims of 3,1 million KM. There was no interested buyer for the company during the
three auction sale process. However, a former business partner of Mrakovica –
Infrastruktur from Germany – made an offer that neither creditors nor the trustee could
have refused. They accepted Infrastruktur’s offer to pay 940,000 KM for the assets,
continue production, invest in new technologies in the company and engage 200 workers
by the end of 2006. Infrastruktur had been unsuccessful in buying the company through
the privatization process, but was able to make a deal within the bankruptcy proceeding
that is beneficial for Infrastruktur, creditors, workers, and the community.
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ŽIVINICE PROMET
Successful Liquidation Substitutes for Privatization
The bankruptcy case of Zivinice promet, a trade company from Zivinice, demonstrates
that a skilled and experienced trustee can successfully use the flexibility of the
bankruptcy law to liquidate a company, satisfy creditors and save jobs.
Zivinice promet was insolvent when it filed for bankruptcy. Its assets were appraised at
approximately 4 million KM, but all of its property was pledged to secured creditors.
Weighing the company’s options, the bankruptcy trustee realized that liquidation was the
only reasonable solution, a decision supported by the company’s creditors. The trustee
also realized that another company could utilize the workers and assets of Zivinice
promet prior to its liquidation. Accordingly, he rented the companies facilities to another
trade company – “Omega,” on the condition that Omega also hire Zivinice promet’s
workers. The rental payments received from Omega through this creative approach
increased the value of the bankruptcy estate, and 57 of Zivinice promet’s workers were
engaged by “Omega.”
The assets of the company were ultimately sold to Omega through public auction. The
sale generated 2,652,000 KM in proceeds, enough to pay each of Zivinice promet’s
creditors 100% of its claim against the company. Omega also continued to employ the 57
workers it hired from Zivinice promet.
The bankruptcy case of Živinice promet, a trade company from Živinice, demonstrates
that a skilled and experienced trustee can successfully use the flexibility of the
bankruptcy law to liquidate a company, satisfy creditors and save jobs.
Živinice promet was insolvent when it filed for bankruptcy. Its assets were appraised at
approximately 4 million KM, but all of its property was blocked by secured creditors.
Weighing the company’s options, the bankruptcy trustee realized that liquidation was the
only reasonable solution, a decision supported by the company’s creditors. The trustee
also realized that another company could utilize the workers and assets of Živinice
promet prior to its liquidation. Accordingly, he rented the company’s facilities to another
trade company – Omega, on the condition that Omega also hire Živinice promet’s
workers. The rental payments received from Omega through this creative approach
increased the value of the bankruptcy estate, and 57 of Živinice promet’s workers were
engaged by Omega.
The assets of the company were ultimately sold to Omega through public auction. The
sale generated 2,652,000 KM in proceeds, enough to pay 100 percnt of each of Živinice
promet’s creditors claims against the company. Omega also continued to employ the 57
workers it hired from Živinice promet.
Živinice promet demonstrates how timely and creative solutions by an experienced
bankruptcy trustee can create commercial, economic, and social success from an
insolvent company.
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SELECTED HIGHLIGHTS OF FILE ACTIVITIES
Development of Case Management Software for BiH’s Courts:
Delay undermines the very purpose of the courts, as justice is lost with the passage of
time. Effective caseflow management makes justice possible, both in individual cases
and across judicial systems and courts.
FILE, in close cooperation with the High Judicial and Prosecutorial Council (HJPC), is
developing case management software (CMS) for BiH’s courts. CMS provides the courts
with a set of tools significantly enhancing the efficiency of case processing operations.

Figure 1: Many manual process are now automated by CMS, increasing court
efficiency
In particular, the new automated system can accept and register cases, automatically
assign cases to judges, docket events, and maintain a log of upcoming events. For the
first time, the courts have a systematic way to monitor the progress of each case, event by
event, and to ensure that cases will move forward on schedule. In addition, CMS allows
the courts to clearly assign responsibility for each function and to focus attention on the
timing of the next scheduled step in a case. CMS will gradually replace manual case
processing, such as the use of registry books, provide better and faster services to
customers of the courts, and allow judges and court staff to focus more time and effort on
substantive rather than administrative matters.
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To date, FILE and HJPC have introduced
CMS into four courts - Mostar, Konjic and
Capljina Municipal Courts and Derventa
Basic Court. CMS will soon be deployed
in the commercial divisions of Sarajevo
Municipal Court and Banja Luka Basic
Court. HJPC, FILE and the courts are
committed to successful introduction and
use of CMS in courts throughout the
country.
Figure 2: CMS training and implementation is
conducted by FILE in close cooperation with each
court.

Auction Center for Collateral Enforcement:
To improve efficiency in implementing BiH’s collateral laws, FILE, together with the
Bankers Association of BiH and Sarajevo Municipal Court, identified the need for
establishing an “Auction Center” for warehousing and selling collateral seized under the
Law on Enforcement Procedure. The center will also be used for bankruptcy auctions
and other sales.
A well developed system of secured
lending is essential for investment and
business development. Collateral laws
lower the cost and risk of lending by
permitting borrowers to secure their
obligations with property. Despite
substantial positive changes in the
laws affecting judicial efficiency,
inefficient enforcement procedures
continue to drive up the costs and risks
associated with secured transactions Figure 3: The Auction Center represents the close
because lenders cannot sell their collaboration of the Bankers Association, Sarajevo
collateral in a timely, efficient manner. Municipal Court, and USAID FILE
The enforcement process should be straightforward, but instead is hampered by problems
of seizure and storage of collateral, auctions, and payment of funds collected.
To solve this dilemma, the Association and Court will establish a privately funded
auction center that can store seized goods, provide information about the goods, and hold
regularly scheduled judicial auctions. By creating a single point of activity for sale of
seized property in Sarajevo, the auction center will help the courts establish a regular,
predictable system of judicial auctions. It will enable the banking community and
debtors obtain higher value from the sale of seized goods by helping to develop a market
for such goods.
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Guiding Pilot Bankruptcy Cases and Preparing the BiH Economy for Growth:
With membership in the European Union now an official possibility, BiH has hope for a
brighter economic future. While membership remains several years away, BiH cannot
afford to wait until then to implement economic reforms and reap the benefits of
integration.
The success of market economies depends on the ability of the system to manage
business failure and to recycle assets productively. Bankruptcy provides an exit strategy
for failed enterprises, the absence of which can be as harmful to an entrepreneur-driven
economy as barriers to entry.
FILE has conducted nearly 100 training sessions on BiH’s new bankruptcy and collateral
laws for judges, attorneys, trustees, bankers, appraisers, and other stakeholders. The
project’s greatest benefit to the BiH economy, however, is not education; it is action.
FILE has worked closely with bankruptcy practitioners to guide bankruptcy cases
through the country’s nascent system, an effort that is preparing the BiH economy for
growth by returning underperforming assets to new economic use.
Guiding cases through the bankruptcy system provides benefits on many levels. It:
• Demonstrates the efficiency and benefits of the bankruptcy system;
• Educates bankruptcy stakeholders and others on the system and encourages its
wider use;
• Builds confidence in bankruptcy;
• Creates case studies for continuing education and training programs;
• Develops model solutions to practical implementation issues; and
• Yields tangible results by putting assets and people back to work.
On a practical level, pilot cases demonstrate bankruptcy’s power to salvage productive
assets, improve efficiency, save jobs, privatize state-owned enterprises to attract foreign
investment, and help revitalize local communities. With help from FILE, 160 workers at
the Unis Tadiv factory in Konjic petitioned for bankruptcy, were paid regularly during
the bankruptcy and reorganization process, and now own 67 percent of the factory. The
workers had good reason to file the case; they had not been paid in three years.
In another case, FILE staff advised against
reorganization and instead recommended
liquidation of assets at Uniglas, a maker of
automobile glass and metal parts in Bosanski
Samac. Despite liquidation, benefits to the
BiH economy have mirrored those achieved in
the Unis Tadiv reorganization case. Now,
instead of sitting idle, the liquidated assets
from Uniglas are in use by a domestically
owned furniture company, Nova Forma, and
by a Dutch-owned metal factory. Together,
the two operations soon will employ 300 workers — more than double the number
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employed by Uniglas at its peak in the 1980s. Although the company’s assets were sold
for a fifth of the appraised value, the trustee was able to meet all approved claims from
creditors.
FILE staff counseled against liquidation in the case of Energoinvest TNNO, a maker of
low-voltage electrical equipment in Doboj. After a bankruptcy petition was filed in
October 2004, the trustee assigned to the Energoinvest TNNO case, began a successful
reorganization, one that resulted in 90 employees returning to work and the receipt of
new business. But creditors moved toward liquidation because of an overvalued
appraisal. With help from FILE, the trustee persuaded creditors to pursue reorganization,
which because of profits achieved through production will pay to creditors an amount
more than double what liquidation would have paid.
In Energoinvest Livnica, FILE made use of the flexibility in BiH’s new bankruptcy laws
to design and implement new, transparent auction procedures for assets to be sold from
the bankruptcy estate. Standard procedures for public auctions have often allowed
collusive bidding, discouraged serious-bidder participation, and resulted in assets being
sold for far less than their actual value. FILE was aware of these procedural deficiencies
when creditors of Energoinvest Livnica, an iron-casting facility in Sarajevo, opted for
liquidation. FILE redesigned auction procedures to prevent collusive bidding, an effort
that raised the selling price of Livnica’s three industrial lots to more than 66 percent
above their appraised value. The purchaser of each lot will put both land and movable
assets back to productive use.
Bankruptcy Restructuring Model
The Bankruptcy Restructuring Model (BRM) is a financial model developed by USAID’s
Fostering an Investment and Lending-Friendly Environment Project (FILE). The purpose
of the BRM is to provide support to bankruptcy trustees during the bankruptcy process,
particularly helping them to produce required reports and model reorganization plans and
liquidation strategies.
Model structure
The BRM is an Excel-based financial model that assists bankruptcy trustees and
insolvency practitioners in performing their duties in the various stages of a bankruptcy
proceeding. It is split into 5 modules that correspond to the 5 stages of bankruptcy.
Opening of Bankruptcy

Preliminary
proceeding

Module I

Liquidation
Proceeding

Investigation
of claims

Reporting of
events and
prospects

Module IV

Module II

Module III

Reorganization
proceeding

Module V

Figure 1: BRM modules matching bankruptcy process
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Each module has input worksheets in which data is entered, and output worksheets that
are critical documents for the trustee and judge. While simple and user-friendly, the
BRM is very powerful. After proper input of baseline data, reports and other documents
are easily and quickly produced.
Reorganization component
The BRM includes a reorganization component that allows for financial projections over
10 years of the company’s sales, cost of goods, overhead, capital expenditures, etc. In
particular, the model determines the net cash flow generated by the company under
reorganization for creditors’ repayment. This simple model requires the user to make
reorganization assumptions and enter data about the company’s operations (e.g.,
products, materials, consumption of materials and labor), as well as market data (e.g.,
product and material price tendencies, demand for products).
Producing Legal Documents for Bankruptcy Proceeding
At each stage of the bankruptcy proceeding, the BRM produces the documents required
by the bankruptcy trustee and judge, such as:
• Preliminary proceeding: tests whether the bankruptcy can be opened.
• Investigation and reporting hearings: generates table of assets in the bankruptcy
estate, table of claims by creditor payment rank, liquidation balance sheet.
• Liquidation proceeding: creates distribution table for all claim payment ranks.
• Reorganization: projects cash flows for the reorganized company, generates a table of
claims by creditor subgroup, a debt repayment plan and schedule, and a creditor
voting sheet.

Figure 2: Liquidation Balance Sheet created by the BRM

A support during critical stages of bankruptcy
The BRM helps bankruptcy trustees at critical stages of the bankruptcy:
Secured Debt Analysis: During the investigation hearing, the trustee must analyze the
secured debt and determine the under-secured part of the secured creditors’ claims.
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Indeed, one asset may secure the claims of several creditors while one creditor may have
security in several assets. With proper data input, the BRM automatically processes the
secured debt analysis.
Debt Repayment Modeling Tool: In reorganization, the trustee must gain approval for the
reorganization and the debt repayment plan. The BRM includes a modeling tool that
helps the trustee achieve consensus among various creditor payment ranks to vote for the
plan. This multi-layered matrix calculates the amount recovered by creditor rank for each
year in reorganization, based on a target recovery rate and the proportion of cash flow
going to each payment rank.
Training in BiH
While a powerful and sophisticated tool,
the BRM was designed as a user-friendly
application to reach the widest Excel and
financially savvy audience in Bosnia and
Herzegovina. FILE conducted interactive
trainings for over 60 trustees throughout
the country in March and May 2006.

Obtaining the BRM
The latest version of the BRM and related
training materials can be obtained upon request from FILE.
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